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“in a spiritual sense, the human being did not make a substantial 
progress from stone age hunter! ... we could even talk about re-
gression here, since the pattern of human superiority over animals 
and the predator kind of exploitation of resources only evolved 
until today when man is using military progression against human 
race itself.”

dr. Zmago Šmitek, 2019
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S
ome parts of this paper were delivered in a form of conference 
papers at diverse programs of upASAnA’s Academy for nature 
centred faith and traditional Mysteries research, at three con-
sequent Symposia on late christianisation of Slovene territory 

(held in 2017, 2018 and 2019 in historical town Kobarid, western Slo-
venia) in organisation of the Association of Slovene ethnic faith (Slov-
enski staroverci) and as conference papers at two icpnA (international 
conference on peace and nonviolence Action) conferences organised 
by AnuvibHA – (Jaipur 2017 and delhi 2019), as well as at the diverse 
occasions under auspice of world intellectuals forum – wif.

The paper is primarily meant for free access in digital form. i published 
major part of recent works in digital form only (most of them are available 
for free download at the Slovene national digital library www.dlib.si ), to 
reduce footprint and costs and to increase accessibility. with due respect 
to the footprint, i decided in 2019 to provide for two volumes in printed 
version: the present volume in english is thus also available in print (con-
tact info@upASAnA.si), while the beletrina publisher released in 2019 
my comprehensive monography under the title “Spiritual leadership in 
Slovenia in Ancient times and today” (www.beletrina.si). it is available 
as e-book as well as in hard cover printed version and encompasses com-
prehensive argumentation for the summarised thesis in this paper. parts 
of the findings are a result of my attempted phd study (1990–1994) at 
university of ljubljana on medieval heresies based on nonviolence – the 
background is duly explained in the chapter ‘context and background’. 
in 2019 i received a sudden push simultaneously from three independ-
ent sources, alerting me to complete the research and consequently i re-
started the reading exercise. This led to the decision to publish this first 
volume of the research effort, integrating my individual research with the 
contemporary development of ethnic faith studies and contemplations in 

EDITOR'S NOTES
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my domicile country Slovenia which is elaborated here as a case study. in 
addition, i framed this research effort in the context of un Sustainable 
development process. 

The volume is intentionally compiled synoptically and substantially 
abbreviated, to reach wider audience, trigger the discussion and further 
exchange.

Special thanks to Thomas daffern, ian fry, dick van niekerk and 
Aleš erbežnik for the push mentioned above as well as to all members 
of Slovene ethnic faith community for the pull – these wonderful and 
brave people recently raised their voices and released their insight on 
our deep cultural heritage and traditional knowledge. They continue to 
expand framework for rapid advancement of our joint research effort 
on daily basis; this makes us firmly convinced, that the spiritual reform 
in Slovenia has been practically accomplished and that we can expect 
impact of this transition fairly soon.

The stream of change in the domain of spirituality was symbolically 
inaugurated during the summer solstice 2017 when the cosmogram 
consisting of 12 stones around the ritual lind tree at the central cul-
tural quarter in ljubljana at Metelkova street was redesigned and tuned 
to first rays of the summer solstice sunrise  appearing above the Mu-
seum of Modern Arts, touching the lind tree on the axis of the 12th 
stone named The Stone of vraja (slo: vraža) placed at the entrance to 
the Slovene ethnographic Museum. The cosmogram was redesigned by 
the elders of upasanas’ Academy for nature centered faith and Ancient 
Mysteries research Staroslavov Hram” (see the picture on the page fol-
lowing the content index).

Jaromir Stanislav Marko Hren, May 2020

note on the cover graphics

The cover graphic with ancient peace dove as a fossil was designed by 
Slovene artist Jaka Modic as a cover page for my book of pre-war pacifist 
poetry published in May 1992, just after the war broke out in yugosla-
via. The book was published under the title “Srečanja” (Meetings) and 
was dedicated to all conscientious objectors who rejected military ser-
vice in dissolving former yugoslavia. when it comes to poetry, i ow my 
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gratitude to a long list of many poets, but at this occasion i need to ex-
tend special thanks to at least some of them, notably to victor Hugo, neil 
percival young, patty Smith and leonard cohen. particularly leonards 
poetry and his voice accompany me throughout my life: the night when 
he passed away, he appeared in my dreams, and i heard him singing his 
Anthem. i woke up …. and on my way to the downtown i kept singing 
the chorus: “ring the bells that still can ring … forget your perfect offering, 
there is a crack, a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in …’. Arriv-
ing to the office, i learned the sad news about cohens’ departure … and 
even his departure vowed a strong mystical message – we are related in 
a complex, convoluted, redundant ways, in dreamtime and in poetry, in 
inspiration … in the domains of spirituality. And there is a crack in eve-
rything, there is hope, aspiration, a motivation for spiritual endeavour. 
The masters’ Anthem together with the fossil of an ancient peace dove 
hold a great part of messages that i hope to evoke with this book. 

Leonard Cohen
ANTHEM 

The birds they sang at the break of day 
start again I heard them say 
don’t dwell on what has passed away 
or what is yet to be. 
Ah the wars they will be fought again. 
The holy dove She will be caught again 
bought and sold and bought again 
the dove is never free. 
Ring the bells that still can ring, Forget your perfect offering  
There is a crack in everything That’s how the light gets in. 
We asked for signs the signs were sent: 
the birth betrayed the marriage spent. 
Yeah the widowhood of every government – 
signs for all to see.  
I can’t run no more with that lawless crowd 
while the killers in high places say their prayers out loud. 
But they’ve summoned, they’ve summoned up 

Editor’s notes
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a thundercloud and they’re going to hear from me. 
Ring the bells that still can ring Forget your perfect offering. 
There is a crack in everything That’s how the light gets in.
You can add up the parts but you won’t have the sum. 
You can strike up the march, there is no drum. 
Every heart, every heart to love will come but like a refugee. 
Ring the bells that still can ring Forget your perfect offering. 
There is a crack in everything That’s how the light gets in. 

note on historic momentum

i felt last minute need prior to release of this publication to add a note 
on historic events overshadowing the time when the book is being pub-
lished. i finished this book in isolation due to 2020 pandemic of co-
ronA virus, covid-19. The information on our disposal indicate that 
there is a large probability, that the pandemic is a result or at least col-
lateral damage of biological warfare. i am afraid that this pandemic has 
a probability to be once called ‘a third world war’. The fact is that we, as 
citizens of earth do not yet possess enough information to firmly con-
clude, whether this coronA virus was released from biological labs 
or/and from wuhans’ animal market intentionally or not, but there are 
enough indications to suspect, that the covid 19 was experimented-
with in labs equipped for weaponisation of biological material. 

The coronA virus pandemic resulted – in only 6 month – in a dra-
matic reduction of local and global mobility and consequently in the de-
crease of environmental footprint normally produced by passengers and 
cargo mobility, the radical fall back in global production of goods and 
services, and consequently, to a historic test of environmentally hazard-
ous concept of hipper-production and hipper consummation.

i will intentionally not refer to pandemic in this paper in length, since 
covid-19 is being already a part of diverse speculations. The pandemic 
easily fits into diverse agendas and assumptions, be it supposing conspir-
acy of camouflaging of damage made by 5G on atmospherics oxygen with 
covid-19, be it blurring or firing of the context of trade war between uS 
and china, be it assigning pandemic a role as support measure to speed-
up the transition to hi-tech production (referred herein as transition to 
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industry 4.0., including the penetration of digital technologies, autono-
mous driving etc) due to peak-oil and rise of clean tech, be it the euro-
pean and uS interest to close the borders against migrants from south 
(Mexico in the case of uS and mid-Asia and Africa in the case of europe). 
it seems that all listed and many other hidden agendas or motivations for 
current crisis are well possible. it is easier for western politicians to jus-
tify the closing down of vehicles production blaming the pandemic than 
to admit, that uS and europe fail to compete with hi-tech investments 
in Asia. free-minded people will be able to analyse the real reasons and 
causes of current pandemic only after the impacts will be evident. The 
impact on air pollution is already measurable after a couple of month of 
pandemic in regions affected by virus first (wuhan in china, lombardy 
in italy) and in the best of scenarios the pandemic was designed (also) 
with good intentions. whatever the scenario behind this precedential 
global pandemic is, we, the people, have a right to know the truth. My 
book goes to print&web before the formal investigations concerning the 
roots of pandemic started. but the fact is, that the chinese government, 
with the knowledge of wHo, maintained the spread of virus in secrecy 
until it finally suffused efficiently to the world. Then, the same institutions 
reacted robustly, efficiently and with relatively good results to finally man-
age and stop the epidemic in a “reasonable” time. 

let me share at this point – in a nut-shell – a view of a natural faith elder1. 

traditional wisdom would make us observe natural disasters and dis-
eases as a sign, alerting, that we are doing something substantially wrong. 
covid as a SArS type of disease, meaning, Severe Acute respiratory 
Syndrome, attacks the respiratory system, the breAtH of humanity. 
while the respiratory system of the earth was attacked so brutally over 
colonial times by human race itself, humanity is facing respiratory dis-
ease pandemic. last year, brazilian and Australian governments have 
let their forests – the planetary respiratory system core – burn without 
declaring state of emergency and without implementation of efficient 
early stage measures. colonial powers were burning forests in occupied 

1 See biographical note.
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territories for centuries without any sense of global responsibility. 
we are called to rethink our breath, though. The breath of individu-

als, the breath of communities and the breath of the earth.
As we will see in this paper, the breath is understood here as core infra-

structure of spirituality. As my old friend from brazilian rain forests indig-
enous people would say “for white people, the churches are the infrastruc-
ture of spirituality, for us, the dreams serve this purpose”. The dream time is 
the time of narrowing of activity on breath. i cannot avoid pondering to the 
reference on SArS in the introductory note, since this paper was originally 
written to recall the ancient understanding of breath, of respiratory system, 
Slovene d(i)H, or d(a)H or d(u)H – as we will see later in the paper. 

wherever a reader comes across the symbol  bridging the 
paragraphs, it indicates the momentum to take a deep breath. duH is a 
root word of Slovene spirituality, ‘duh-ovno-st’.

Humanity received a final call to rethink the breath, to rethink the 
spirituality – both terms being in Slovene language synonymous. Some 
readers would expect that nature faith elder would assign the authorship 
of current pandemic to the intelligence of mother earth, to noosphere, 
the prajapati, Slovene nikrmana, and would support the hypothesis, 
that the intelligence of the solar system provided for pandemic to en-
force the collective restrain and thus the cleansing of the atmosphere. 
Such hypothesis would presuppose that the virus evolved and mutated 
and spread all naturally. i shall –at this point – leave both hypothesis 
open for additional assessment. last but not least, the human collective 
intelligence can be nothing but a hologram integral part of noosphere, 
the intelligence of GeA. 

Alcohol is identified in my research as probably most propagated ma-
nipulative substance ever in history (see chapter on legacy of Spiritual-
ity 3.0.). it is interesting to observe that the present pandemic can be 
paralleled to a largest historic pandemic – alcoholism; the promotion 
of covid-19 can be compared to global promotion of alcohol. The lat-
ter is being extensively promoted also through some major Spirituality 
3.0. institutions, as we will see later. Alcohol takes – according to wHo 
data – over 3 million victims each year while flue and influenza related 
respiratory diseases result in up to 500.000 deaths yearly. Alcohol, as – 
literarily – a blinding agent2, is probably the most widely spread agent 

2 See the origins of the word al-cohl from Arab.
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for manipulation and lies. Some major Spirituality 3.0. institutions en-
hanced the saturation of “blinding agent”, probably the first biological 
weapon into worlds populations to reduce the revolt potential of colo-
nised people for the last two millennia. The “biological” war with alco-
hol and drugs was probably the longest world war ever fought on the 
planet. Shall we reflect on this issue within the debate on spirituality?

There are numerous and far reaching consequences of current biolog-
ical warfare with corona virus but i will only discuss two outstanding 
characteristics of it. first, the fact, that the crisis has enough attributes 
of warfare to call it a war, and second is an assumption, that the “posi-
tive” impacts achieved by covid 19 should have been achieved through 
peaceful, democratic means, without imposition of major violation of 
human rights and freedoms. This alerts us to question the efficiency of 
parliamentary democracies and of the global governance systems. The air, 
soil and sea pollution and climate change, phasing out of the use of fos-
sil fuels, the imbalance and counter sustainability of worlds production 
and trade including the world trade mechanisms and consequently the 
systemic maintenance of inequalities on the planet all those and many 
other challenges have been widely discussed in parliaments across globe 
as well as in multilateral institutions. but it needed global state of emer-
gency caused by biological weapons, to pass laws and decisions that could 
not have been adopted in times of relative peace. The historic momentum 
of corona – covid-19 pandemic shows, that humanity is not ready yet to 
confront problems with peaceful means. The issues that could certainly be 
dealt with in parliamentary, democratic way, were redirected to military 
jargon, state of emergency being declared all over the place and govern-
ments being allowed to impose human rights obstructions. 

i will argue, that this is a result of a handicapped spirituality. 
The outcome of present pandemic – in terms of awareness – is even at 

this early point at least the following. Humanity needs substantially less 
travel and transport as currently exercised. The daily commutations, the 
mobility due to tourism and transport can be and shall be dramatically 
reduced. we learned this lesson and humanity is undergoing a training 
on reducing travel, production and consumption. Much work in educa-
tion and work can be done without travel, at home. Humanity has im-
proved the quality of air dramatically due to covid 19 crisis.

covid-19 is cleaning the air for us – but we need to rediscover and 
refine our breathing by ourselves.
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did we really need a pandemic to stop the unnecessary mobility? in 
short: if multilateral institutions were not able to design and implement 
measures to dramatically and quickly reduce co2 footprint generated 
by mobility, then, those, who designed the covid 19 campaign, met 
substantial success in less than 6 months – majority of governments co-
operating fully without any multilateral agreement whatsoever. 

but the strategies are built on fear and remain in the domain of mili-
tary concepts, while the notion of cyber-bio-convergence warfare is being 
manifested for the first time on a global scale – this is why it is quite pos-
sible that the current pandemic will be once called the ‘third world war’. 
even if the pandemic was not designed as a war, it is managed as a war. 
And this sheds light on prevailing state of the art of spirituality.

in the best of scenarios, one of the major goals of covid 19 cam-
paign would be to avoid unmanageable, and stop the warming of the 
planet just-in-time. Another set of goals seems to deal with piloting the 
management of unavoidable. for example, managing the local food pro-
duction, radically less consummation and less production and much less 
need for services (such as hair dressers, cleaning cars etc), performing 
education in extreme conditions, online, managing processes and pub-
lic services largely online. for the first time ever in known history, large 
regions (europe as a whole) and humanity globally, actually stopped for 
a couple of month. At the same time, large parts of population made a 
quantum jump in using information society services, while the ‘digi-
tal divide’ widened rather than narrowed which might result in further 
inequalities on long run. This is an unpreceded experience. Govern-
ments are at the lead of the process that appears to be coordinated and 
managed perfectly. And there is no transparent master plan, no agenda 
adopted, no resolution passed in multilateral arena.

Humanity is moving and producing substantially less, the global val-
ue chains are getting reconfigured dramatically. The consequences on 
world trade will be substantial. but the world “official” governance sys-
tem is not at the frontline of the biggest campaign ever in known history 
of humanity.

we are spending more time with families, in local communities, with 
children and on our gardens, in the fields and in the forests. 

well – in two paragraphs above, we put in a nutshell what human-
ity shall be doing without the fear and pressure of pandemic anyway. 
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rebuilding communities and producing necessities largely locally. raise 
the level of self-sustainability substantially.

A highly respected friend, dr. Sohan lal Gandhi, recently shared with 
some of us a letter underlying, that the traditional knowledge and as-
sociated values offer a great deal of solutions for the present crisis of 
humanity. S.l. Gandhi refers to teachings of HH Mahavir, particularly 
the self-limiting of needs of humanity and self restraint. we could easily 
extrapolate those values to other natural faith cosmologies and values 
such as the respect of the nature and all resources, proper sustainable 
management, using local resources in a sustainable manner applying 
strict rules to assure resources for long-term availability across-genera-
tions. These values are opposite to the prevailing predators culture, that 
we will discuss in detail in this paper.

we shall be able to ask key questions, that planetary and local govern-
ance structures shall address/answer. in first place, these are the ques-
tions regarding the biological weapons, the role of wuhan lab and as-
sociated labs across the world, the questions about the role of wHo and 
about the new generation of warfare (bio-digital, including 5G and Ai) 
in general. The consequences of biological material that can be weapon-
ised, the consequences of growing ubiquitous presence of radiation due 
to internet of everything and 5G, are not being assessed yet but there is 
enough indication to move with global response to it quickly. And this 
is emblematic matter of spirituality, of ethical concepts determining our 
collective relations to nature and life in general. whatever the true sce-
nario behind the present pandemic is, we shall insist on being informed 
about the truth at certain point. And there are enough indications, that 
make us suspect, that the covid 19 pandemic was premeditated care-
fully and is also being managed according to pre-set milestones.
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T
his research-based paper is intended to foster discussion of the 
relevance of traditional, ethnic, pre-religious spiritual knowl-
edge and related schools of wisdom for contemporary spiritual-
ity and for the sustainable development of civilisation. it exam-

ines the potential role of spirituality to provide for prompt responses 
by humanity to todays’ key challenges, and the term ‘spirituality’, key 
definitions, and the evolution of the concept of spirituality. 

for this purpose, the term Generation Spirituality 4.0. is coined to 
encourage reflection on current trendy discourse about industrial rev-
olutions that promote the transition to so called industry 4.0., and to 
underline the need to think spirituality and production/consumption 
simultaneously, again as two interwoven processes. once these two 
processes were unbundled in the past – and some arguments are of-
fered about when this could have had happened – the predatory culture 
started to flourish and prevailed for roughly two millennia. This is the 
epoch referred to in this paper as Generation Spirituality 3.0., that was 
substantially assisted, enabled and also fuelled by some Spirituality 3.0. 
(infra)structures coloured largely by the phenomenon of religions. 

it is argued that humanity is transiting from Spirituality 3.0. to Spir-
ituality 4.0. while the colonial age and the predatory culture is being 
phased out. This transition has been made possible and is conditioned 
by re-emergence and new validation of ancient traditional spiritual 
knowledge (Generation Spirituality 2.0. and Spirituality 1.0). 

furthermore, Spirituality is promoted as a potential shortcut to com-
pensate for the (potentially) negative effects of, digitalisation, data-
euphoria and the pending massive deployment of artificial intelligence 
(Ai) applications. The relationship between positive and negative poten-
tial impacts of the digital era and Ai are framed in direct dependence on 
the truth-worthiness of applied spirituality. 

21 
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The primary focus of the paper is indo-european heritage and Medi-
terranean. However, limited but valuable research into other indigenous 
heritage on other continents is introduced and that cognition hereaf-
ter applies to indigenous knowledge and spirituality both generally and 
globally. 

it is also argued that the knowledge incubated and embedded in in-
digenous cosmologies, and in particular in ancient schools of wisdom, 
survived the colonial age and the long lasting predatory culture in some 
regions, the Mediterranean and europe for example, through the pro-
tection of cultural codes and rituals. This occurred through the move-
ment of hermits, early schools of mysteries, Gnostics, monastic orders 
and heresies and, in its later phase, historic movements of reformation, 
renaissance, anarchism and finally liberal/ liberation political and cul-
tural movements. particular attention is given to the wisdom-threads 
sustained in the past by bogomils, essenians, bohemian Husits, pitago-
reans and cathars in the balkans and Mediterranean, and to Jains in 
india since those were the cosmologies that drew authors attention re-
peatedly to the convoluted complexity of ‘spirituality’.

The core of these movements is an urge for individuals’ spiritual lib-
eration as a foundation for individuals’ responsibility. in this core or 
threads of wisdom stands a tangible conceptualisation of spirituality, al-
lowing for in-depth understanding by individuals of interconnectivity 
of manifest phenomena on earth. if colonial nations wanted to force 
enslaved local populations to destroy their own natural resources for the 
profit of predators, they needed to remove the spiritual leadership and 
the spiritual codes embedded in cultures as habitat-protection mecha-
nisms. Therefore the elites who gained power, the imperial and bour-
geois coupled with military and religious headquarters, systematically 
and intentionally dismantled all accessible aspects of traditional, liber-
tarian spiritual wisdom in order to continuously manipulate and subor-
dinate the colonised populations and, consequently and continuously, 
to exploit people and resources in colonised regions and thus maintain 
the predatory culture. 

The traditional spaces for warship, the knowledge of rituals and sa-
cred language codes, were systematically converted to their opposite, de-
stroyed or kidnapped by imposed alienated concepts of spirituality that 
were forcibly deployed over a large proportion of the world population. 
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However, the thread of authentic wisdom and spirituality remained 
vibrant, it was sensed and discussed by intellectuals throughout the 
history of humanity. Some of those voices are recalled in this paper to 
underpin the conclusion that traditional knowledge needs to be thor-
oughly reintegrated in contemporary culture.

Some examples of language codes will be given, unveiling the rich-
ness, spiritual depth and beauty of Slovene language, authors native lan-
guage – which is presented in the paper as a case study, substantiated 
by recent extensive revival of ethnic, nature centred faith which will be 
synoptically presented as a chronicle displayed from the research point 
of view of the participant-observer.

colonial practices, supported by religious authorities, have been re-
sponsible for apocalyptic damage to native spirituality concepts and the 
destruction of natural resources, and have contributed to the present 
climate crisis. The most recent examples of such practices were mani-
fested in 2019 and 2020 through burning forests of brazil and Australia. 
political and governance considerations of both countries illustrate the 
impact of colonial age policies on our planet today and that humanity is 
still at the very beginning of the de-colonialization process which began 
little more than half a century ago with the adoption of the un resolu-
tion on the rights of indigenous peoples (un, 1960).
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T
wo and a half millennia of colonial, imperial, predator’s culture 
is getting towards its end. our generations are therefore the 
first to put this issue most seriously on the top of intellectual’s 
agenda. A fundamental rethinking of spirituality is a necessary 

part of the process of de-colonisation of the world. The revival of pre-
christian, nature centred, ethnic, natural faith referred to in this paper 
as Generation Spirituality 1.0. and Spirituality 2.0. is in the heart of this 
process. i am proud to be able to present in this paper the case of Slove-
nia. recent revival of Slovene ethnic faith in my home country Slovenia 
over the past decade is presented synoptically as a chronicle. 

i feel obliged to unveil this chronicle to scholars abroad Slovenia in 
the capacity of elected chairman of the Slovene ethnic faith association3, 
and on behalf of the elders of natural faith operating under the Acad-
emy for ethnic faith research Staroslavov Hram, a research and educa-
tion branch of the cosmological society upasana4 to which i also serve 
as a chairman. Some examples of language codes are given, unveiling 
the richness, spiritual depth and beauty of Slovene language, my native 
language while the synchronicities of language codes and meanings in 
other indo-european languages reveal the overall coherency of ancient 
wisdom cross –cultures. This indicates, that ancient schools of wisdom 
were on the one hand universalistic and on the other hand – perma-
nently in touch with each other, both physically and meta-physically. 
A unique insight and chronicle of the simultaneous reoccurrence from 
centuries of clandestine operation of Slovene ethnic pre-christian faith 
in diverse regions in Slovenia over the past decade is presented from the 
research point of view of the participant-observer. Here i refer to diverse 
types of actors – direct descendants of Slavic ethnic faith, field research-
ers and academics as well as to contemporary practitioners. 
3 www.staroverci.si
4 www.upasana.si
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This way, the paper invokes the systematic solidarity amongst indig-
enous spiritual leaders and centres of wisdom to enhance and speed-up 
the phasing out and the closure of colonial age. to awake the full poten-
tial of the holders of traditional, indigenous knowledge and spirituality, 
the world governance shall be fundamentally scrutinised and serious 
thinking shall be devoted to substantially evolve the governance pro-
tocols and structures to quickly accommodate proper, central space for 
the voicing of the indigenous and other modalities of traditional knowl-
edge. in my view, this is key for survival of humanity.

in this respect, i share views with friends in india, notably, dr. So-
han l.Gandhi, dr. Gulab Kothari and dr. S.r. bath who are eventu-
ally and non-coincidentally also key people behind the recent interna-
tional conferences on peace and nonviolent Action – icpnA, that are 
traditionally organised under explicit auspice of spiritual leaders and 
opinion makers. for all of us, there is no doubt that peace and spiritu-
ality are indivisible. This would alert some of the readers, evoking the 
good old slogan of east-west movement for demilitarisation from the 
1980s: peace and human rights are indivisible. we share the conviction, 
that traditional knowledge shall be rediscovered, evaluated, validated, 
reinterpreted and reintegrated in the contemporary knowledge base 
and into regular curricula of education systems as a key pillar for quick 
achievement of sustainable development behaviour patterns, social val-
ues and responsible personal conduct of world population.

There is enough evidence for an assumption that ancient knowledge 
survived more than two millennia of oppression and is still available in 
its fragments or building blocks in such quality and to such an extent 
that its complexity can and shall represent a solid foundation for the 
completion of evolution of spirituality to new (4th) – generation. Sub-
stantial evolution of spirituality is understood here as a precondition for 
both, the global peace and the manifestation of un Sustainable devel-
opment Goals as well as a prerequisite for sustainable management of 
the megatrends related to digitalisation and artificial intelligence and for 
reasonable use of other emerging technologies. 

Substantially evolved, new conceptualisation of spirituality is key for 
humanity to gain ability to quickly elevate its consciousness in a sense 
of collective awareness and responsibility and in such a way provide for 
positive evolutionary spin to human developments in other domains 
(notably industry 4.0 with digitalisation and artificial intelligence, glo-
balisation of economy, urbanisation and overpopulation, climate crisis, 
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the crisis of parliamentary democracy and subsequent lock-up of de-
mocracies and human rights etc). These were a result of the culture of 
disrespect, ignorance, manipulations – that characterised the colonial, 
imperialistic epoch – hereafter called ‘predators culture’. 

Spirituality 4.0. – as presented in this paper – is characterised by in-
dividuals’ acknowledgement of diverse sources of knowledge, from in-
trospective or mystical (cosmic big data), traditional or cultural, “deep 
craft”, scientific or vedic & educational/curricular or didactic (cultural 
big data), and last but not least digital or www-based (digital big data). 

This way, i attempt to feed-into debates of contemporary conceptu-
alisation of education for sustainable world, the over-urbanisation and 
population growth and pending decline of relevance of the present con-
cepts of religions and above all, into the debate on approach to planetary 
boundaries issues by applying proper ethics to contemporary deploy-
ment of emerging technologies that can – in best of scenarios propel 
the sustainable econo mic models and – in the worst of scenarios, fur-
ther push worlds populations into ignorance, apathy, dis-responsibility, 
alienation, lies, manipulations and consequently, disrespect, therefore, 
push humanity even deeper into the suiciding culture of prevailing 
predators behaviour patterns. Major reform of spirituality concepts, il-
lustrated herein as evolution to Spirituality 4.0. is seen as a shortcut – or 
even as the only way to prevent the later scenario. 

Quantum jumps to be performed:

task risk /prevailing cultural  
state of the art

path

seeking truth ignorance Acknowledging the laws 
of dhamma*

compassion alienation upasana, the concept 
of nearness/ubiquitous 
bonding*

response-ability apathy/escape Acknowledging the laws 
of karma*

ethical action, non-
violence, Ahimsa* 

manipulated reaction/disrespect, 
predatory devastation

Acknowledging the laws 
of dharma*

equality supremacy/superiority Awareness, fight 
ignorance 

freedom predatory enslavement the power of the truth 
(Satya Graha), autonomy 

*concepts are well known and are understood here correspondingly to general use of 
terms while they are discussed thoroughly elsewhere in this paper to assure proper place-
ment of individual term in the context of the arguments presented here. 
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definitions of terms used

The language that we use determines the way we will structure the think-
ing about spirituality. Mircea eliade in his introduction to patterns in com-
parative religion pawed the direction to address the debate by introducing 
the focus on hierophanies and examining those as far as the information 
available makes it possible. eliade notes: “now, in my research what have 
primarily interested me are these facts, this labyrinthine complexity of el-
ements which yield to no formula or definition whatever. taboo, ritual, 
symbol, myth, demon, god, these are some of them; but it would be an 
outrageous simplification to make such a list tell the whole story. what 
we have really got to deal with is a diverse and indeed chaotic mass of ac-
tions, beliefs and systems which go together to make up what one may call 
the religious phenomenon. This book deals with a twofold problem: first, 
what is religion and secondly, how far can one talk of the history of reli-
gion? As i doubt the value of beginning with a definition of the religious 
phenomenon, i am simply going to examine hierophanies– taking that 
term in its widest sense of something which manifests the sacred.” we will 
come back to eliades’ approach in a conclusion. 

if we apply eliades’ thought to the discourse on spirituality which is 
even broader and more complex and above all more subtle phenomenon 
then religion then we are even more in a need to refine the terms. when 
we talk about spirituality, we need to dig deep in subtle spheres and use 
neatly defined spirituality terms. what language shall we use then?

we shall start with examination of the word ‘language’. And at this 
point, we introduce our beloved case study – the Slovenian case and 
Slovene language. The ‘language’ in Slovene translates to the same word 
as ‘the tongue’, ‘jezik’. we will observe the beauty of this convergence of 
the two words later on. if ‘language’ determines the way we structure the 
thinking, then the ‘tongue’ determines the way we perform the breath, 
the essence of the spiritual practices, the real stuff, the subject matter. 
The subtle sphere where spirituality exercises. And in Slovene language, 
we only have one and one only word to encompass the thinking and 
the practice (air control) – ‘jezik’. The tongue is an essential organ to 
direct the air in a crucial flip in spiral, internal kleins’ bottle, the con-
voluted tunnel that some teachings refer to as kundalini, while many 
schools of wisdom use the same symbol for it – the snake in different 
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spiral, sometimes knotted elevation. The beauty of Slovene language 
goes on and on here – we use the same word for sky (si: nebo’) and for 
soft & hard palate (‘mehko in trdo nebo’) – the point, where we curve 
the tongue to direct the breath upwards, is – in our language – literary 
the point of sky – ‘nebo’ – the point where the hard palate suffuses into 
the soft one. in other words – properly directing the breath, we literary 
reach the subtle spheres of the sky, the subtle self. 

we will further explain this while exploring the depth of the Slovene 
words dih, duh arham, d@rham and hram in the chapter dedicated to 
the case study. Sufficient to note in the introduction, that Slovene word 
for spirituality is based on the root word ‘breath’ – ‘dih/duh’ –‘duhovnost’. 
Spirituality in Slovene language is directly related to breath. The transla-
tion back into english could be spelled out like ‘breathfullness’.

we shall use the language of the breath in Spirituality 4.0. discourse, 
the language of the tongue (‘jezik jezika’ ;-).

The paper calls for an open debate on conceptualization of spiritu-
ality. Spirituality is understood here as an integral part of human be-
ing, representing its capacity to expand awareness and consciousness. 
if the mind is human capacity to process information and intellect is 
human capacity to cognize, then spirituality is human potential to ex-
pand awareness and seek for solutions creatively beyond cognition. 
Spirituality integrates cognitive capacity (intelligence), emotional intel-
ligence, intuition and introspection. As such, spirituality is perceived as 
a root domain for creative coexistence on the planet and as a key do-
main determining the quality of relations between individual, the other 
members of the species (community and the human race) and other 
sentient beings as well as seemingly non-sentient universe. Spirituality 
is therefore in the very center of gravity of processes aiming at peace, 
justice and sustainable development of humanity and therefore must be 
understood as a decisive factor for the future of humanity. 

Spirituality in this paper is defined as a journey and dynamically un-
derstood ability5 of individual aiming to expand his/her awareness and 

5 dr. Kothari (Kothari, 2015) explains the vedic understanding of such ability, 
inherent to each and every individual, introducing the »component of spiritual-
ity (adhyatma) that our body possesses in relation to Adhidevic principle” which 
assumes establishing relation to deity (supreme spirit, or adhibuth) as autono-
mous, liberated person.
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consciousness. Some use expression “transcendence” from one sphere of 
awareness to another. Spirituality is in this sense unconditionally linked to 
knowledge, insight, creativity and human potential to think innovatively. 
Spirituality is key for ethical, artistic as well as scientific performance of 
an individual. As such, spirituality as cultural phenomenon represents a 
domain per-se: we will also refer to it as a spirituality domain.

Spirituality concept is defined as ideas structured multi-dimension-
ally (dimensions varying in dependence of microcosm in which it is 
defined, the ethics, social implications, governance/ hierarchical system, 
links to economic/production system etc. ) about the spirit (si: ‘duh’) 
and cosmo(genesi)s that allow systemisation, typology of components 
across selected criteria, that apply to both individual/ personal and to 
collective/social expressions/practices of spirituality. 

Systemisation and typology is comprised by procedures and protocols 
according to which conceptualisation is performed.

The spirituality components or building blocks (elements as referred 
to by eliade) of spirituality concepts form a framework to structure and 
operationalize spirituality. 

The selected criteria as proposed here involve:
•  relation between production methods and the spirituality 
•  ratio of centralised – decentralised performance across diverse pa-

rameters (such as ownership, governance, spiritual practices)
•  expression: oral-written-symbol-digitised
•  ratio intuitive/rational
•  relationship PEOPLE – NATURE (Slovene ROD – PRIRODA).

it will be claimed, that spirituality is key (even provides for a short-
cut) for humanity to attain abilities for promptly deciding for truth, 
compassion/respect, responsibility and nonviolence. it will be argued, 
that Spirituality generation 3.0. in its perverted aspects (offering moral 
support – via so called spiritual authorities – to colonial and imperial 
actions, massive violations of human and animal rights and massive de-
struction of habitats) accompanied and enabled industry 3.0. (with its 
strong and even dominant component of military technologies) to drive 
the planet and its biosphere, including human species, on the brinks 
of survival, creating a culture of over-production, over-consummation 
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and sophisticated predatory behaviour. The process of decolonisation 
must be therefore accompanied by a process of evolution of Spirituality 
towards the generation 4.0. since it is more than certain that we cannot 
solve the problems of humanity using the same ideologies and concepts 
that created those.

Spirituality in this sense is not understood as abstract journey of which 
the intangible impacts are somewhere in remote spheres of time&space. 

The impacts of spiritual effort are potentially immediate, substantial, 
tangible and measurable. if we take the case of application of spirituality 
in the domain of daily consummation, for example, the impact is measur-
able in terms of sustainability of consumption, the quality of purchased 
goods and last but not least in the structure of family budget. The paper 
aims at promotion of sustainable, responsible, restrained consumption 
(and production) according to high standards of sustainability, including 
fair trade and ethical trade as well as of new business models integrating 
cooperatives, sharing economy and the supporting digital technologies. 
The dreams of early anarchists, such as bakunin and Kropotkin envisag-
ing a global network of and exchange between independent, autonomous 
cooperatives, are close to realistic appearance now with ubiquitous access 
to digital technologies and with ubiquitous access to information regard-
ing the ethics related to all aspects occurring in the value chain of each 
products regardless the complexity of the globalised production.

The connection between anarchist philosophy and Spirituality 4.0. 
will be underpinned by Slovene language gifting reader with a creative 
and self-explanatory suggestion – the only true religion is anarchism. 
This – at the first glance premature statement – is in reality embedded in 
Slovene expression ‘vera’, today intentionally erroneously used as a term 
for ‘religion’. As we will show later, the term ‘vera’ in Slovene language 
in its root-meaning equals to ‘authentic, truth-worthy’, ‘true’. Authen-
tic ‘religion’ for Slovenes is therefore rooted on spiritual liberation, on 
autonomous, authentic identity of an individual. it is anarchistic in its 
most precious meaning of the word ‘anarchism’ that is pictured here 
with my beloved slogan: “neither sheep nor shepherd”.

could there be a better way to introduce the Slovene story as a case 
study?

it is made clear in the paper, that i rather speak of spirituality than 
of religion. i will systemise religion as a phenomenon appearing in the 
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third generation of spirituality concepts evolution, the Spirituality 3.0. 
different terms will be used when referring to native spirituality, to eth-
nic, place base, traditional faith polytheistic, animistic cosmological sys-
tems based on the respect of the nature and the creation in its entirety: 
i rather use terms ‘nature centred faith’ and ‘natural faith’ then ‘nature 
belief ’ or ‘natural belief ’, or ‘pagan’ or ‘heathen’. The word “faith” implies 
stronger attribute of confidence in relation to traditional knowledge and 
the traditional system of values as well as faith in regards to the laws of 
nature and laws of cosmic logos.

evolution of spirituality – early birds vowing it 

The mere notion of spirituality and the understanding/ conceptualisa-
tion of spirituality in the course of history is, for that very reason – of 
fostering the spiritual liberation – at the core of our concern. for the 
purpose of the debate, a simple categorisation will be used to draw po-
tential parallels with popular contemporary classification of industrial/
production revolutions acknowledging the fact of relative spiritual stag-
nation or maybe even spiritual regression over the history of humanity, 
as dr. Zmago Šmitek, ethnologist and renowned recently deceased Slo-
vene scholar in the field of cosmologies and mythologies would claim6. 
Šmitek authored a remarkable volume of titles regarding Slavic mythol-
ogy and – in particular indo european – comparative religion. in his 
last masterpiece titled “The whispering of the wild hood”, Šmitek claims: 
“in a spiritual sense, the human being did not make a substantial progress 
from stone age hunter! ….. We could even talk about regression here, since 
the pattern of human superiority over animals and the predator kind of 
exploitation of resources only evolved until today when man is using mili-
tary progression against human race itself.” 

when the need to reflect on the evolution of the conceptualisation 
of spirituality will be argued, we will presuppose the existence of genu-
ine impulse of humanity to transcend to new dimensions of awareness 
regarding the universe (micro and macro), not in a sense of denial of 
previous generations of spiritual concepts, but in a true sense of ex-
panding the consciousness and consequently the awareness. name this 

6 Šmitek, Zmago, 2017.
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simple curiosity or a permanent call originating from eternal genuine 
bond between individuals life and eternal consciousness. one of my fa-
vourite authors, to whom i ow much of the inspirations, dutch scholar, 
pacifist, and activist bart de ligt7 framed his decision to resign from his 
christian pastoral after the end of the 1st world war in a sense of “grow-
ing beyond Christianity, acknowledging all religions as branches of great 
tree of cosmic religion”. peter van den dungen in his introduction to de 
ligts book The conquest of violence explains such decision being “not 
a question of denial but of transcendence”. de ligts’ life, tireless activism 
and his intellectual contributions shall be understood as an early call for 
coherent analysis of the roots of violence on one hand and potentials 
for nonviolent and peaceful revolutions on the other. de ligt equally 
questions imperial culture, the violent nature of the bourgeois societies, 
the effects of population growth and the role of religions supporting the 
tripartite structure of violence: (imperialism – capitalism – war). but 
above all, he pioneered the promotion of peaceful techniques for revo-
lutionary changes in societies.

de ligt was an early bird who de-facto announced the transition of 
humanity to Spirituality 4.0. while he was at the same time aware of the 
slow pace of revolutionary change when it comes to human conscious-
ness; (de ligt, conquest pg 57). His genius mind could not miss victor 
Hugos apologetic, pioneering announcements and prophecies about the 
arriving end of the wars as “premature enthusiasm”. 

de ligts’ and Hugos’ legacy is – at least outside france and Holland – 
underestimated. it is almost unknown that victor Hugo coined the words 
»les etas unis d’europe«, united States of europe. victor Hugo and his 
contemporaries have coined such visionary governance conceptualisa-
tions primarily due to their ability to see the world in its inter-connected 
nature, therefore, using their natural, animistic philosophies and views. 
it is not at all a coincidence that thinkers of such – clearly close to Jain – 
understanding of interconnections of planetary and extra planetary con-
sciousness have also pre-meditated the concepts and institutions of global 
governance, notably, the united nations and european union.

The importance of Hugos’ spirituality in wider pan-european space is 
evident in the works of dostoevsky – particularly in his novel besi. i re-
fer to besi – which is an identic word to ‘besi’ used in Slovene language, 

7 Author of The conquest of violence: an essay on war and revolution.
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literally meaning bad spirits – and some etymological arguments are giv-
en in a glossary of terms under the word “vraja, vrag”. dostoevsky makes 
a clear distinction between vrag and besi. besi (rus: Бесы), was written by 
an author who lived in times of censorship and the novel itself is about 
the fear of the violence of bourgeois. dostoevsky was evidently well aware 
of the original meaning of the word »besi« but had to carefully hide his 
knowledge in extensive dialogues of his main figures. it shall be noted that 
dostoevsky spent 4 years agony in one of Siberian prisons, after he pro-
moted the prohibited heretic letter of belinski to Gogolj in 1849. to tell 
the truth, this letter by belinski shall be re-read and re-distributed to Slav-
ic people today since it still holds equal relevance. upon his return from 
prison dostoevsky framed his views on religion and spirituality through 
the dialogue between his traumatised characters of besi. 

dostoevsky and his contemporaries use diverse terms for »besi«: zlog, 
soton, zloda, zlodej, demon, diabola, and this fact alone is enough rea-
son to contemplate on the question, what is the original slavic meaning 
of the term ‘vrag’. vrag will be liberated from the pot of manipulations 
and placed where it shall stand; in the central place of the Slavic panthe-
on – in the domain of vragman, Slavic brahman. to do so, we will need 
to liberate our mind from catholic interprets of early Slavic etymologies, 
like the one picturing »vrag« as a fallen angel, the murderer (associat-
ing it to Jn 8,44), because of which the Slavic etymologic dictionaries 
interpret the word ‘vrag’ as deriving from baltoslov ‘vorgrb’ meaning, 
the one who kills, the enemy. we shall note, that »vrag« in such context 
already performs as converted figure, being distanced from its original 
use, being a victim of christianisation of language codes. colonial re-
production and repetition of converted meanings resulted in automated 
repetition of the fraud and in such a way anchored the spring for the 
colonial reflex in linguistics – linguistic colonial reflex later devastated 
the real meaning of root words in our languages like a tsunami. 

The narrative of dostoevsky in besi is of course profane, a story is 
about anarchistic, nihilistic revolutionary group »narodnaja rasprava« 
and the deep, historical cosmological discourse is hidden carefully un-
derneath the urban pathology of russian bourgeois and equivalents of 
french »misserables«. The title ‘besi’ was chosen carefully, and it seems 
as if the core of the novels’ message is right in the title. ‘Besi’, the evil 
forces in man, the mysterious potential of beast in human nature, which 
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we believe was created to evolve the nature of the right cause, in Slavic 
language, the world of »prav«. Slovene language treasures still the origi-
nal meaning of ‘besi’ even though the word has been lost through cen-
turies of its replacement with ‘vrag’ or other synonymous words listed 
above. vrag, is a product of christian theology and even genius of the 
capacity of dostoevsky could not resist using the converted terms. but 
dostoevsky had a good feel of this problem, and he brings in the narra-
tive displayed by belinsky in his heretic letter to Gogolj8. 

it is not only what belinsky declares: »one cannot keep silent when 
lies and immorality are preached as truth and virtue under the guise of 
religion«, but his loud objection to Gogols book whom he accuses of » 
teaching the barbarian landowner to make still greater profits out of the 
peasants and to abuse them still more in the name of christ and church 
/../ and would you expect me not to become indignant?«...belinsky is 
reaching far alerting Gogolj: “Therefore you failed to realize that russia 
sees her salvation not in mysticism or asceticism or pietism, but in the 
successes of civilization, enlightenment, and humanity. what she needs 
is not sermons (she has heard enough of them!) or prayers (she has re-
peated them too often!), but the awakening in the people of a sense of 
their human dignity lost for so many centuries amid dirt and refuse; she 
needs rights and laws conforming not to the preaching of the church but 
to common sense and justice, and their strictest possible observance.”

dostoevsky does not hide his intention to call for religious reform in 
russia and in the world in general. to fully understand his call we need 
to observe his relation to victor Hugo and french libertarian thought. 
on the top of it, dostoevsky and Hugo were almost synchronously ex-
iled – the former from 1849 till 1854 and the later from 1851 till 1870. 
dostoevsky was sent to labour camp in Siberia, Hugo was in exile first in 
bruxelles, belgium and later on the island of Guernsey where he draft-
ed his nature centred, natural faith masterpiece »ce qu dit la bouche 
d’ombre«. to link the epoch with Slovene case study; during the years of 
the exile of dostoevsky and Hugo, our hero, great Slovene poet france 
prešeren exiled himself beyond the borders of life – he passed away in 

8 v. G. belinsky 1847. belinsky viewed Gogol's book, correspondence with 
friends, as pernicious because it renounced the need to “awaken in the people 
a sense of their human dignity, trampled down in the mud and the filth for so 
many centuries.” (source: wikipedia) 
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1849; he must have had observed the great works of his contemporaries 
with great sorrow since he himself failed to complete for Slovenes an 
adequate literal work in terms of spiritual renewal even though he was 
– as intellectual – fully able and ready to do so. official bio of france 
prešeren report that he died in his best creative years, only 48 years old, 
primarily because of overconsumption of alcohol. prešerens’ life and 
work was plain of symbolism till his last breath. 

lets look into what Hugo displays in his contemplations in his Gen-
esis of creation, titled ‘Ce que dit la bouche d’ombre’ – what are the lips 
of shadow saying. Hugo reveals his animistic polytheistic cosmological 
stand. lets have a close look into a detail:

Dieu n’a pas fait un bruit sans y mêler le Verbe. 
Tout, comme toi, gémit ou chante comme moi. 

Tout parle. Et maintenant, homme, sais-tu pourquoi? 
Tout parle ? Écoute bien. C’est que vents, ondes, flamme, 

Arbres, roseaux, rochers, tout vit ! 
Tout est plein d’âmes. 

 
contemplations were published first in 1855. ‘besi’ was published in 

1872, two years after a historic gesture of Hugo coining his natural faith, 
pagan inspiration to design a magic ritual initiating europaen union: 
planting the first being, the first »thing« that he called »United nations 
of Europe« – oak tree – chêne des etats-unis d’europe in his garden in 
Hauteville. Hugo planted the oak, united nations of europe, on 14 June 
1870, commemorating the fall of bastille, and just a few days before the 
new war with prussia was declared. He declared at this point, that the 
new war can only lead to united europe. And he also declared, that he 
himself, as a visionary of the future, would not await the day of unifica-
tion. He was right in both points he made.

now lets’ see some parts of besi where the call for spiritual reform is 
coded. The genius in the personality of dostoevsky phrased some core 
attributes and rules of the advanced spirituality and at the same time he 
made no doubt about the failure of – at that time – prevailing religion.

Great part of reform statements were gifted to main figure of besi, 
Stepan trofimovič; dostoevsky quotes his poem right at the introduc-
tory chapter where we read about the feast of life, the transition from 
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sins to enlightenment, victory of life against death. it is diverse choirs 
performing, male, female, but also a choir »of certain powers« and an-
other choir of »souls, that did not live yet but have a desire for life«. in 
this feast of life, everything sings, »even the insects …. even minerals…. 
meaning … a thing that has no soul at all….«.

A synchronicity with victor Hugo and ce que dit la bouche d’ombre 
is clear, while Hugo goes even deeper – for him, »everything sings and 
speaks, since everything is plain of souls«, everything is alive. Hugo 
makes his natural faith transparent. dostoevsky hides his heresies in 
the dialogue with the epic of trofimovič, who, at certain point declares 
clearly, that he »is not a christian, but rather an ancient pagan, like Goe-
the or old Greeks«. 

dostoevsky displays key trouble of the time: censorship: trofimovič 
was obsessed with the fear of censorship and he was afraid to release his 
epic, while dostoevsky keeps convincing him that the epic is entirely 
innocent. trofimovič is a key figure performing as an apologist of pagan 
faith. but there is another figure, Šatov, who is in charge of promoting a 
spiritual reform – similarly to Slovene france prešern in the epic bap-
tism at the Savica source. Šatov even declares, that russians are chosen 
to save the world in the name of new god, russians were supposed to be 
exclusively given keys to secrets of life and to new words of god. Šatov 
declares that the purpose of peoples movement in each and every nation 
is to find god, their own god, exclusively their own that determines faith 
related to this unique god of the very nation. According to dostoevsky, 
God is synthesis of the personality of every nation. 

via Šatov, dostoevsky without hesitation points to responsibility of 
rome and vatikan declaring roman catholicism as counter-christian, 
since they present christ who failed to confront evil and declared exist-
ence of anti-christ, and in such a way executed the western civilisation. 
but for our discourse, the most important message passed via Šatov is 
about the apocalyptical nature of imperial »universal church«. Šatov 
says that it never could happen that a major part of nations would have 
one god in common – always each nation would have their own god. 
when gods become a common domain of nations we are at the point 
of annihilation of national identity.« Šatov also takes stand against the 
frontline spies of colonial age the Jesuits, declaring »even if spies strug-
gle hard, no, i reject to be a Jesuit!«
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dostoevsky drew in “besi” almost complete narrative for the spiritual 
liberation and for the evolutionary leap of spirituality. 

today, having sustainable development paradigm in mind, we would 
translate Šatov in a following way. codes of ethics (including the eth-
ics in relation to all beings), and consequently the rules concerning the 
sustainable management of natural resources, can only be set for spe-
cific local environment, specific biotope, specific ecosystem and specific 
culture. each and every nature-centred, natural faith had to take local, 
regional and cultural boundaries and specifics into account. in Slovenia, 
the core witness of natural faith, pavle Medvešček, reports that spiritual 
leaders in western Slovenia strictly divided their territories – for exam-
ple on left and right side of river Soča. This is not coincidentally, since 
the climate in different parts differs substantially – due to interplay of 
Mediterranean and continental influence.

dostoevsky makes it crystal clear: »when gods become a common 
domain of a large part of nations, the gods die, as well as the faith of peo-
ple and the nations themselves, die. The stronger the nation, the strong-
est the tie to unique national god«. each and every community, local 
people, must identify their own sacred places in nature, places of war-
ship, places where the codes of ethics and codes of conduct are strength-
ened, repeated, developed, passed to generations. Šatov says that there 
was never a nation without religion, meaning, without authentic un-
derstanding of what is good and what is evil, of what is right and what 
is wrong. when nations begin to converge with understanding of what 
is right and what is wrong, a capacity to distinguish right from wrong 
in different ecosystems that demand different sustainability approach, 
decreases ….. and nations are on the way to get extinct. 

These are core messages in besi, announcing deep, root renewal of 
spirituality, based on traditional, ethnic, nature centred, natural faith 
concepts. These were – in traditional communities – involving all be-
ings of creation. The rules, the codes of conduct determining what is 
right and what is wrong related to essential, vital functions, that were of 
supreme importance for sustainable survival of the nation across gen-
erations. The rules were made for specific peoples, in specific habitat, 
in specific times. long term Sustainability was embedded, suffused in 
the belief systems, communities were saturated with the codes via con-
ceptual building blocks of spiritual practices in question. Goes without 
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saying, that – this way – spirituality concepts were far from anthropo-
centric, since – by definition – they included cross-species, bio-diversi-
fied, anima-diversified framework. 

The understanding of sacred is – accordingly, reflected in elementals of 
creation, the nature, the selected beauties and wanders of environment in 
proximity of the community. The nature is at the same time the object of 
warship and the foundation to contemplate to sky, to universe, to eternal 
timeless consciousness – the vedic prajapati, the Slovene nikrmana. we 
will see in the glossary of cosmological terms in Slovene language, that 
such conceptualisation finds its place in language itself: in Slovene lan-
guage, the land in use of the community is called “svet”, which is the same 
word as for the ‘world’ and in adjective it means ‘sacred’. The world, and 
the land in use by community, are sacred. full stop. ‘Sveto’! 

it is easy then to translate dostoevsky for the needs of our discourse: 
nation exists as long as it holds to its own god …. each and every commu-
nity knows their own »besi«, its own »vraja«, its own laws applicable to the 
ecosystem where they nest. each community is truly a community only as 
far as their rules are authentic and autonomous. now we are close to the 
essence: to spirituality embedded in anarchist philosophy, particularly of 
those compatriots of dostoevsky such as bakunin and Kropotkin. 

The root cause of anarchism is based in deep spiritual reflection – let 
us recall the thought of peter Kropotkin, the author of Mutual Aid »The 
life of universe is eternal source of higher, poetical thinking for me, The 
oneness of humans with the living and non-living nature – this poetry 
of nature is becoming my life philosophy….I recognize, that anarchism is 
much more then activism for better society.« 

dostoevsky concludes, that the replacement of Gods is not an easy 
job. but this assumption is not enough reason for further delays in spir-
itual reform after the globalisation and multiculturalism are well on 
their way. i have no hesitations allocating positive connotations to the 
phenomena of multiculturalism. As an integral part of a megatrend of 
globalisation and urbanisation, multiculturalism primarily brings about 
positive impacts particularly due to access to diverse sources of knowl-
edge and traditions, enabling much faster comparative research, and 
above all, enhancing global inspiration for individuals, who feel margin-
alised in their own societies due to their marginalised views or convic-
tions. This way, multiculturalism enhances shaping, empowerment and 
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public engagement of marginal identities. in such a way, multicultural-
ism in fact strengthens authentic identities. This potential of globali-
sation and multiculturalism, to serve as empowerment for particular 
identities, is neglected and remains overshadowed by ideological views, 
claiming, that multiculturalism brings about the melting of cultural 
identities, thus, contributes to »More of the same«, to disappearing of 
subcultures, small ethnic identities etc.

Greatest minds of europe of 19th century were ready to serve as in-
strumental minds for Spiritual renewal of europe. was that the under-
lying reason for two wars being imposed on the continent in early 20th 
century? to dismantle the potential of spiritual liberation?

narrative –Spirituality 1.0. to Spirituality 4.0.

The paper provides for a narrative9 displaying human evolution regard-
ing the conceptualizations of spirituality. This is presented in a simplis-
tic manner on purpose, sketching generations of spiritual concepts from 
Spirituality 1.0. to 4.0., methodologically linking spiritual concepts’ evo-
lution to production concepts’ evolution (industry 1.0. to industry 4.0.) 
and related societal/population/urbanisation growth (Society 1.0. – So-
ciety 5.0). evolution of the concepts of ethics is added adequately in a 
cross-cutting manner.

it is encouraging to see, that the research in the topics related to an-
cient spiritual knowledge is booming. The connections between the dots 
are being drawn step by step. if, for example, my research quest that 
started in the 1980is could hardly hint to uninterrupted connections 
between ancient schools of mysteries, today we can already observe a 
firm structure of uninterrupted links between carriers of wisdom – both 
in local traditions and in international cooperation amongst spiritual 

9 The detailed descriptions were published in Slovene language edition duhovno 
vodstvo v Sloveniji nekoč in danes (Spiritual leadership in Slovenia in anicent 
times and today, beletrina, ljubljana, Q2 2019) simultaneously to the appearance 
of Šmiteks last volume The whispering of the wildhood by the same publisher.
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leaders. for example, the research in medieval monasticism … proved 
links between egyptian hermits of post Therapeutic time till constantin, 
and grounded explicit succession to medieval european monasticism10 
and also displaying good reasons for intellectuals, scholars in spiritual-
ity and mystics to join monastic orders, avoiding military service, find-
ing sanctuary for independent free spiritual activity; the safest places for 
spiritual heretic activity were monasteries.

The discoveries of primary sources (nag Hammadi library, Kum-
ran scrolls, archaeological findings, comparative linguistics, etymology, 
ethnological research, daily display new connections between the dots 
picturing ancient net of schools of wisdom. today we can make firm 
assumptions concerning separate building blocks of ancient schools of 
wisdom, we can draw parallels and connections between contempo-
raries and we can prove uninterrupted continuity of the carriers of the 
knowledge until today. This forms a baseline, a solid tarpaulin for quick 
transition to Spirituality 4.0.

in this respect, special tribute is given to dddr. pleterski, who contrib-
uted an important theoretical study on cultural Genome – introducing 
his grandiose work he announced: ”i am convinced, that all information 
needed to reconstruct the cultural Genome are already available. we only 
need to identify and connect those, which can not be individual but col-
lective effort. “(pleterski, Kulturni Genom, page 22). pleterski displays his 
passionate research into the logic behind myths and suggests, that, ‘as ge-
nome determines biological manifestation, cultural genome determines 
cultural manifestation. There must be a common denominator some-
where far in the past /../ for all myths … while the cultures kept migrat-
ing.” pleterski gives some of the keys to sacred geometry in the region of 
balkans, eastern europe and middle europe and discovers the repeated 
patterns in “mythical landscape” subject to the rule of “ritual angle”, or 
“sacred angle”, the angle of the inclination of the earths’ axis determining 
seasons, this determining the reproduction cycle of vegetation and animal 
kingdom. The basics for the respect of the rules of nature.

Assuming that humanity is now at the peak of the research effort 
to connect the dots of ancient wisdom, and supposing that the critical 

10 claire lesegretain, les grand orders religieux, Hier et aujourdhui, fayard, 
1995. c. H. lawrence, Medieval Monasticism, forms of religious life in western 
europe i The Middle Ages, longman, new york, 1984, 1989.
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mass of population de-facto already performed a transition to new gen-
eration of spirituality, referred here as Spirituality 4.0., while simultane-
ously humanity as a whole is at the critical point of adoption of digital 
technologies, i will suggest a brief assessment of the potential of Spiritu-
ality 4.0. in terms of its capacity to neutralize the potentially harming ef-
fects of digitalization, automation and artificial intelligence. The discus-
sion about the evolution of spirituality is therefore to mitigate the rising 
influence and harming effects of industry 3.0. production concepts of 
Humanity, the long lasting colonial predatory exploitation of nature and 
resources and ubiquitous digitalisation including the spill-over of the 
applications based on artificial intelligence. 

Spirituality 4.0. is grounded on:
•	 ubiquitous knowledge availability as a substance for the notion of 

informed citizen (individual response-ability). 
•	 integration and individual assessment of all streams of knowledge 

available: traditional, introspective, curricular and academic and 
web-based.

•	 rediscovered and innovatively integrated knowledge about intro-
spective detects and other aspects of mysteries.

Key mission of Spirituality 4.0. is to attain Spiritual Liberation of the 
civilisation for a fast evolution of collective consciousness, potentially 
leading to responsible, ethical and sustainable decisions made by indi-
viduals.

without the spiritual liberation and the rise of consciousness, the trends 
of Ai and overall digitalisation will increase the overall alienation of hu-
manity from communities and from nature and from self-awareness and 
thus also from human potential for autonomous, authentic, ethical deci-
sion making. Such development could consequently discharge individu-
als’ response-ability thus enabling the implosion of humanity. 

This is why we see spirituality and particularly traditional spiritual 
teachings based on profound introspective self-awareness, of key value 
for sustainable development and thus for the future of humanity. 

Humanity is in a need of fast stream effort to rise global awareness and 
response-ability. 

Ability to respond – literarily.
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traditional spiritual schools of wisdom are seen as an underestimated 
and far from being fully awakened potential. This is for one simple rea-
son: all ethnic groups have indigenous knowledge embedded in their 
culture, stories, myths, cultural genome (more about it in pleterski, 
2015). we have predaceous codes of Spirituality 4.0. built in the fabric 
of our languages – we were told those through the fairy tales of our 
childhood …. and we are catching the substance by the tale as Slovene 
proverb says when clock is ticking. 

Spirituality, as a means for awakening the cultural codes deeply em-
bedded in cultural genome, is therefore seen as a potential shortcut for 
most needed shift, the transcendence of human consciousness to reach 
awareness of collective response-ability.

This is why the paper concludes with arguments for fundamental ad-
aptation of world governance system with respect to the suggested vali-
dation of traditional knowledge. each and every nucleus that survived 
colonial predators era are important for the fabric of Spirituality 4.0. 

establishing an unconditional relation between spirituality and the 
multitude of daily decisions made by each individual, positions spir-
ituality as a key factor for the sustainable development of humanity. in 
fact we could argue spirituality provides a shortcut for resolution of the 
global problems of humanity, and not as an optional, experimental or 
instrumental feature of separate groups/categories (be it ethnic, region-
al, subcultural ….) of members of human species. identifying common 
cultural, cosmological grounds, the genome of our civilisation, would 
eventually propel the awareness of majority regarding the response-
ability of all for major problems of the civilisation.

Some key terms of new spirituality conceptualisation will be suggest-
ed. The methodology for this exercise will involve targeted etymologi-
cal comparison of selected Slovene and Sanskrit words, contemporary 
linguistics and semiotics also tracked in ritual formulas embedded in 
folklore/music/poetry and the related symbolism and comparative my-
thology backed with historical analysis. However, i will not claim this 
work as a scientific output, since the approach is rather convoluted on 
purpose and thus intentionally liberated from any rules except from the 
sincere desire to look beyond debris and search for truth.

value added and contemporary relevance of rediscovery of ancient 
traditional knowledge will be substantiated. The arguments focus largely 
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on indo european context and even more narrowly, to relations between 
indian and Slovenian heritage – two cultures that hold the same linguis-
tic code for vedA, the knowledge as science. references will therefore 
be made to Key Slovene (i.e.dr. Zmago Šmitek) and indian authors11 
revealing vedAS, particularly dr. Gulab Kothari and dr.S.l. bath who 
announce that the “knowledge embedded in traditional vedas shall be 
brought to surface, and be interpreted in today’s scientific knowledge.” 

11 See the bibliographical index.
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the Story – Slavic pacifist and nonviolence activist in 
the attempt to put ancient wisdom on the domestic 
academic research agenda

T
he decision to finally publish this reflection was made in istanbul 
on my way to new delhi during my winter solstice travel to delhi 
in december 2019. we gathered at 10th international conference 
on peace and nonviolent Action – icpnA under the auspice of 

AnuvibHA global organisation and at the same time we convened the 
world intellectuals forum – wif executive board meeting. our venue 
was emblematic for the discourse on Spirituality 4.0. – the Jain temple at 
Mehrouli, delhi in a district of a number of temples and places of war-
ship. Symbolic venue holds – as all true symbols – a secret; the prajapati 
chowk stands in the midst of the wider area of the diverse temples area 
but remains invisible to visitors – it silently and modestly dwells at the 
crossroad of temples of spiritual celebrities. invisible and humble pres-
ence of the supreme authority from one of the oldest sacred texts avail-
able on the planet – rigveda, prajapati – as a generic deity – will have an 
emblematic position hereafter, guiding the reflection on spirituality. let it 
dwell at all crossroads where our paths of thoughts and walks will meet. 
prajapati tells it all in Mehrouli – occupying secretly the crossroad, the 
point of junction, being the guide from the side, not the sage from the 
stage, dwelling modestly in the midst of the relatively luxury architectures 
of Spirituality 2.0. and 3.0. infrastructures. 

playful devas made it that i brought with me a couple of texts on bo-
gomiles and medieval heresies written recently by dick van niekerk12 
as reading-stocks for that very journey. This selection was somehow 
12 bogomils et cathares sur la phrase-cle dans la priere divine, bogomils and the 
reformation, crossroads and missing links, 2017.
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spontaneous and adhoc. After i coincidentally received simultaneous 
encouragements to get back to my good old research topic by people i 
give a credit to in the editors’ note, i started again the reading exercise 
and prepared an updated compilation of books and electronic volumes. 
i was caught by surprise when i realised that the topic of medieval her-
esies is being researched so extensively and also with coherent assump-
tions to those of mine from decades ago. van niekerk appeared right in 
a centre of gravity of my old research interest. i also thought that i would 
might have had included some of van niekerks’ arguments in my lec-
tures in delhi. Anyway, it finally turned out that i passionately absorbed 
both papers by van niekerks already at the very start of my travel, in an-
cient town previously known as constantinopolis, while i was waiting 
for my connecting flight. van niekerk catapulted my thoughts from to-
days’ mega polis istanbul back into my good old research passion, back 
to the times of constantinopolis. 

van niekerk was inspired by and quotes Maria Koleva, bulgarian film 
maker (among other, author of les bogomiles ou les aimés de dieu, 
comme disaient les gens – les cathares, 3 parts presented in 2007) ) and 
her prophetion: 

»on découvrira que l’europe spirituellement libre a débouté en 1167 
dans le petit village de Saint felix lauragais.«

‘we will soon discover, that spiritually free europe originated in 1167 in 
a little village called Saint felix lauragais.’

what instantly kidnaped all my attention was the notion »spiritu-
ally free europe« above the fact that the discourse between Koleva and 
van niekerk was about bogomil pope nikita from constantinople, who 
was supposed to offer historical discourse with an appeal for union of 
bogomil and cathar communities in 1167 at the council at San fe-
lix. Actually all the three mentioned ponders in the quoted statement 
ringed the bells in my mind: the accent given to the historic pacifist bond 
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between cathars and bogomils, the notion of spiritual liberation and 
the point, that nikita originated from constantinople/ istambul, where 
i was located at that very moment, waiting for my connection to delhi. 
My presence in the ancient point of nikitas departure to brother ca-
thars, the past obsession with the research in european heresies, includ-
ing Manicheans, bogomils and cathars, and my recent preoccupation 
with the puzzle of an urge to contemplate a new liberation approach … 
the three met in van niekerks research and provided a final push to re- 
embark on my ancient studies and contemplations.

the discourse on Spiritual liberation –  
in the midst of the bio-cyber turmoil

peace and sustainable development are indivisibly embedded within the 
spirituality domain and shall therefore represent an emblematic part of 
the discourse on Spirituality and liberation. in June 2019 i published a 
book on Spiritual leadership in Slovenia including a ground breaking 
report on esoteric support13 for Slovene independence struggle (1988–
1991), a chronicle on reappearance of Slovene ethnic faith heritage in 
public14 and the effects of an era of colonisation of Slovene land. i ar-
gued that Slovenes and Slovenia are still suffering colonisation epoch 
effects, a sort of post colonial-reflex15 event though we claim that we 
live under the rule of law in a country that is supposed to be free. but 

13 i served as editor of vodnarjev list (the paper of Aquarious), a monthly news-
letter of emerging spiritual groups in Slovenia in the 1980s and in this capacity 
i was kept informed about numerous spiritual/ metaphysical / occult activities 
related to the war-prevention and peace prior to wars in yugoslavia that spread 
in June 1991. in 2011 i convened more than a dozen of interviews with key ac-
tors and the findings were amazing. The volume, diversity of techniques and 
approaches (spiritual practices) as well as the magnitude of participants in the 
stream for peace witness an immense spiritual effort prior to and during the ag-
gression of yugoslav army against Slovenia and also display the rich diversity of 
spirituality landscape in Slovenia of the time. 
14 in this paper presented as a case study.
15 As flemish author Stefan Hertmans would phrase it in his letter to europe 
that he had written at the initiative of the days of poetry and wine festival 
organised on ptuj in Slovenia in 2018.
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undoubtedly, our society is locked in financial, ideological, political and 
religious lobbies that hinder free, sustainable and efficient development. 
As a result, Slovenes remain – to the pretty much same extent as un-
fortunately majority of ethnic groups in the world – substantially spir-
itually handicapped and stagnate in a need of Spiritual liberation after 
we have gained political sovereignty and independence in 1991. but the 
term ‘spiritual liberation’ is not used popularly and actually we are yet 
to adapt it. let me therefore precise what will be meant with the term 
‘spiritual liberation’.

Spiritual Liberation will apply in this paper to people not dogmatical-
ly following or being imposed any religious or other spiritual doctrine. 
Spiritual liberation pre-supposes people not culturally subordinated to 
any spiritual leadership. it means that people autonomously discover 
their authentic identity and spiritual links with the world. At the same 
time spiritual liberation applies to spiritual leaders who gradually re-
claim the core mission of spiritual wisdom-holders from ancient times, 
which is to make peace with societies and within societies as well as 
between societies and nature (in a sense of Slovene coherency of terms 
nAtion – nAture, slo: rod – pri-rodA16. Spiritual freedom as-
sumes the acknowledgement of spiritual intelligence17 and presumes in-
dividuals’ full authority over spiritual matters. Spiritual leaders in this 
context operate in attitude of “guide from the side” and not in the at-
titude of “the sage from the stage”. in relation to political, economic and 
social leadership, the spiritual leaders operate as independent opinion 
makers, dedicated to maintain the eternal wisdom, to foster peace, eth-
ics and preservation of ecosystems. 

As simple as that.
contemplating van niekerks papers on my stop-over in istanbul 

made me recall my never completed and never forgotten phd research 
theme that – in the light of van niekerks papers on bogomilism and 
16 further explained in a glossary of Slovene cosmological terms.
17 Spiritual intelligence (Si) is discussed broadly, for the purpose of this paper we 
take a definition by https://sqi.co/definition-of-spiritual-intelligence/ defining 
Si as “a higher dimension of intelligence that activates the qualities and capa-
bilities of the authentic self (or the soul), in the form of wisdom, compassion, 
integrity, joy, love, creativity, and peace. Spiritual intelligence results in a sense of 
deeper meaning and purpose, combined with improvements in a wide range of 
important life skills and work skills. 
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cathars – seemed to be more relevant than ever. it seemed as if the spirit 
of dutch bart de-ligt18 that i studied thoroughly 4 decades ago, some-
how re-appeared in dutch dick van niekerk in terms of motivation and 
imperative. de ligt provides a brilliant argumentation for dutch co-
responsibility for the age of colonialism and for predators culture. He 
condemns Holland as being co-responsible for colonial exploitations. 
This stand is but emblematic for his entire life performance; a radical, 
sharp intellect he himself being a living example of autonomous, critical 
and active intellectual. de ligt is a model story for our debate on spirit-
ual liberation. we shall understand, that humanity made no substantial 
progress in this respect after de ligt despite of the formation of un, and 
adoption of human rights charter and the declaration on the rights of 
colonised peoples. Humanity is still under permanent lock-up of post-
colonial metastatic structures. This is a true pandemic of humanity. And 
governments do not declare a sufficient level of quarantine against it. 

four decades ago, i was – as a peace and nonviolence activist, consci-
entious objector – preoccupied by observing the militarisation of former 
yugoslavia and the pending violence. but today, violence is displayed 
around us to no lesser extent. lets take some examples from here&now. 
we witnessed massive riots upon arrival to delhi at winter solstice 2019 
after the indian parliament passed the citizenship Amendment Act19 
discriminating citizens rights to obtain citizenship on religious basis. 
Some weeks later, only a couple of days after my return from delhi via 
istanbul again and flying over iran and Afganistan, the uS assassinated 
iran’s top commander General Qasem Soleimani a had of elite military 
with an airstrike in baghdad which led to new escalation of tension in 
the area while refugees from lasting conflict in Syria and neighbour-
hood generate massive refugees waves to europe over the past years, 

18 dutch pacifist, author of first anthologies of nonviolent action paix creatrice.
19 The citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019 passed by the parliament of india on 
11 december 2019. we arrived to delhi in 19th, just at the peak of riots. The Act 
amended the citizenship Act of 1955 by providing a path to indian citizenship 
for illegal migrants of Hindu, Sikh, buddhist, Jain, parsi, and christian 
religious minorities, who had fled persecution from pakistan, bangladesh 
and Afghanistan before december 2014. Muslims from those countries were 
not given such eligibility, after bharatiya Janata party  (bJp), currently leading 
the indian government promised in previous election to offer indian citizenship 
to persecuted religious minorities from neighbouring countries. 

Context and background: peace, nonviolence, spirituality and ancient schools of wisdom
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challenging european nations to constantly rethink the values of soli-
darity and compassion. violence erupts to surface constantly without 
any interruption. A contemplation in past reflections about the history 
of pacifist philosophy is therefore repeatedly being underpinned by de-
velopments on the ground – wherever we go we face the trap of never 
ending inter faith clashes. 

The question “where is the core reason for violence?” is equally rel-
evant today, as it was ever before. i have obsessively asked myself this 
question 40 years ago, before the wars triggered in yugoslavia of that 
time. My reasoning at that time led to the conclusion, that religions were 
key enablers of the spread of violence in yugoslavia. This was a shocking 
and sobering conclusion that i was forced to make peace with. reli-
gious institutions were not necessarily the key originator, but certainly 
the key enabler. The key originators were elites in power, the metastatic 
interwoven bond between political (communist) and military elites. i 
extensively wrote analytical antimilitarist contributions in pre-war and 
early conflict stage periods 20. bosnian citizens later21 voted on basis of 
religious / ethnic identities. The mere existence and the political as well 
as economic power of yugoslav military, additionally fuelled by milita-
rised society were fundamental obstacles for our attempts to approach 
the resolution of the conflicts with nonviolent means. The balkan cul-
ture of militarism, that existing religions not only failed to address but 
even assisted, led to a shocking and sobering balance sheet of balkans 
for 20th century: three major periods of structured armed violence dur-
ing three wars, including the 1st and the 2nd world war. This is why i 
decided in 1988 to explore vortexes of pacifist, nonviolence philosophy 
within existing religious streams. i assumed, that peace-building and 
war prevention efforts could more steadily stand on foundations that 
would integrate religions – being the main self-identification domains 
for major parts of worlds populations.

we are forced to ask ourselves the same question observing the cas-
es of contemporary violence in delhi, bagdad, Syria and all over eu-
rope when it comes to issues related to refugees and migrants. but my 

20 Antimilitarist analysis of yugoslav situation was presented in several papers 
published in english in 80s; some of them are republished in Hren, 2008, Hren, 
2011 and Hren 2012
21 during the elections held in yugoslav republics in 1990 and 1991.
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reasoning today leads to substantially deeper answer. The answer to the 
question regarding persistence of violence seems to be embedded in 
deep craft, cultural stuff, not merely embedded within (religious, mili-
tary, political) institutions. 

It is all about the handicapped spirituality and long lasting predatory 
culture, the outrooting and final absence of truth-worthy spiritual teach-
ings. This handicap started in Europe and later spread across the world. 

it is about the loss of ethnic, authentic, native spiritual concepts, almost 
complete annihilation or reconversion-to-opposite of the true meaning of 
spiritual words (and worlds) and symbols, eradication of places of tradi-
tional warship and almost total outrooting of spirituality personnel, the 
professionals, the carriers of wisdoms and their schools of wisdom. 

The civilisation found itself substantially spiritually-crippled while it 
performed the biggest cannibalistic crimes in 20th century world wars, 
and finally brought the world to the brinks of nuclear war, to planetary 
boundaries and climate crisis and to substantial loss of the sense of soli-
darity when it comes to discussions and policies related to people escap-
ing from war zones and from totalitarian regimes.

Slovene ethnic faith survivals witness, that the strongest hit against 
traditional wisdom and spirituality was not during the middle ages in-
quisitions, but during the 20th century world wars22.

we are catching the depth of eternal spiritual wisdom by the tail. 
A most critical, fundamentally fatal diagnosis of the cultural situation 

is at stake, directing us to look far back and far wide into spirituality 
horizons of our civilisation.

i am afraid that we shall look far back to find a domain where nowa-
days’ wars are anchored and where might as well dwell the potential to 
unleash the bonds of violence. 

Looking far back is an enabling condition to identify the shortcut to 
sustainable future. 

but to do so, a true understanding of the nature of spiritual liberation 
is needed.

22 As a cofounder and elected chairman of the Slovene ethnic faith association 
www.staroverci.si, and as a founder and elder of upASAnA cosmological 
association and its Academy Staroslavov hram, www.upasana.si i am daily in 
contact with descendants and researchers in the subject matter. The statement is 
based on first-hand experience and witnessing.

Context and background: peace, nonviolence, spirituality and ancient schools of wisdom
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i guess and i hope, that we collectively, as humanity, have sufficient 
reasons and motivation to go for it, to leave the surface-view and dig 
deep. The “official” response to the above described crisis by the world 
elites is – as it looks like – to engineer, design, implement and manage 
a new war, this time with biological-weapons; something presented as a 
global pandemic covid-19 is – as it seems – nothing else but another 
warfare, this time “entrusted” to sophisticated biological warfare labs. 
The so called “pandemic” has – in fact and in effect – all characteris-
tics of warfare, including the economic targets and final beneficiaries, 
and, above all, there is a pre-meditated “collateral damage” on target 
populations. let me just note here, that the issue of migrants from Syria 
and Africa in europe totally saturated public media prior to the covid 
pandemic …. but the issue of refugees completely vanished after the 
appearance of pandemic even though it is clear, that massive numbers 
of refugees at the border with turkey represent one of the high risk hot 
spot areas also for the issue of pandemic.

covid-19 pandemic is managed largely with military rhetoric’s. 
Heads of states are declaring state of emergency; government headquar-
ters turn into crisis headquarters. Slovenian government, in an evident 
intention to highlight the nature of warfare, symbolically nominated 
a spoke-person for coronA pandemic crisis management who also 
served as a spoke-person of the Slovene government defence headquar-
ters during the war for independence in 1991. And at the closure of 
pandemic, Slovene government symbolically expressed thankfulness to 
the “fighters against pandemic” by military parade in the air: a flight of 
nAto military planes over the country on June 1st. Sic! And we saw 
similar proofs of the concept all over the world, political leaders using 
military jargon, military gaining civil plenipotentiaries, parliaments 
subverting human rights. As it seems at the point of release of this paper, 
the measures limiting human rights might be justified in terms of strat-
egies to slow down the spread of virus, but this part of the ‘pandemic 
story’ is – as it seems – only a fractal of the whole truth.

The SArS corona virus and covid-19 pandemic provide for ad-
ditional motivation to rethink the spirituality of humanity, since the 
colour and the smell and the visual appearance of the response of our 
governments to crisis situations is still militaristic which proves, that 
humanity de facto remains a predator culture.
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The more the daily violence and warfare keeps us busy, the more i am 
convinced, that we need to identify, nurture, revive, contemplate, and 
promote the parts of our cultural genome, that nourish nonviolence as a 
precious corner stone of our identities.

My mind got caught in a time loop there, in the hub of istanbul dur-
ing the winter solstice of 2019. My life-obsession to connect dots of old 
religious teachings, gnosis, mysteries, spirituality and ideals of peace on 
earth woke up again. 

intuitively, rather than rationally, i was drawn to study bogomils 
decades ago, however, i was never content with the depth of my un-
derstanding of the matter and i kept postponing writing or lecturing 
about it. in early 1980s i came across borislav primov book les bourges 
– histoire du pope bogomile et des adeptes23. what drew my attention 
is that primov claimed undoubted strong links between bogomils and 
cathars, and even suggested strong influence of bogomils on cathars, 
The central part of his book is dedicated to the meeting of european 
heretic spiritual leaders in 1167 at Saint felix de caraman – primov 
subtitles the chapter “le front Heretique commun”. At the same time i 
came across one of the first versions of translations of Kumran essenian 
Scrolls into french24. As a mathematician by profession, i was reasoning 
with logical cognition – after the first reading of the mentioned books 
acquired in paris, it seemed that the axioms of both cosmologies, the es-
senian and bogomil, are coherent, connected. And above all, they reso-
nated with my deeply sensed id. well, the way i understood my authen-
tic identity at that time was convoluted, indeed. i intuitively felt myself 
pythagorean, being attracted by the fragmented pieces of information 
on his school, his life and his vast field of expertise. if i was to choose 
a school of philosophy, i would without any doubt choose pythagore-
an – i normally promoted pythagoras as the last holistic philosopher 
in Mediterranean basin. And last but not least, my identity in religious 
terms expressed by undoubted intuitive pacifist imperative, seemed to 
23 primov, 1975.
24 dupont, 1959.
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be a karmic echo of a Jain that seemingly spontaneously took Gandhian 
strategies as a guideline for his political attitude. This framework, unit-
ing pythagorean – Jain – essenian – Manichean – bogomil threads ap-
peared to a mathematician as a logical frame for research and to an ac-
tivist as a challenging imperative for action, consisting of a spicy mix of 
Manichean heresies, essene purity, pythagorean scientific method and 
Jain ethics and discipline as science of living coupled with great empa-
thy with the anarchist philosophy. Such diversified menu of intellectual 
concepts provided sufficient food for thought for decades. 

unfortunately i was not aware of strong remains of bogomil culture 
in Slovenia – i only later discovered the valle dei bogomili (dolina dei 
bogomili)25 on the Slovene – italian border, witnessing the existence 
of highly developed culture during the break from 1st to 2nd millen-
nia. even though i studied dragojlovič (1982) who argues in detail the 
strong presence of bogomil Heresies in balkans, particularly in Serbia 
and Macedonia, and claims their strongest presence in 11th century i 
was not able to draw adequate influence for the whole territory of yugo-
slavia of that time.

but there he goes today, dick van niekerks recent paper about the 
same meeting, and the same bogomil pope nikitas who travelled all 
long from Mediterranean constantinople to Saint-félix-lauragais 
in pyrenees to make peace with his spiritual brothers, cathars. van 
niekerks, quoting bravely Maria Koleva coins this meeting as a begin-
ning of spiritually free europe ( … ‘l’Europe spirtuellement libre’ ).

can we take nikitas message as equivalently to Ashokas’? And where 
are we with spiritually free europe almost one millennia later? what 
progress did europe make? My deceased colleague Šmitek would an-
swer, that we spiritually made no progress. but let us ponder on this 
again a bit later.

now i really owe a reader the story in a nut shell so that he or she 
gets a feel for this mysterious time-loop i was trapped-in in an ancient 
region of constantinople.

25 The place is physically easy to locate and visit and the structure is extremely 
well preserved, proving, that the place was used for worship throughout the time. 
However, it is puzzling to note, that there are only very few sources published 
about it, see for example http://www.luoghimisteriosi.it/friuli_basovizza.html
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in 1980s i joined a Slovene peace movement and at the same time, the 
at-that time appearing newAge Spiritual local groups. i was also a mem-
ber of a local folklore group where i was playing wind and string instru-
ments. i was not at all aware, that – over the years – a link between folk-
lore, tradition, spirituality and peace would reveal to me as an essential 
connection to understand human evolution. At that point i met dr.Mira 
omersel todays leading ethno musicologist expert of Slovenia – founder 
of trutamora Slovenica, Katedra veduna and the group of musicians 
today known as vedun26. Mira is a lead spirit today vowing the need to 
differentiate pop music from traditional mission and meaning of music. 
She takes the breath and sound with utmost responsibility, tolerating no 
sidewalks. She is campaigning for the liberation of sacred sound, and 
as a healer and spiritual teacher she offers a great insight in planetary 
wisdom of shamans, in Slovene vedun’s27 (see vede, vedun in glossary 
of terms). Mira and her team contribute a central pillar of knowledge to 
the campaign of the spiritual liberation in Slovenia.

The three threads, pacifist philosophy, spirituality and traditional knowl-
edge (promoted publicly at those times in folklore predominantly) … only 
connected decades later. 

The short story goes as follows. we were touring with my folklore group 
in one of those street folk festivals so popular in central europe at the 
time – during 1970s. i was handed a leaflet in the crowd, »war is a crime 
against humanity« …. And this established a long lasting connection to 
war resisters international (wri). until then, the pacifist philosophy, 
that i was born-with, emerged through dreams and poetry. i was guided 
on my way to spirituality via pacifism by dreams. i brought this path with 
me in my incarnation as an imperative – there was no other explanation 
for an absolutely clear and powerful determination for pacifist action. i 
will never forget the repeatedly appearing dreams of an adolescent – when 
arms in imaginary battels ceased to work and a warrior had to rely on in-
ner, sacred powers. Magically, i always emerged from battels without scars 

26 https://www.vedun.si/index_eng.htm
27 omersel, 2020; The compilation of contributions to the third symposia on 
christianisation and ethnic faith held in Kobarid 2019. 
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… woke up from nightmare and realised again and again, that the warrior 
was left in battle armless again. but with victorious feeling.

A drive towards pacifism and spirituality was not rational, was not 
grounded in education ….it was an imperative beyond cognition, re-
ceived from subtle spheres of celestial mind.

The unknown wri activist in Switzerland who handed me the leaflet 
made me aware fort the first time, that i was not a lonesome dreamer, 
but a part of a movement, a part of a global peace, nonviolence, consci-
entious objectors movement. i established my first action group imme-
diately after returning back home to ljubljana, a capital of Slovenia – an 
autonomous republic of yugoslavia at those times. This way a pacifist 
circle appeared in my secondary school, a troika of dreamers, Sova, te-
rah, and myself shared poetry, dreams and visions. we translated a war 
is a crime against humanity wri leaflet regularly and distributed it in 
a small number of copies…. And soon we were interrogated by regime, 
being also threatened with dismission from the school. but my career 
of activist was deployed. it is thanks to the war resisters international 
and its staff in london, 55, dawes street, notably Myrtil Solomon and 
Howard clark, that i came into possession of de ligts’ historic volumes 
paix creatrice. reading through de ligt i became aware of the relation 
between spirituality and peace and above all, it was evident, that there 
is a secret thread between historic schools of wisdom, even over the 
middle ages through so called “heretical” groups. de ligts works firmly 
grounded my three fold comparative research interest: Jain/laotzu, Zo-
roaster, Manichean, essenian/bogomil/cathar, european Heresis and 
ancient schools of Mediterranean, in particular pitagorean towards the 
Anarchist movement (including Kropotkin, bakunin, etc) promoting 
spiritual liberation. i focused on the notion of nonviolence in observed 
ethical systems and cosmologies and framed my phd thesis on pacifist 
leadership and nonviolent heresies within spiritual schools, mysteries 
and religions in european history, ranging in time to contemporary 
Quakers and Jehovah witnesses. Since i lead the campaign for conscien-
tious objection to military service in yugoslavia, i paid special attention 
to religious motivations for nonviolence and for pacifist stands, leading 
individuals to take high risks, confront military courts and scarified up 
to ten years of their life in military prisons for the loyalty to their deep 
spiritual convictions and ethical norms. 
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i felt that in the core of the alternative to violence dwells spiritual root, 
spiritual potential of man that shall be revealed to foster peace on earth. 
My erroneous assumption was, that most of this knowledge was lost and 
caught in a couple of books only…. it took me decades to discover, that 
the genuine mystery schools survived, and it took me long to revise my 
starting hypothesis, that nonviolence is in the core set of constitutive pil-
lars of ancient spiritual teachings. nonviolence is much more than that; 
it is a supreme law and mission of spirituality, Gandhi was going into 
this subject properly, translating it into a political strategy of satya graha: 
ahimsa paramo dharma; the power of truth is based on nonviolence as a 
supreme law. As simple as that: nonviolence is based on truthfulness. 

The political situation in former yugoslavia in 1980s imposed a re-
alistic dimension to such philosophical reflection, yugoslavia was of-
ten called a “ barrel of powder” a country where the 1st and the 2nd war 
found its nest to exercise mass destruction including most brutal ethnic 
mass-killings. 

with colleagues in ljubljana peace movement, we decided to found a 
peace research institute. each one of us selected research priorities, and 
i have chosen two tracks: nonviolent conflict resolution including po-
litical mechanisms, and tracing the nonviolence philosophy in history. 
for the later, i proposed a phd thesis to university of ljubljana and i 
received a grant. The final theme was broadly the following: nonviolence 
in european intellectual heritage from middle age heresies to renais-
sance and anarchism. i further developed my old ideas for the research 
with the attempted to draw parallels between religious heretic groups 
(Manicheans, cathars, bogomils, bohemians, Albigneses, Quakers…) 
and 19th century philosophies. i framed my studies and my understand-
ing of the background to heresies, the pythagorean, essenian and Jain 
teachings that were manifesting in indo-european area from 5th century 
bc on as historical thread to medieval heresies. i was struck again and 
again identifying synchronicities of the teachings, ranging from ele-
ments of cosmology (the role of key elements of creation, fire, water, 
air, earth), values (non-possession, nonviolence), customs (practicing 
restrain – using simple dress codes, bare foot ), codes of conduct (re-
garding food, diet, travel).

Context and background: peace, nonviolence, spirituality and ancient schools of wisdom
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campaign for nonviolence and demilitarisation –  
Slovenia in the 1980s 

while the conflict in yugoslavia was rising, our campaigns28 for peaceful 
resolution were prioritised, peace treaties amongst the citizens of di-
verse ethnic and religious origin were extensively promoted and signed, 
peace conferences were planned and for this purpose we established the 
ljubljana peace institute where i served as founding director. i was fully 
engaged in exploration of modalities for peaceful resolution of conflicts 
in yugoslavia and my phd studies went idle for a while. 

The Swiss campaign for Switzerland without an army in late 80s gave 
wings to our movement and we launched the campaign for referendum 
for Slovenia without an Army (referred to in published documents – see 
bibliography index as Slovenia – a peace zone). early beginnings of my 
exchange with india are related to narayan desai, an outspoken mem-
ber of war resisters international council, to which i was re-elected 
twice over the 1980s. i was directed to study Jain philosophy by my col-
leagues in research of nonviolence. indian culture holds immense track 
record of global influence. for the purpose of this paper, i will only note 
the intellectual and spiritual influence that indian philosophy had on 
our approach to yugoslav crisis in the period 1985–1995.

due to the campaigns of the Slovene peace movement, we can firmly 
conclude that late 1980s of previous century represent a peak of paci-
fist activity in Slovenia with its last and overarching campaign for non-
violent resolution of yugoslav crisis. The peace movement established a 
complex campaign for demilitarisation of Slovenia and for introduction 
of peace politics. i served as a speaker for both and in this capacity i 
was nominated member of national council for security presided by 
Slovene president Milan Kučan and to parliamentary commission on 
peace politics. our failure to stop the war is documented sufficiently, 
including the attempts to draw lessons from the failure.29 

28 campaigns ranged from campaigns for nonviolence in education, from kind-
er gardens (campaign against war toys) to curricular education, conscientious 
objection to military service, demilitarisation and particularly nuclear disarma-
ment to promotion of peace politics and nonviolent conflict resolution strategies.
29 i suggest an online overview titled Slovenian peace movement in the context of 
yugoslav Anti-war contention, Hren, 2012.
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The major influence on my approach and major motivation was the 
Mahatma Gandhis’ cause of Satya Graha, and by the pure and crystal clear 
though of Jain philosophers. dr. S.l. Gandhi was operational to make me 
contribute to first icpnA conference in landun, rajahstan just before 
the wars broke out in yugoslavia in 1991. At that time i was gifted a most 
valuable experience to learn and receive guidance of his holiness Acharya 
tulsi and Muni Kishna lal as well as by other Jain monks and thinkers. 
These experiences gave me wings to promote ambitious plans and cam-
paigns locally, in Slovenia and broadly in yugoslavia.30 Some of them end-
ed successfully and some of the ideas were overshadowed by the strong 
stream of violence. i will be always grateful for spiritual support of Jain 
brothers and sisters. At this point i shall give homage also to Jure detela, 
one of the earliest and most profound Slovenian pacifist philosophers. He 
himself was in fact, in his personal attitude, a Jain – not as a member 
of Jain community but Jain as a philosopher. detela and myself drafted 
pacifist compact for yugoslav nations in pre-war times and thousands 
of individuals have signed it31. only in 2018, the memorial book of Jure 
detela, an anthology of his writings is being released in Slovenia32 and this 
made his contribution to Slovene history of pacifist eternal. 

ljubljana peace institute, the initial study on ancient 
wisdom schools

The peace institute of ljubljana was founded a couple of weeks before 
the war sprang out in Slovenia in June 1991. The aggression of yugo-
slav Army against Slovenia represented the end of our efforts to assure 
peaceful and nonviolent transformation of political landscape in the re-
gion. it was the beginning at the same time of another period of warfare 
for Southern Slavs in balkans. The third slaughter in one century.
30 Hren, 2011. 
31 Activities of Slovenian peace Movement are relatively well documented; some 
primary sources are presented partially in english also on open access digi-
tal library in my volume dedicated to detela, The Anthology of peace Move-
memnt – if you want peace, prepare for peace; http://www.dlib.si/stream/
urn:nbn:Si:doc-uQvdMAQX/f61d7e4e-295e-482f-8ca9-9e21fef640b3/
pdf The picture of Jure detela can be found on page 2. of this e-book. 
32 Jure detela, collected poems of Jure detela, beletrina 2018. 
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but little is known that the independent new born government of Slo-
venia not only supported the idea of founding peace institute for the pur-
pose of organisation of peace conferences under auspice of un and/or 
oSce but also by funding first research. i received a grant for a research 
on nonviolence in european Heresis from the early middle ages to the 
enlightenment and Anarchism. The grant allowed me to direct the initial 
phase of the foundation of the institute and to perform peace and nonvio-
lence campaigns in the region, while the former were the reasons form my 
phd study to freeze and remained unaccomplished until today. we could 
symbolically say, that the renowned peace institute of ljubljana founda-
tion is in a research related to ancient schools of wisdom. 

Many volumes are available documenting the magnitude of our non-
violence campaigns. i myself published chronicles in 4 volumes with 
self-explanatory titles, published in pdf at Slovene digital library and 
those are cited in bibliographic index. Specially one is interesting for the 
beginning of our story – How we (the peace movement) failed to pre-
vent the war in yugoslavia. in this volume i presented the campaign for 
demilitarisation of Slovenia and for the peace process to accompany the 
disintegration of former yugoslavia, i presented reasons for our failure 
with a purpose to draw lessons for future challenges without knowing, 
what the next crisis would be. And now we face the challenges – the 
planetary boundaries. My main conclusion evaluating our failure to stop 
the war was, that international progressive movements and intellectuals 
must act at early stage of recognition of the crisis, we must establish a 
mechanism to arrive to common understanding and common aware-
ness about certain problem, and then act in an orchestrated manner. 

Gandhian nonviolence, Acharia tulsi and Slovenian 
Spring (independence struggle)

dr. S.l. Gandhi was instrumental for my first participation at icpnA con-
ferences in 1991, promoting peace studies and war prevention in yugosla-
via just before the conflicts evolved into violence and finally wars broke 
out in Slovenia in June 1991. i had been – as a speaker of domestic peace 
and nonviolence movement – profoundly inspired by the Gandhian phi-
losophy and in particular by Jain ethics of nonviolence. At this occasion, 
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i would wish to vow tribute to His Holiness, deceased Acharia tulsi who 
granted me opportunity to get deeper into the understanding of the rela-
tionship between Jain religion and contemporary society which was for 
me of utmost importance since i was researching the reasons for aliena-
tion of prevailing religions in my own societies. in a way, the Gandhian 
philosophy and indian culture and values were – by their influence on the 
peace movement, also key pillars of Slovene resistance movement. during 
the years 1987–1988 Slovenia has faced a number of threats by yugoslav 
regime and particularly by the yugoslav Army. The resistance movements 
were getting ready for escalation of violence and gross violations of hu-
man rights. Janez Janša (future defence minister and todays’ prime min-
ister), igor bavčar (future minister of interior), igor omerza and myself, 
were employed at SMe Mikroada, that served – aside of its core business 
in ict – as operational center of Slovene democratic movement. we were 
in possession of a number of documents revealing the oppressive plans of 
the regime, and at the same time, of a number of documents backing the 
preparation of resistance. The office of Mikroada was filled with sensible 
information. it is not by chance, that intelligence services were monitor-
ing the activities of the personnel of Mikroada closely. The archives of 
intelligence service prove, that the intelligence services have broken into 
our offices several times in April 1988 and inspected documents and fi-
nally interrogated offices officially on May 31 1988, confiscated a number 
of papers and arrested Janez Janša, while i was campaigning in uS at that 
time. This triggered a massive resistance campaign of Slovenian people, 
often referred to as Slovenian Spring which finally ended in referendum 
for independence in 1990 and to first democratic elections. 

it is not by chance, that the first document on the list33 of confiscated 
material was my appeal to general strike and nonviolent resistance that i 
undersigned as a speaker of the peace movement. The paper was meant 
to be published upon my return from uS and was treasured in Mikroada 
office in the drawers of Janez Janša. The paper was intending to mobilise 
massive resistance against violations of human rights in Slovenia. The 
paper in its introduction refers to Gandhian struggle in india and in its 
conclusion offers diverse means of cooperation of general public in the 
campaign of nonviolent resistance. 
33 The confiscation documentation was reproduced in its integrity in Janez Janša, 
ivan borštner and david tasič book titled 7 let pozneje (7 years after).
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Gandhian campaigns in South Africa and india as well as the Jain 
philosophy putting AHiMSA in the center of human ethics were there-
fore an inspiration for Slovene campaigns. it might be, that an attempt 
to apply Gandhian strategy in yugoslavia was crucial for the enrolment 
of events in former yugoslavia since 1988. namely, the Slovene parlia-
ment established a commission to investigate the case of interrogation 
of Mikroada offices and the imprisonment of Janša and other collab-
orators (borštner, tasič and Zavrl). The parliamentarian commission 
has released its reports, where igor bavčar, as a principal rapporteur 
declared: “the chronology of intelligent services reveals evidences, that 
intelligent service reported to Stane dolanc and Andrej Marinc34 on 
26. of April 1988 about the existence of the document prepared by the 
peace movement regarding the nonviolent resistance against potential 
violent actions of yugoslav army in Slovenia; … the intelligence report-
ed about secret investigations in Mikroada but only mentioned the pa-
per of Marko Hren, not any other material.”35 Such conclusions hint to 
importance that the yugoslav intelligence services paid to the potential 
of Gandhian nonviolent strategies.

unfortunately, the official chronologists of Slovene independence did 
not pay that much of attention to this story as it would deserve in a sense 
of its value to promote nonviolence as political strategy.

Ancient schools of wisdom survived colonial age 

The truth has a peculiar attribute – it would mysteriously appear somewhere, 
somehow, regardless the amount of effort made to hide or annihilate it.

Leonard Cohen put it in a verse: 
“there is a crack in everything… that’s how the light gets in…” 
in this chapter i will synoptically hint to limited number of pillars 

that ground the eternal bridge connecting – in a sense of spiritual 

34 Stane dolanc and Andrej Marinc were key figures of Slovene political life of 
the pre-independancy period. dolanc was a member of yugoslav presidency and 
Marinc a president of Slovene central committe of the communist party in 1988.
35 bavčar, igor, The minutes of the 13 session of the parliamentary commission 
for the investigation of the political responsibilities of functionaries during the 
investigations, arrestment’s and the juridical procedures against janša, borštner, 
tasič and Zavrl. 1995. 
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concepts – the schools of wisdom. it shall be underlined, that we can 
speak of research about the ancient cultures and wisdoms for not more 
than a century, and we can only speak of cross-disciplinary, comparative 
research that can bring relatively firm assumptions for not more than a 
couple of decades. only recently, the scriptures and alphabet of ancient 
cultures are getting deciphered, archaeological findings enabling the 
display of astro-archaeologic cognition and associated cosmologies are 
only emerging. And above all, we can only speculate about the existence 
of highly developed civilisations that possessed knowledge, insight and 
technologies to build giant structures on the surface of the earth, includ-
ing the pyramids. in my paper, i will not get into hypothesis related to 
those later civilisations even though it is a matter of logical cognition to 
assume, that there must have been a fairly good communication across 
the ancient schools of wisdom far before 1000 bc. i will also avoid any 
speculation on potential abilities of spiritually advanced individuals to 
access universal knowledge, the augmented, enriched silence where all 
information about everything is coded. Some Slovene natural faith el-
ders36 call this sphere literarily “rich silence” (slo: ‘bogata tišina’) and 
this way associate it with the technique of deep introspection, deep con-
templation needed to access the rules of nature. today’s artificial intel-
ligence apps are only simulating this realm. 

in one of the later chapters37 i will discuss complementary issues re-
garding chronologies of christianisation and colonisation as well as the 
legacy and the debris of colonial spiritual overrule against natural, eth-
nic faith and traditional mystery schools. 

i was – to begin with – fascinated with the story of indian ruler Asho-
ka when i began my cruise over the past to identify nonviolent heritage 
in the history of humanity. i wrote about his life story in local Slovene 
educational papers 3 decades ago and i taught about him in schools in 
times when the peace movement of Slovenia performed extracurricular 
lectures on nonviolence education in primary schools. The story about 
a nonviolent emperor was accepted by kids with particular curiosity. 

even today, there is a great deal of debate on the origins of Ashoka 
faith and about his life. in any of the cases, my hypothesis from decades 

36 Hren, 2019 reports on natural faith elders from the catchment of nevljica, 
central Slovenia.
37 See the chapter Historical context – the predators culture of colonial ages is 
arriving at its dawn. 
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ago, that Ashokas legacy shall be taken as a benchmark in the history 
of spiritual development, seem to be valid: we can take 5th century bc, 
as a peak of golden times of Spirituality 2.0. which connects the early 
period of buddhism and Jainism in india, the flourishing of essenian 
and Therapeuty teachings and the variety of schools of Mysteris in Med-
iteranean, including todays turkey, egypt and Greece. The cultures on 
the continents, that were not colonised by european imperators until 
15th century, are estimated to have stable internal dynamics until colo-
nisation and a time-shift in forcible transition to the concept of Spir-
ituality 3.0. influential cultures, like Mayas, inkas in meso-Americas, 
the dream-time cosmologies of indigenous peoples of todays’ Australia, 
new Zeland and pacific, with highly developed cosmologies, were in 
from our perspective – i a relatively unknown development and poten-
tially at their spiritual peak until the middle ages, or, in certain cases pri-
or to their apocalyptical annihilations due to natural disasters, illnesses 
or other destructive events. According to eric cline George washington 
university the nations of eastern Mediterranean were – for example – 
well connected at the period prior to 1000 bc, then in a couple of dec-
ades warfare plague, earthquake, drought end some other disasters have 
devastated the region and one nation after another collapsed, egyptian 
empire, Hittite empire, Amorite states, luwian states, canaan, babylo-
nia, Mycenaean kingdom. we can assume, that spiritual development 
paralleled developments in other domains (architecture, arts, produc-
tion techniques). recent discoveries at Gobekli tepe temples, the enig-
matic monolith prove the earlier hypothesis that early neolithic cultures 
possessed knowledge on geometry and architectural planning proving 
the existence of a highly developed culture. 

There is one and one only reason why we limit our analysis to indo-euro-
pean continent, and this is the fact, that Abrahamic religions have – thanks 
to their decisive role in imperial and colonial operations on the planet, 
temporarily – and regarding the surface only – overruled any other spir-
itual concept, this Spiritual concept is labelled here as Spirituality 3.0. At 
this point it is to underline, that i have no intention whatsoever to claim, 
that there can be a methodological tool to compare pre- Spirituality 3.0. 
concepts on planetary scale; however, for the purpose of the reflection in 
this paper, which is an issues paper – i make a working hypothesis, that 
Spiritual concepts carrying spiritual practices across the world prior to 
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Abrahamic religions have enough of the key typological characteristics 
in common to form a solid typology, primarily due to the universal rela-
tion of (small-scale comparing to todays’ populations) communities to 
nature and the presumed means of production, taking a relatively well 
researched insight into emergence of bronze, iron and other materials 
into production cultures across the planet. 

The quality of exchange between ancient sages must have been fairly 
good or even excellent. The knowledge of mathematics needed to build 
as complex architecture as Gobekli tepe temples, is comparable to 
knowledge needed to organise travel on long distance, across Mediter-
ranean see and across vast plains of Middle east, encompassing ancient 
Mesopotamia, and north-east Africa. According to witnessing of sages 
on diverse continents, there was an undoubted reliance on telepathic 
communication across physical distances and a punctual memory on 
information gathered concerning the reliable centers of wisdoms in 
long-distance neighbourhood. during my visit to Jain community in 
rajsamand, rajastan in 1991 we convened long hours of discussions 
with HH Acharia tulsi a patron and chief teacher of Jains. we dedi-
cated special attention to consistency of spiritual teachings in the past 
and we exchanged views on complementarities while i inquired about 
the memory of Jain teaching regarding the links with Mediterranean 
sages from the time of Ashoka, therefore, from the early times of Jain-
ism and buddhism. i explained my hypothesis regarding the coherence 
of Jain, essenian and pythagorean teachings that made me wonder how 
much these ancient schools of wisdom actually learned one from each 
other prior to alexander the Great and following imperial intrusions. 
i remember still today a serious and calm expression on His Holiness 
face when he slowly and doubtlessly answered, that the communica-
tions were regular, both in physical and in telepathic modality. 

it seems that the supreme result of such communication was the in-
carnation of Ashoka; when the Mediterranean culture produced Alex-
ander the Great, the extreme imperator warrior, then, indian cultural 
basin answered with a counter product, a reform proposal, a transfor-
mation pilot – they revolutionised pacifist Ashoka. And we shall note that 
Alexander had been trained by Aristotle. without any doubt, Ashoka was 
sending envoys to neighbouring regions – as far as to Greece and Medi-
terranean. edicts of Ashoka38 represent the first known non-killing codex, 
38 3rd century bc, cast of inscribed rock, Gujarat;

Context and background: peace, nonviolence, spirituality and ancient schools of wisdom
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and the first inter-religious dialogue attempt, that was promoted widely, 
with all due political/diplomatic support. what seemed to be interest-
ing for a pacifist scholar is that the foundations of non-killing civilisation 
were laid 2500 years ago not only by pythagoras and mystery schools in 
todays’ iran, iraq, turkey and egypt, but in a much wider geographical 
area. Ashokas life and deeds prove without doubt the historic ancient at-
tempt to promote widely the values of unity and tolerance amongst reli-
gions. Missions and ambassadors have been exchanged between emper-
ors in both regions regularly. 

Ashokas life is a source of innumerable reflections, ranging from elab-
orations about his cruelty prior to shift to buddhism, which is sometimes 
attributed to exaggerations to glorify the impact of buddhist teachings, 
to scientific debates on early faith of Ashoka. particularly the later are 
interesting since they display arguments about the relations of Jain and 
buddhist early teachers and spiritual authorities. edward Thomas even 
made a conclusion, that buddhism is but a branch of Jainism39.

The inscriptions suggest that for Ashoka, dharma meant “a moral 
polity of active social concern, religious tolerance, ecological awareness, 
the observance of common ethical precepts, and the renunciation of 
war. for example:

•	 Abolition of the death penalty (pillar edict iv) 
•	 plantation of banyan trees and mango groves, and construction 

of rest houses and wells, every half a mile along the roads. (pillar 
edict 7). 

•	 restriction on killing of animals in the royal kitchen (rock edict 1); 
the number of animals killed was limited to two peacocks and a deer 
daily, and in future, even these animals were not to be killed. 

•	 provision of medical facilities for humans and animals (rock edict 2). 
•	 encouragement of obedience to parents, “generosity toward priests 

and ascetics, and frugality in spending” (rock edict 3). 
•	 He “commissions officers to work for the welfare and happiness of 

the poor and aged” (rock edict 5) 
•	 promotion of “the welfare of all beings so as to pay off his debt to 

living creatures and to work for their happiness in this world and 
the next.” (rock edict 6) 

39 Thomas, edward, 1876.
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Modern scholars have variously understood such dhamma concept 
as a buddhist lay ethic, a set of politico-moral ideas, a “sort of universal 
religion”, or as an Ashokan innovation. but what is important for our 
concern is a fact that Ashoka widely promoted and used nonviolence 
and universality of religions as well as religious tolerance throughout 
indo-european continent, shortly (half a century) after the formation of 
the empire of Alexander the great. 

while the Macedonian emperor exported colonial thinking, Ashoka 
answered by exporting values.

Jain or buddhist legacy? 
for our debate it is less important to whom goes the credit for Asho-

kas turn to nonviolence, to Jains or buddhists. what matters is a histori-
cal evidence, a great memorandum of the occurrence of systemic effort 
of an important regional leader, to promote intercultural exchange, to 
send missions across the borders of his empire to promote interreligious 
and interfaith union, tolerance, peace and nonviolence. 

we can therefore estimate, that communication and unity of ancient 
mystery schools reached its peak between the time of Ashoka and the 
burial of temple of ephesues (356 bc, the year of destruction of temple 
of Artemis in epheseus), This is also the period of most probable peak 
of the vitality of the essenian school of wisdom in Kumran.

After this strong presence of the relatively – as it seems – high level 
communication and union of schools of mysteries across iranian – in-
dian – egyptian-Greek territories …. a decline starts. we place the be-
ginning of the decline to Herostrats’ burning of epheseus temple, and 
the final completion of the decline to the 3rd century Ad with constan-
tin and the beginning of the domination of christianity. The Spiritual-
ity 2.0. was phasing out and Spirituality 3.0. was phasing-in over long 
centuries of overlap of course. This was the beginning of a real “ fall of 
humanity” – the fall of key values needed for survival of civilisation. 
The fall was – more or less erroneously – referred to in many different 
contexts in some religious streams and recently also in new Age teach-
ings. what i describe here as the “fall of humanity” is the fall in a sense 
of discontinuity of values, discontinuity of schools of wisdoms, the fall 
into oblivion – the fall into the history of lies against the rule of truth. 
The fall into a disrespect of the nature and earth. we are at the peak of 
the culture of lies and disrespect at the moment – and this is coinciding 
with the peak of the culture of colonial predators. 

Context and background: peace, nonviolence, spirituality and ancient schools of wisdom
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There is some logic in this; predators culture developed self-protec-
tive mechanism, that can be described as “denial”. in order to survive 
with terrible, devastating behaviour patterns of colonial cultures, they 
needed to construct, build, maintain and enforce the overall, complex 
sphere of lies, serving as a denial mechanism to suppress the visibility of 
true nature of hipper-consumerism, violence related to imperialism and 
unequally distributed wealth, violation of human and animal rights…. 
and to camouflage the true objective, the planetary robbery resulting in 
an – as it seems today – irreversible damage caused to nature. we will 
see later, in a chapter dedicated to the legacy of Spirituality 3.0. how 
the complex system of erroneously interpreted “forgiveness” as spiritual 
virtue, was institutionalised and widely promoted to enhance the denial. 

romantically we are challenged to express – maybe a biased – view, 
that Spirituality 2.0. with Ashoka performance and theepheseus tem-
ple at its peak, represent a golden age of spirituality in the known his-
tory of humanity. in indo european context such hypothesis has strong 
grounds and as much as we can compare spirituality concepts it has a 
chance to survive global test. 

An important field of research today is dedicated to the role of ess-
enians. in 1980s i was inspired by first volumes appearing after Kumran 
scrolls have been translated. i made my best to get in possession of state-
of the art volumes promptly, such as Andre dupont Sommer, les écrits 
esséniens découverts près de la mer morte, appearing only 12 years after 
the discovery in Kumran. dupon argues, that the discoveries at Kumran 
will be essential for the understanding of the genesis of christianity. 
of course, research deepened after duponts pioneering work, the hy-
pothesis of Jean the baptist being essenian and therefore christianity 
direct descended from essenians seemed to me more than reasonable. 
but i could never internalize the hypothesis of essenians being of Judaic 
origin. now evidence is being presented40 for my past intuitive hesita-
tion since the Judaic origin of essenians is being questioned by diverse 
authors, particularly after additional astro-archeological research, study 
of … moon calendar used by essenians as opposite to sun calendar used 
by Judaic tradition of that epoch. As it seems, the essenians were an 
independent school of wisdom, integrating the knowledge of that time 
from diverse sources. An open ‘universitas’ in a real sense of the word. 

40 for example robert feather The Qumran Mystery & the secret initiation of 
Jesus & John the baptist.
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we need to make peace with the fact, that colonial cultures only study 
indigenous cosmologies for a couple of centuries. on european scale, 
the year 1784 appears as a milestone – the bhagavad Gita was translated 
into latin and this can be taken as an early beginning of comparative 
studies in religions. A century later, e.M. taylor publishes la civilisa-
tion primitive (1871) as a methodological primer for anthropological 
research of natural faith. Mid 19th century holds evidences of the begin-
ning of a large scale inter-disciplinary research, as for example in the 
domains of archaeology41 and anthropology42. 

As was the case with the first Slovenian opera dedicated to God be-
lin, so was the case with larger part of the indigenous heritage – the 
research was locked into the archives, either subjected to self-censorship 
or to the censorship of vatican and royal secret archives. taking exam-
ple of indo-european studies, first elaborations on Sanskrit language go 
back to Jesuit Thomas Stephens as early as in 1583, Heintrich roth in 
1760s, and a bit later by paulinus – all those works were only rediscov-
ered from archives in the second part of 20th century. There must be a 
good reason why!?

Still today, the credibility of research in europe concerning the natu-
ral faith remains at zero point – while there is a range of best practices 
concerning the separate research in natural faith, there is still no overall 
recognition on relevance of natural faith in european research today43. 
it looks like nobody heard plato declaring “the ultimate design of the 
Mysteries … was to lead us back to the principles from which we de-
scended, … a perfect enjoyment of the spiritually good“.

41 i.e. the first sites researched in egypt 1821– hieroglyph rosettaStone, Mesopo-
tamia 1845– excavation in babilon.
42 i.e. for polinesia william ellis publishes a research in mythology in 1833, for 
northern America H.rowe Schoolcraft publishes collection of north American 
indian myths in 1839:, and for Keltic cultures Jacques boucher puts to light les An-
tiquités celtiques et Antédiluviennes (celtic and Antediluvial Antiquities) in 1847.
43 within european research programs only a very modest share was invested 
into research related to religions and there is practically no evidence on com-
parative research into traditional natural faith european pre-christian heritage. 
european research programs can be assessed at https://cordis.europa.eu/. 

Context and background: peace, nonviolence, spirituality and ancient schools of wisdom
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This is particularly true for the rituals and magical power of sym-
bols and words used in rituals. Ancient schools of mysteries and wis-
dom seemed to have been in possession of techniques and philosophies 
backing the bond between universal/ global/ collective/ noospheric (or 
any other term we use) consciousness/ intelligence/ awareness/ knowl-
edge on the planet. This is key reason to take traditional knowledge as a 
solid foundation for the culture based on new generation ethics (ethics 
4.0. ) involving the respect to the rights of all manifestations of creation 
and in this sense the foundation for viable Sustainable development ap-
proaches. The traditional schools of spirituality and mysteries have one 
premise in common: these were schools aiming for truth, aspiring deep 
understanding of creation, and they were opposite to ignorance since 
their mission was to nourish and establish bonds, relations, connections 
amongst all sentient and non-sentient elements of universe. The longing 
for truth and aspiration towards ethical response-ability/responsiveness 
lies in the center of the spirituality missions.

And since it is in the nature of truth, to have a capacity to reappear 
suddenly somewhere at random place … the traditional mysteries could 
never be successfully outrooted! And they shall be back now on the 
front door, to assist humanity to make a decisive move.

The line of thought for the narrative presented in this paper is based on 
the following logical sequence of statements:

i. The underlying reason for degradation of environment, injustice on 
the planet and wars, lies in long centuries of “predators culture” with-
in which the ignorance is the reigning attribute. Ignorance lead to de-
nial in lies. We live in a culture of lies, fake news and manipulations. 

ii. The underlying reason for the domination of predators culture 
dwells in the fact, that genuine, authentic ethical systems (spiritu-
ality) were outrooted. The traditional schools of mysteries and the 
holders of wisdom were victims of persisting Herostratic craving-
for-fame-syndrome embedded in colonial elites and this – over a 
millennia and a half of colonial age – affected all cultures on the 
planet. The sacred coding’s of mysteries in our languages were de-
leted or converted, the schools of wisdom were pushed in heresy’s 
and on the very margins of societies and the sacred places in na-
ture, symbolizing the elevated consciousness of nature-protection, 
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were either destroyed or camouflaged by colonial religious symbol-
ism and corresponding infrastructure. 

iii. The risks of the loss of biodiversity and life on planet Earth are 
therefore directly related to the loss of trust-worthy spirituality. 
New conceptualization, new understanding and implementation 
of spirituality on the planet is seen as potential shortcut and may-
be even as the only way to timely resolution of the contemporary 
problems of humanity, including the risks related to over-urbani-
sation, traps of digitalization and artificial intelligence etc.

The bottom line of my personal story told here is that i had to waste 
thousands of my creative hours to arrive to conclusions that shall in my 
view be integrated in the very core of educational system of our socie-
ties. i needed 40 years of continuous effort to liberate my mind from 
crap, manipulations and lies. reader may cognise that i was not that 
successful and bright enough, but if we contemplate the worlds heritage 
in literature or any other intellectual domain, we will see how persisting 
the colonial, predatory imprints are – being saturated in the culture they 
influence the minds of generations to a substantial degree. 

The minds of our kids are thoroughly contaminated with colonial 
crap and predators thought patterns, the games, the video production, 
the toys, the heroes, … at least one third of my educational investment 
of time for my kids goes for the balancing of the deep craft behaviour 
patterns of our cultural debris. i speak here as a father.

Context and background: peace, nonviolence, spirituality and ancient schools of wisdom
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T
here is a vast field of mature literature and research on religious 
and spirituality concepts, structures, systemization and typologi-
zation of building blocks –enormous work has been done on this 
topic and i will not attempt to reinterpret the research undertaken 

by now. enormous work is being invested in the field of comparative re-
ligions today, and the support of cross-disciplinary comparative science 
to the shift to Spirituality 4.0. will be decisive, since it provides for reliable 
grounds for logical cognition of major parts of population. 

what i aim at is to present an innovative and simplified-enough view 
on spirituality, grounded on case study of Slovene cosmological codes 
that offers a self explanatory narrative for the transformation of spiritu-
ality conceptualisation. i justify this experiment with my participant-
observer role in a series of contemporary spiritual networks and asso-
ciations, both, locally in Slovenia and globally.

but despite of this, what really still struck me is the fact, that, what-
ever cosmological term i take in my research and contemplation focus, 
i discover two sides of the coin; on the one, there is a strong presence 
of ignorance regarding the cosmological meaning of the observed term 
and on the other there is a deep content, the meaningfulness additional-
ly supported by the coherency with indo-european synonymous terms.

let’s take, for the start, a mysterious term ‘mana’
My friend Aleš erbežnik inspired me to look into convergence of two 

words: Sanskrit prasada or prasad, and Slovene prasad. in Slovene lan-
guage prasad would mean an ancient, original fruit, or other vegetable 
product. prasad in vedic terms encompasses a complex approach to rit-
ual consummation, graciously gifting food in a (physical or metaphysi-
cal) presence of deity. prasada therefore connects the manifested (gross) 
food and the sacred, the deity. in Slovene language, prasad would indi-
cate the primordial, the original food so to say. we can extrapolate this 
argument and call such food – eternal, celestial food.

73 
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prasad also translates as The Grace of God (bhagavadgita, chapters 3 
and 4), materialised in a form of food. by definition such understanding 
of food and food consumption assumes, that the food we consume was 
first in touch with deities. And this leads to the conclusion, that con-
summation of food is by definition an act of connection with deity, with 
sacred. And as such the act of consummation is sacred itself.

At this point, we evolve the argument with the notion of mana. Mana 
is the celestial food – originating from the upper levels of air, according 
to vedas, the air of pranas, fire, light, therefore, from the spheres filled 
with quint-essence, to borrow expressions from Mediteranean schools 
of wisdom. it is not by chance, that Slovene expression for spirit – duh/
dih, or breath, taken in its function of subtle spiritual breathing exercise, 
aims at consummation of pranas, mana, celestial food, representing the 
primordial consummation, or prASAd. Slovene language goes even 
further – the holly spirit is translated as ‘sveti duh’ – which associates to 
breathing in the domain of sacred – of light. while some cultures still 
keep original idea of mana, as a celestial energy, or prana.

Slovene language has over the centuries been reduced to understand-
ing of mana as honey, symbolising the sweetest and richest “prasad”. 

but there is another interesting link of breath with celestial food: as ex-
plained in glossary of cosmological words, duH-ati as a verb is preserved 
in Slovene language at least as profoundly as in sanskrt where “duhati” 
translates as extraction of essentialities (soma, prana) which probably cor-
responds to consummation of celestial food, mana, absorbed from the air 
by breath. Sanskrt and Slovene languages point to the same direction. 

even our key poet, that i keep referring to in my research, france 
prešern writes about celestial mana and refers – in one of his poems (to 
Girls/dekletom), to biblical reference to Mana, but in another poem 
(baptism at the Savica source /Krst pri Savici) it associates mana with 
eternal spirits and souls – the celestial level. 

The translation of holy spirit into Slovene language matches perfectly 
the basic building block for advanced, ground-braking structure and 
conceptualisation of contemporary applied spirituality: ‘sveti duh’ – 
joining spheres of light (sveti, svetloba) and air (dah, dih, duh),signifies 
the domain of mana, the carriers of mana, of quintessence. christiani-
sation substantially hided the previously existing, evidently highly ad-
vanced understanding of spirituality, embedded in Slovene language 
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itself. in popular understanding, neither mana nor prasad, let alone the 
supreme function of breath (dih, duh) find their proper space today.

Spirituality evolution – on what grounds  
can we talk about it

next question arising is whether or not we can talk about spirituality 
evolution and what we will understand under this term after we have 
had defined the term spirituality domain? did the concepts of spiritual-
ity – within the spirituality domain – transcend from one generation to 
another or did they rather revolutionary change in one or another direc-
tion? What do we mean by conceptualisation of spirituality?

if we take cultural genome44 as a carrier of cultural manifestation, as 
dr. Andrej pleterski suggests – ‘as genome determines biological mani-
festation, cultural genome determines cultural manifestation’. Accord-
ing to pleterski, cultural genome is an assembly of findings concern-
ing the functioning of the world and about the consequent rules that 
determine the life of individual and of the communities. what certainly 
changes through time is the conceptualisation of spirituality in terms of 
cultural manifestation of (collective) expression of spiritual practices, 
teachings and consequently individuals’ spiritual conduct. 

can we claim, that spirituality evolves across generations? what 
we can observe is the conceptualisation of spirituality that manifests 
through the geometry of spaces of worship in relation to astroarcheol-
ogy, we can observe the consistencies of mythical stories, also the per-
sisting nature of key archetypes over different ideological epochs also 
reflecting in spiritual practices applied. but can we talk of a contiguous 
evolution of the concepts? 

evolution on the time scale would demand a solid definition of time 
and space – while the perception of here&now is subjected to change, 
not only due to the theories of relativity backed by the recent quantum 
and space research, but also due to the ever changing means and tech-
niques and technologies of knowledge acquisition. This is why i will 
rather suggest a dynamic view on spirituality evolution and to use the 

44 pleterski, 2015.
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term generation, rather than any other (phase, epoch…). The suggested 
four generations of spirituality are framed in dynamic perspective as-
suming that each generation of spirituality overlap and feed one into 
another – both, with positive and negative social implications. 

the changing perception of here&now –  
dynamic view on spirituality

The inertia of spiritual teachings of introspective nature calls for cen-
tring of the spiritual practice on the principle “here&now”. but a ques-
tion appears, how to apply the “here&now” principle and the techniques 
of introspection in the era of ubiquitous data flow, data supported visu-
alisation, augmented reality …. and digital-twins–supported cognition. 
in the time, where “here” is virtually everywhere, and “now” is more 
relative than ever.

we obtain news and information about virtually anything, in any time. 
Shall the principle of buddhist dhamma, the presence in now, the 

right perception related to “now” … be redefined in the world of ubiq-
uitous access to big data? 

can we claim that digitalised information (big data) can be a key trig-
ger for the reversal of the spiritual stagnation/regression of humanity? 
i think that the answer is affirmative. even if we take the “dhamma” 
concept which is indeed perfectly elaborated to match our inquiry as a 
starting point, then, one of the key processes to further observe would 
be the mere notion of perception. perception results in acquisition of 
information and consequently in cognition. what happens, when the 
acquisition of information – while perceiving an external phenomenon 
– is enriched by augmented reality application backed by big data re-
positories in virtual cloud and geared by artificial intelligence app? How 
will spiritual practice deal with such multifaceted perception? when 
people discuss over table today, they are assisted by smartphones and 
verify as well as upgrade information as they speak. we could call such 
exchange ‘an augmented debate’, informed debate of citizens, that wish 
to perform informed discussion. if we aim at high quality exchange of 
views amongst individuals, we could not but support the saturation of 
ict in our “perception means”. 
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The speed of acquisition of data and the pressure on the human ap-
paratus engaged in perception is unpreceded. for less than a century (a 
handful of generations) a growing number of people is being exposed to 
rapid changes of images and atmospheric conditions (heat, humidity etc) 
due to quick and frequent change of individuals’ position (from house, to 
outdoor, car, metro, office, streat outdoor, park, airplane… acclimatised 
spaces…), penetration of screens (tv and smartphones) and vehicles. 
never before in history a person could move so often and so fast and 
never before in history, a human eye and brain would receive that much 
of images as it can receive today. This is a real shift performed in 20th cen-
tury. we cannot guess what will be the future genetic consequences of 
the pressure on perception apparatus due to exposure to rapidly changing 
images but we can assume, that human brain was not designed for such 
overwhelming and rapid perception streams. do we need a new genera-
tion dhamma for a new approach to a right perception? 

dr. Zmago Šmiteks’ quote on the spiritual stagnation/regression of hu-
manity referred to in the introduction, is taken from his last manuscript 
that happened to be delivered to the publisher (beletrina, ljubljana, 
Slovenia) at the same week as my recent book “Spiritual leadership in 
Slovenia in ancient times and today” – in august 2017. Šmitek passed-
on, only few weeks after the submission of his breakthrough book. i 
was made privileged to read Šmiteks manuscript before it was published 
– our books actually appeared in public simultaneously in the second 
quarter of 2018. There are several synchronicities in both mentioned 
publications, that keep me obliged to pay tribute to Šmitek while dis-
cussing the evolution of the concepts of spirituality. The most valuable 
synchronicity is our joint effort to bring affront the question of the spir-
itual development, spiritual evolution of humanity as well as of the value 
of language codes embedded in our languages still today. This reflects 
in diverse topics that Šmitek and myself both dealt with thoroughly in 
our simultaneous recording of our thinking. Some of the synchronici-
ties that directly feed into our debate are the following:
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•  Sacred codes in language; Šmitek argues the evolutionary emergence 
of the concept of spirituality from the very fundamental experience of 
the wild hood that kept maintained in Indo-European languages … 
in Slovenian literary; see the case of Divjina – dev in the glossary.

•  Relationship people – nature/divjina as a key factor gearing spiritual 
evolution, Šmitek starts with neolythic hunter ….and ands with some 
indications on exposed importance of wild hood for revolutionary 
leaders and dictators of 20th century Europe.

•  Šmitek questions and condemns the Colonial culture.
•  Šmitek draws a line between knowledge and science (znanje – znanost) 

by underpinning “knowledge” with traditional knowledge and heritage. 
•  This way Šmitek provides for scientific relevance for subjective sens-

ing and reasoning of the relationship between people and nature and 
he places such reasoning in the core of religious nature of man. 

The two volumes, simultaneously published by beletrina publisher call 
for essential reflection about what spirituality actually means to us. it is 
self-explanatory, that Šmitek is using spirituality only in a form of adjec-
tive and never in a form of noun which directs an interesting dynamics to 
our rethinking of spirituality. The phrase most frequently used by Šmitek 
is “spiritual travel” signifying most often the shamanistic transcendence, 
the other are: spiritual values, spiritual ideal, spiritual potential, spiritual 
sense, spiritual beings, spiritual forces, spiritual evil, spiritual interme-
diator, spiritual assistant, spiritual insight, spiritual reality, spiritual cul-
ture, spiritual atmosphere, spiritual transformation, spiritual protection. 
Šmitek is using spirituality in 16 categories. never as a noun: spirituality. 

let’s ponder on that very fact that supports our suggestion that Spir-
ituality shall be understood as a dynamic process, a stream – we cannot 
lock it into a system or hermetic typology, it is dynamic in time and 
space and in its manifestation. This is also why we rather speak of gen-
erations then of concepts linked to epoch, nations or geographical areas 
(time, space and cultural identity based classification).

Spirituality in this sense is understood as a stream, an evolutionary pro-
cess, rather than any form of stagnation, let alone a dogma. This is also 
why the institutionalisations of spirituality does not necessarily bring add-
ed value neither to the process nor to the culture. The most frequent use 
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of the term spirituality by Šmitek, the ‘spiritual travel’ indicates Šmiteks 
understanding of the subtle nature, the dynamics of spirituality: it is pri-
marily a travel, transcendence across the spheres of awareness, mobility of 
spiritual self between the worlds of existence. The reduction of such travel 
to ascension might be biasing since spiritual travel normally supposes the 
existence of the ways to return. The spiritual travel is normally not a one 
way, linear process, it is rather a result of convolution of streams. 

let’s make a deviation towards our case study. Similarly to the term 
spirituality described above, we should never in Slovene language use 
the word faith/religion – ‘vera’ as a noun – it shall only be used as an ad-
jective ‘veren’, which – as we see in the glossary, means “true”, “authentic”. 
in such a way, the faith, the religion, begin to make sense in a context of 
freedom of spirit. i insist on strict separation of terms religion and spir-
ituality, but acknowledging the true meaning of the Slovene word ‘vera’ 
as official translation of ‘religion’ – we could easily find coherence be-
tween ‘vera’ and spirituality. And adding our interpretation of the root 
meaning of duH as Slovene root for spirituality (‘duh-ovnost’).

Šmitek and myself simultaneously and with punctual synchronicity 
in time and space, said goodbye to dogmas of Spirituality 3.0. and to the 
conceptualisation of spirituality based on dogmas, giving equal value 
to diverse categories of knowledge and insight: introspective insight as 
knowledge (Slovene: ‘za-znanje’) and scientific knowledge (‘znanje’ or 
‘veda’). Scientific means of acquisition of knowledge translate as “znan-
stveno”, introspective means translate as “zaznavno”. 

The changing notion of here and now gets most clearly reflected in 
the todays production and use of products. The value chains of prod-
ucts are dispersed across continents, the raw materials, production and 
the labour force as well as the consumers make majority of products a 
global responsibility. labour and environmental standards crash into 
the over complexity of diversified regulations and standards. 

The life-spam of products is getting shorter and the products end-up 
in garbage substantially faster than ever. on the top of it, the products 
are composed largely by non sustainably produced non-organic mate-
rials that make the garbage life cycle much longer than the life-cycle 
of products themselves. This made the production life-cycles reversed 
loop in comparison to traditional sustainable production, where the 
materials after the end cycle of the product life disintegrated relatively 
fast while the products were made to last long.
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The sustainable path for future manufacturing has been made clear: 
the life-expectancy of products shall be made longer again and the servic-
ing provided; at the end of life time of products, the ingredients shall be 
used for another purpose. The contemporary research makes it clear – the 
prolonging of the life of products is – in terms of sustainability assess-
ment more favourable scenario than any other (including the full modu-
lar design and recycling/reuse). The changes needed in consumption and 
production patterns and in associated global trade mechanisms are abso-
lutely key for humanity to remain within the planetary boundaries and 
survive. i was privileged to cooperate with european commission over 
the period 2017–2020 on the project funded by european commission – 
under Horison2020 scheme with acronym SMArt – sustainable market 
actors for responsible trade. This 4-year project generated methodology 
for sustainability life-cycle value-chain assessment for selected categories 
of products, taking global dimension and related policy complexity into 
account. The project just finished and provided not only a complex re-
search guide and sustainability assessment methodology but also excel-
lent recommendations for future economies. it was led by oslo law uni-
versity which holds excellent research capacity to streamline regulatory 
complexity regarding global value chains and trade mechanisms. This is 
a ground breaking project, showing the future standards for re-design 
of sustainable global production chains.45 And guess what: the main line 
of argument resulting from this hipper complex project is matching the 
good old rule of production: products must be repairable, quality prod-
ucts will need to last long, will need to be designed in modular way, in 
order to allow repair and be modularly reused! This is exactly how the 
production was organized not that long ago.

My good old mountaineering hand-made shoes are 43 years old, my 
racing bike is forty years old, both can still be serviced and both serve 
me perfectly well. My five years old (brand new) hemp canvas jacket 
shall last longer than my body. i feel of course a strong sentiment of 
attachment and a good share of respect to these products and their de-
signers. Such manufacturing shall be labelled ‘sacred’. 

The knowledge for long-lasting products is still there – but the preda-
tors culture imposed the culture of hipper consummation and outra-
geously rapid replacement of products, all leading to mass production of 
low quality, hipper-designed crap that end in garbage soon after it was 
45 The reform proposals are published at https://www.smart.uio.no/
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taken off shelf. This is where the conscientious objection finds the larg-
est space for engagement.

detachment versus Alienation

we need to redefine some corner terms used in debates about spirituality.
detachment is popularly used to counter attachment. Attachment 

normally applies to any addiction, be it related to physical phenomena, 
taste, chemistry, feelings, or even thoughts. dogmas are in this sense 
understood as attachment of the mind.

in spiritual teachings, any attachment is treated as a potential obstacle 
in the endeavour for freedom and liberation.

now, we are discussing here an issue of potential danger of further 
alienation of humans due to penetration of digital technologies and par-
ticular the Ai.

Alienation must be differentiated from detachment.
while we strive for detachment from bad habits and addictions, we 

need to develop mechanisms, education and opportunities for our chil-
dren to ally with environment, human, animal, plants and mineral as 
well as celestial nature. in other words, keeping direct relationship, di-
rect experience with creation (we all know the parable of kids today 
reasoning that milk comes from supermarket and not from cows) is 
important for in-depth under-standing of the life on earth, since this is 
the humus for true respect as opposed to prevailing disrespect which is 
fertilised by alienation.

Much will be written in future about the role of artificial intelligence 
and digital technologies in detaching people from reality and we need to 
consider this processes seriously, reflecting on positive aspects of con-
nectivity and relations46 via technologies and considering seriously the 
emerging problem of further alienation of people from the essence of 
life via same technologies. 

46 Joël de rosnay was amongst pioneering authors moving further from »infor-
mation society« coining the trend »relations society« and the notion of ‘l'Homme 
symbiotique’ to facilitate the rethinking of the role of technologies to rise the 
ecological awareness and responsibility and to define a positive role of emerging 
technologies in globalised word. 
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while detachment in a sense of “less dependence, more autonomy 
“must be treated as a positive phenomenon, and thus treated in terms 
of encouragement and empowerment, the alienation must be treated as 
a factor creating a favourable environment for further development of 
predators culture.

the evolution of Spirituality – from colonial predator 
to responsible planetary citizenship 

everything is subjected to change:  
awareness of spiritual nature of man changes substantially as well!

The intention of this paper is to shift the arguments from the debate on 
religions and theology, away from the cognition on myths and dogmas, 
straight into the debate on essential, the spirit, the spirituality. we aim at 
the debate free from religious concepts, exploring jewels of knowledge 
embedded in diverse threads of ancient knowledge survival. Human-
ity has almost lost introspective, inner ability to explore and discover 
rules of universe (the whole), but has gained scientific means to explore 
the same and re-validate the ancient knowledge. only now we are able 
to compare and discover relevance of orally passed knowledge through 
mythic stories, symbols, sound patterns, language, phono linguistics 
supported by rediscovered ancient scriptures. it is because of the mere 
essence of spirituality, that these could not have been outrooted, despite 
of millennia’s of harsh repression and violence. 

There is a good news – a man longs for truth. it is in our nature, our 
existence resonates with authentic, with true, with real … with ‘vera’ 
in Slovene47. And our existence does not resonate with lies – lies cause 
conflicts within and hinder resonance.

longing for truth versus continuity of the predatory culture and the 
culture of lies and ignorance led humanity to evolve spiritual concepts 
from one generation to another. The survival of ancient knowledge till 
today is a proof of displayed nature of the truth – and this shall be un-
derstood as a good news.

47 See the glossary; 'vera' is today erroneously understood as »religion«.
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i of course first found interlocutors for my thesis amongst indian 
philosophers and spirituality opinion makers. As mentioned earlier, 
professor S.r. bath was – in his capacity of a chairman of indian coun-
cil of philosophical research – amongst key thinkers in this domain 
and he makes the point crystal clear, showing, that the “modern model 
of development has originated in the background of materialistic and 
competitive, rather mutually conflicting conception of human beings 
and the universe”. He claims, that the “mechanistic, reductionist para-
digm not only is the spiritual dimension of human and cosmic exist-
ence discarded, it has also been wrongly assumed that the goal of human 
endeavour should be to have mastery, victory, domination and control 
over nature.” He suggests that “the nature will provide us nourishment 
and peace only if we live in peace with it. worship of nature is the key-
note of spiritual way of life”, bhatt concludes.48

it was also of great encouragement for this elaboration, to discover 
the work of my co-member of the world intellectuals forum executive 
board, dr. ian fry, Australian scholar who authored his own comprehen-
sive innovative categorisation of religions. it seems that we have both been 
working on this matter simultaneously over the past few years. we finally 
met in delhi over winter solstice 2019 and we agreed that our presenta-
tions could converge easily. for the purpose of this paper, i also chose to 
briefly present the categorisation of beazley (1998) and the elaboration 
followed by paul Gibbons49 since his starting point was from entirely dif-
ferent angle of view on the matter and sheds additional light on the argu-
ments, to think spirituality simultaneously to production concepts. 

Slovene scholar dr. Gregor Lesjak50, presented his paper at the sym-
posia on christianisation and Slovene ethnic faith that i organised and 
moderated in Kobarid, west Slovenia in August 2019, in which he – for 
the first time in history – categorises Slovene ethnic faith in a framework 
of religious landscape. for this purpose, dr. lesjak develops a methodol-
ogy and presents the typology. 

lesjak in his paper present the opus of pavel Medvešček and defines 
the terms of old faith, stara vera as a nature centered faith applied on the 

48 S.r. bhatt, 2018.
49 paul Gibbons, master thesis, Spirituality at work, a pre-theoretical overview, 
organizational behaviour, birkbeck college, university of london.2020.
50 dr. lesjak Gregor is a sociologist and director of the Governmental office for 
religious freedom of Slovene government.
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territories of western Slovenians – therefore localised Slovene commu-
nities. His reference to localisation of natural faith spirituality is mean-
ingful, since it brings-in the attribute of territorial aspect which supports 
perfectly my earlier reference to dostoevsky and his visionary definitions 
of the religion that make sense. This way dr. lesjak expands so called 
pagan studies, defines “old faith” in Slovenia in relation to newly imposed 
christian religion and provides for “acceptable typology for Slovene re-
ligious organisations”. it is important to observe, that dr. lesjak insist on 
framing old faith in Slovenia as “traditional” and even more, under the 
category of “old faith” he includes “not only the historic continuity of old 
faith carriers but also contemporary followers, both, eclectics and reviv-
als. This supports my proposal to see spirituality concept evolution in 
view of transition from one generation to the other while each inherits 
selected characteristics form all previous. The contribution of dr. lesjak 
is ground breaking since he unbasted the myth of rome catholicism as 
“traditional Slovene faith”, the myth, that was for long years objected by 
natural faith elders of Slovenia, that claim of course, that catholicism 
cannot be promoted as traditional faith for Slovenians while the ethnic 
pre-christian faith survived in a contiguous and continuous manner in 
terms of knowledge holder’s succession, survival of practices and main-
tenance of sacred spaces. The term ‘traditional’ shall be carefully reserved 
for truth worthy tradition embedded in cultural genome. institution or 
concept, that systematically damaged or reverted the original meaning of 
language or spatial codes, cannot be treated as ‘traditional’ since it played 
a role of ‘counter-traditional’ stream. 

The attribute of locality and the territorial approach consequently 
gears the debate on spirituality towards pluralism of spiritual concepts, 
and – of course – away from pretentions to promote any spiritual con-
cept as applicable universally – in a geographic or/and ethnic sense. 
Such spiritual pluralism is also promoted by Gibbons in his Spirituality 
at work; particularly in terms of “irrevocably substitution of a fragment-
ed cultural assessment for the Judeo-christian consensus until recently 
dominant in western experience”. As Gibbons puts it, the fragmenta-
tion “leads to a collage or mosaic of all things spiritual which is less 
coherent than the “grand narratives” of the past, but from this collage, 
several common types of spirituality emerge. “ This way, the decentral-
ised nature of Spirituality 4.0, conceptualisation, the localised nature 
of fragments of spirituality building blocks and the dynamic nature of 
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the evolution of generations of spirituality is being additionally argued. 
dostoevsky had envisaged it all through.

Gibbons evolves on the Baeslys’ (1989) research on spirituality at work, 
distinguishing “sacred spirituality” from a “psychological spirituality”. 

Psychological spirituality is defined there as “a faith in a universality 
of the human spirit that binds them to other human beings and to the 
earth and that instils within them a compassion for their fellow hu-
mans and for the world that is motivational and sustaining.” According 
to Gibbons, beazley claims that “psychological spirituality” is not a form 
of spirituality because it does not involve the transcendent dimension. 
Gibbons explains that »this is a useful distinction, but seems coloured 
by beazley’s personal and ethnocentric perspective that assesses one 
type of spirituality as sacred, and another as less-sacred, or not-sacred. 

Religious Spirituality according to Gibbson represents a relabelled 
beazley’s sacred spirituality in a sense described above. examples in-
clude christianity as well as Hinduism. 

Secular Spirituality would include humanistic and nature-centred 
spirituality (e.g. in the ralph waldo emersons’ tradition).

Mystical Spirituality is added by Gibbons who puts special attention 
to it (examples buddhism, Mystic traditions within religions) particularly 
when he categorises ethical systems to the typology of threefold spiritu-
alty typologies. in this typology, the ethics have been introduced in the 
following typologies: virtue based /Aristotelian for Mystical, Situational/
personal for Secular/nature and Kantian for religious spirituality. 

Gibbsons typology differentiates spiritualties also regarding: 

•  theistic beliefs as central (religious spirituality), atypical (secular 
spirituality ) or diverse (mystical spirituality);

•  spiritual needs are met through god and religion (religious spiritu-
ality), met through personal agency and context (secular spiritu-
ality) or via domination of spiritual fulfilment over carnal needs 
(mystical spirituality);

•  personal change results from “grace” while value of individual effort 
varies (religious spirituality) individual effort (secular spirituality), 
union with divine provides spiritual strength (mystical spirituality);

•  typical practices such as prayer/worship (religious spirituality), 
personal growth and aesthetic appreciation and therapy (secular 
spirituality) and meditation/prayer (mystical spirituality);
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•  assumption of the nature of humanity as complex and variable (re-
ligious spirituality), essentially good but “damaged” by past and 
current events (secular spirituality), essentially good but requires 
constant “emptying of harmful instincts” (mystical spirituality). 

This approach offers an interesting set of ingredients for the discus-
sion on spirituality conceptualisation differentiating the levels of 1. 
personal attitude (theistic beliefs, dogma or open), 2. the needs of the 
individual to be addressed by spirituality domain, 3. the notion and ob-
servation of change (implying the dynamic view), and 4. the means of 
change (the practices) and 5. the awareness of evolutionary context 
(nature of humanity). we will see, that the 5 categories’ can be easily 
integrated into the logic of 4 generations of spirituality concepts evolu-
tion displayed bellow, in terms of attitude/needs/change/practices/con-
text. i will mention bellow a case of indian project “clean Ganga” that 
illustrate clearly the need for reconceptualization of spirituality on all 5 
mentioned levels. 

Dr. Ian Fry released to wif his proposal51 for The evolution of System-
ic religion, and revelation of divine covenant. fry grouped spiritual 
streams historically into 5 epochs of the “revelation of divine covenant” 
and three phases of the evolution of religious belief and he drew a com-
prehensive map including major religious streams and their evolution 
over time s cale, including yahwism Judaism, Hinduism, christianity 
budhism and islam. He defines 5 epochs.

1. exemplary revelation
2. Shared responsibility
3. An extended network
4. brutal demonstration
5. Application

51 fry, 2019; conference paper delivered at icpnA, delhi, december 2019.
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while he envisages the emergence of the 6th epoch as possible “Fulfil-
ment”.

under Exemplary revelation fry lists the known categories of spir-
itual practices on the planet, from early knowledge of Homo Sapiens 
and its migrations from 100.000 bc onwards including first indigenous 
cosmogonic creationists, neandertal burials, northern and Australian 
Shamanism, totemisms, central Asian pre-vedic fertility worships, chi-
na folk religion, Accadian empire, early kingdoms of egypt etc.

Shared Responsibility according to fry characterises a relatively short 
epoch around 3rd century bc to 4th cA century. in my categorisation this 
matches almost entirely to the definition of Spirituality 2.0. that i romanti-
cally call “The Golden era of Human Spirituality development”. fry gave 
it a substantial meaning simply addressing to it as “shared responsibility”. 
frys and mine categorisation differ but in a detail – i qualify into Spir-
ituality 2.0 early schools of wisdom, including pitagoreans, early Jainism 
and budhism etc, therefore – there is at least 2 century addition in my 
categorisation putting the 2nd epoch back to 5th century bc. but we both 
agree that in all evolutionary transitions – when it comes to cultural phe-
nomena – there exist a longer period of phasing – in and phasing – out, 
the overlaps of coexistence and cross fertilisation of concepts. 

An Extended network and Brutal demonstration epochs accord-
ing to fry range from 6th century to 20th century and correspond to my 
proposal under Spirituality 3.0. it includes european crusades, Muslim 
conquests and consolidation of castes in india. This epoch is character-
ised by fry with “doctrine of discovery and with triggering european 
colonial era as well as with appearance of anti-Semitism in europe. but 
at the same time with mushrooming of free-thought groups. fry under-
lines the 1435 papal encyclicals granting colonial era slavery, resource 
and exploitation. 

Application epoch that potentially leads to Fulfilment is some-
how corresponding to the vision herein discussed as Spirituality 4.0. 
generation leading to Society 5.0. it is characterised by the rule of law, 
strengthening the notion of state-hood and citizenship and above all – 
the human rights.

According to frys and mine categorisation, there is of course a large 
“miss-match” overlap period between the epochs/phases/generations, 
when existing concept phases out, get evolved, and a new generation of 
spirituality conceptualisation is phasing in.
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now lets’ have a closer look into the proposal identifying 4 generations 
of spirituality. it takes into account the convolution of sequential (in 
time) development as well as typological heritage. convolution of both 
streams lead to “generational” approach to spirituality conceptualisation 
while – for the sake of simplification and coherency to production/in-
dustrial, social (r)evolutions and advancement of ethical concepts we 
are introducing the scale from spirituality generation 1.0. to spirituality 
generation 4.0. 

The four generations of spiritual evolution are presented synoptically 
and in simplified manner on purpose. 

My intuitive assumptions are as follows:

1. The spirituality domain is – throughout the time and across gen-
erations, of the same composition, similarly to the domains of 
geosphere, atmosphere and noosphere. it is a matter of quality of 
concepts and techniques, that determines the extent of awareness/
internalisation/expression of spirituality in communities and with-
in individuals.

2. The dynamics of the “spiritual progress“ therefore refers to the ac-
cess to spirituality domain and to expression/manifestation of spir-
ituality and not to spirituality as such. 

3. each generation of spirituality represent a thread, a succession of 
conceptualisation over time. Spirituality succession cannot be se-
quential and the quality of the spirituality potential cannot be di-
minished over time. 

4. individuals throughout the generations possessed capacity for 
autonomous sensing, cognition, introspection and validation of 
spirituality building blocks and were able to form individual spir-
ituality concepts. The ratio of population identifying with the 
mainstream conceptualisation of spirituality dynamically changed 
in all cultures – there were always heretic individuals and minori-
ties challenging the mainstream, and there is always an interaction 
between those sometimes resulting in creative conceptualisations 
and sometimes in conflict. 
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Spirituality 1.0

Spirituality 1.0. extends over neolithic nomadic lifestyle when nature is 
perceived and understood largely intuitively. The concept of spirituality 
follows its centre of gravity: spirituality is embedded in human awareness. 

people and nAture are indiviSible. Slovene language still 
holds this bond in the terms rod and pri-rod-a where rod stand for 
people and the nAture stand as pri-rodA. both are etymologi-
cally connected cosmological codes reflecting the holistic (in terms of 
awareness) conceptualisation of spirituality. 

Since human beings are largely hunters and nomadic, the function 
of relation of man with wild hood remains continuous and contiguous. 
we are in possession of far too modest evidence on assumed existence 
of highly developed cultures prior to 1000 bc. to reckon that the pro-
duction involved technologically developed agricultural, urban or other 
utilities and infrastructures that would allow for feeding of large popu-
lations. we assume that the survival chain of relatively small number of 
settlers would predominantly be based on hunter-gatherer culture. 

consequently, what prevails in human consciousness is one law – 
tHe lAw of nAture. Spirituality – being embedded in human aware-
ness – is embedded as well into society as whole – it exists as societal. its 
expression is oral and primordial art including the use of symbols. There 
are evidences and proves of existence of technologies available also today 
(use of metal, clay, pottery, beton ).52

Spirituality is not described and taught, but intuitive, built into culture 
via primordial art and symbolism, including the rules of architecture. dai-
ly expressions of spirituality are close to those of instinct, the introspection 
is a matter of life-time experiential education process – starting in a womb. 
leadership succession is consistent with the nature of spirituality – the 
knowledge and skills are passed on via intuitive, introspective selection 
of successor. The thread of uninterrupted knowledge transfer was main-
tained across generations Spirituality 2.0 and 3.0. particularly through 

52 See for example der Anschnitt, Zeitschrift fur Kunst und kultur im bergbau, 
2016, no 31 :Anatolien und seine nachbarn vor 10.000 Jahren Anatolia and neigh-
bours 10.000 years ago https://www.researchgate.net/publication/313025507_
Symbols_and_Abstract_Motifs_in_neolithic_Art_More_than_just_fanci-
ful_Aesthetic_designs
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shamanistic practices; as for example by Siberian / Altai peoples of tuva 
and Hakasia. nature centred spirituality and ethnic faith, traditional eth-
nic beliefs find authentic roots in Spirituality 1.0. generation and this made 
them protected against colonial attempts of annihilation. we will see in 
the chapter presenting the Slovene case study, that ethnic natural faith of 
Slovenians holds major part of characteristics assigned to Spirituality 1.0.

Spirituality 2.0 

Spirituality 2.0. – accompanies the trend of permanent dwellings, ag-
riculture and urbanisation – it is characterised by the early beginnings 
of separation of man from nature. important historic civilisations are at 
the core of this spirituality generation on diverse continents. in indo-
european context these expand from egypt, Mediterranean, northern 
europe, across Mesopotamia to indus basin. it is characteristic for the 
period from roughly 2000 bc till the 4th century ce, assuming, that 
relatively large concentration of settlers appeared in diverse parts of the 
world much earlier.

two Systems of laws arise due to rising culture of permanent settle-
ments. nature is getting interpreted. The expression is largely oral, the 
scriptures occur and the cosmological codes find memory in written 
hymns. describing the understanding of genesis of creation, the calen-
dar, the rules for agriculture and hunting in relation to deities holding 
authority over separate rules/forces. 

vedas (as science) and related mystery schools get into place to pro-
vide for interpretative framework and cross generational transmission 
as well as treasuring of knowledge.

Spirituality 2.0. evolves from a break of peopleS from nAture, (in 
Slovene language, a break of rod from pri-roda. 

This is a time in evolution of man, when permanent dwellings emerge 
and a need to establish a relationship between man and nature occurs; 
the functions between man and nature are still permanent, however no 
more continuous but discrete (sequential). 

Human being learns to interpret, describe the relationship with na-
ture, since people migrate into and out of nature sequentially. Spiritual-
ity becomes a matter of interpretation, art, (through myths, cults and 
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rituals) is the main media, since societies are largely oral. Spirituality 
remains a matter of community, societal. 

There are two sets of laws getting into place – the laws of community 
and the laws of nature. There occurs a schism between sacred (wild-
hood) and worldly.

in Slovene language we still hold this bond embedded in the term 
dev – div – divjina.

two events can be pinned to symbolise the beginning of the phasing 
out of Spirituality 2.0. generation. The birth of Aleksander iii of Mac-
edonia – Alexander the Great, (20. July 356. bc) and the (apparently 
synchronised in time and space) burning of Artemidas temple in ephe-
seus by Herostrat, The death of Julian (363) can be pinned as a point 
of symbolic completion of phasing out of Spirituality 2.0. Julian had 
an overall interesting life-story, as a member of constantinian dynasty 
and being raised by the Gothic slave Mardonius, apparently pagan sage 
which might be the reason for Julians resistance to christianisation.

Spirituality 3.0

Spirituality 3.0.; people (rod) begin disconnecting from nAture 
(pri-rodA)1 – separated systems for lay-life and spirituality get into 
place. Spirituality becomes a domain of dislocated elites.

There comes an era of multitude of laws. Spirituality becomes alien, 
consequently, non-understood. Humanity establishes institutions of spir-
ituality, religions, that operate in dislocated spaces from nature. Alien 
myths and spiritual institutions as independent social systems and catego-
rises overshadow the internalised, intuitive spiritual capacities of people. 

Since people are separated from nature, spiritual systems become su-
perficial, dogmatic, alienated, surrealistic …. And when this reflects in 
the eyes of “others” also tragicomic. 

in literature, this is often described as “fall of humanity”, expulsion 
from paradise, from wild-hood, from sacred.

At this point, human beings begin again to contemplate into the true 
meaning of sacred, they rediscover the word re-ligare – to align again 
the gross with the subtle, the matter and the spirit, the man and the na-
ture, singular and universal.
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communities are broken down to pieces due to the alienation from 
the nature that gave communities the coherent cradle to exist and grow. 
Man gets individualised, becomes lonesome, depressed, lost. 

in the last phase of production patterns of industry 3.0. this fuses 
with the peak of the fall of Spirituality 3.0. people shaped into concepts 
of Spirituality 3.0. and industry 3.0. along with the crippling of commu-
nities, loose the control over ethics and in such a way get trapped in the 
attempt to subordinate the nature completely. 

The loss of ethics in relation to nature leads to environmental crisis!
industry 3.0. and Spirituality 3.0. concepts culminate in their destruc-

tive potential in a peak of colonial/imperial era, in a turmoil of predators 
culture between 17th and 20th century. The beginning of the culmination 
of Spirituality 3.0. can be pinned to the frys’ above mentioned 1435 papal 
encyclicals granting colonial era slavery, resource and exploitation. The 
Spirituality 3.0. reaches peak in 20th century industrialisation, urbanisa-
tion, military industry and culminates in 2 successive world wars, in irron 
curtain and block division that later offer playground for nuclear war 
threats. The predators pathology turns into homicide. i put symbolic be-
ginning of the phasing out of the spirituality 3.0 to year 1960, when un 
adopted a declaration on the rights of colonised peoples (un 1960). 

This is where we are now – in a shock of facing planetary boundaries. 
while the earth is devastated, its resources crippled and biodiversity 

rapidly getting lost – this puts all species under the risk of survival.
The planetary boundaries concept was initially coined only in 200953, 

but has been continuously and extensively evolved and amended since 
and now humanity has grasped sufficient understanding of global sus-
tainability parameters. we are in a position now to gear development and 
economic processes in such a way that the earth ecosystem remains in 
relative balance. Key challenge to achieve this will be to assure policy co-
herence on global level. but first, the policy complexity needs to be scruti-
nised, analysed and dealt with. The value chains of products and services 
are globally interdependent and interwoven, major part of global produc-
tion, trade and consumption is of global nature. Sustainability Assessment 
methodologies concerning the life cycle of products and services, includ-
ing all externalities, consequently the standards and regulations, will dic-
tate a radical paradigm shift in global economy and trade. A major effort 
of intellectuals, spiritual leaders and other opinion makers is needed to 
53 rockström 2009. 
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provide for the spill over of understanding of pending paradigm of ethical 
trade, ethical consumption and ethical production. 

Spirituality 4.0. – paving the way to Society 5.0.

Spirituality 4.0. is getting based on individuals’ awareness of global dy-
namics and inter-connectivity. it is based on transversal junction of tra-
ditional knowledge, introspective practices, vedas and Science and all 
related streams of knowledge and education.

it is based on freedom of thought, on human rights and full autonomy 
of individuals to decide for their convictions and beliefs and therefore 
assume full responsibility for their actions.

it matches with a 4th generation revolution of the concepts of pro-
duction (so called industry 4.0., sustainable, circular economy, based on 
modernisation of industries, including enabling and emerging technol-
ogies, sharing business models and – in its core – digital technologies.

it also matches with a 4th generation of revolutionising ethics – from 
anthropocentric to anima – diversity centric, holistic ethics including 
the ethics in relation to all sentient beings. 

Spirituality 4.0. – as presented in this paper – is characterised by in-
dividuals’ acknowledgement of diverse sources of knowledge, from in-
trospective or mystical, traditional or cultural, scientific or vedic, educa-
tional and last but not least digital or www based.

1.  traditional – deep knowledge about micro habitats and ecosystems.
2.  vedic – as science, primary, secondary, tertiary and lifelong educa-

tion.
3.  Mystical – intuition, introspection, imagination; need to keep track 

record on consistency of mystical schools and related knowledge. 
Since this is a proof of oneness of human knowledge and collective 
consciousness. 

4.  www – including crowd sourcing, internet of everything, big data, 
seen with the overall support of artificial intelligence applications.

How does the globalised and ubiquitously available traditional, ve-
dic/scientific knowledge, as well as globally spread spiritual teachings 
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influence the concepts of individual and group (communitarian) spir-
ituality?

All available channels of knowledge and insight are equally important 
in Spirituality 4.0. family, educational system, tradition, culture and 
arts, vedas as science, and above all, introspection, experiential cogni-
tion, inner discipline, mystical knowledge. 

Spirituality 4.0. integrates the evolution of ethics, from largely an-
thropocentric ethical concepts (1.0. human to human, 2.0. individual-
society, 3.0 global human rights agenda). transition to ethics 4.0., or, 
as tomaž Grušovnik would put it, third step in ethic stairway, expands 
ethics to environment. Already leopold (2010)54 frames it as evolution-
ary possibility and environmental urge, while Arne naess55 framed his 
deep ecology thinking in 1972/73, launching his paper referring to di-
verse scientists and ecologists – who were “out in the field studying the 
biodiversity and wild ecosystems throughout the world”. This was a first 
serious attempt to bring “western”, colonial environmental philosophy 
closer to natural faith, to the traditional philosophies of colonised na-
tions on the planet. At the same time environmental movements and 
political parties started to mushroom in europe and in the late 70ties 
and early 80s we witness first victories of a Green party, namely, a Green 
party of Germany, under the leadership of petra Kelly, my beloved 
friend of that time, who unfortunately passed away far too early. These 
were important precursors for spirituality evolution. 

i see transition to Spirituality 4.0. as an enabling condition for the 
evolution of society to new quality – Society 5.0, that follows the hunting 
society (Society 1.0), agricultural society (Society 2.0), industrial soci-
ety (Society 3.0), and information society (Society 4.0). Japan scientists 
were first to define Society 5.0 concept56 as “A human-centred society 
that balances economic advancement with the resolution of social prob-
lems by a system that highly integrates cyberspace and physical space.” 

in other words: cyber space is a reality, as much as any other.
The evolution of production technologies and methods (industry 4.0) 

plays important role in the concept of Society 5.0. – and so it does in 
generation Spirituality 4.0. 

54 leopold A. 2010. land ethics.
55 naess A. 2011.
56 Society 5.0 was proposed in the 5th Science and technology basic plan as a 
future society that Japan should aspire to.
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what makes a difference as regard to current potential of evolution of 
humanity to Society 5.0. is an opportunity to gear transition simultane-
ously on all tracks: production, spirituality, ethics and societal issues, in-
cluding the modus operandi of societies (cooperative business models, 
sharing economy etc.).

ethics generation 4.0, implementation of industry 4.0. matched with 
Spirituality 4.0. are enabling conditions for future culture, future society, 
the Society 5.0. 

Spirituality evolution, peace and un agenda  
for Sustainable development 

following the invitation made by dr. S.l.Gandhi, international presi-
dent, AnuvrAt Global organisation (AnuvibHA) i made a contri-
bution to AnuvibHAs international conference on peace and nonvio-
lent action – icpnA, held in december 2017 in Jaipur. i elaborated on 
natural faith with particular notice on Slavic experience of treasuring 
the indigenous traditional faith concepts over millennia of inquisitions, 
crusades and other expressions of colonial violence. during my stay in 
india i learned about the planned national Seminar titled indian cul-
ture and Sustainable development for Solving Human problems in 
March 201857s. The convergence of the messages i conveyed, with the 
thoughts underlined during the plans for and papers of the mentioned 
seminar could not be understood as coincidental or stochastic. rather 
we shall conclude that the assumptions that we developed in seemingly 
parallel worlds, are convergent: traditional values and ethics, traditional 
schools of wisdom shall be rejuvenated and put affront of the develop-
ment strategies. besides, the holders of the knowledge thread of tradi-
tional wisdom shall be integrated in the world governance systems not 
merely following the principle of “inclusiveness” and democracy, but 
truly understanding that the introspective deep knowledge concerning 
the creation is of decisive value for the future of humanity.

The Slovenian campaign for the recognition and the research of pre-
christian Slavic natural faith is presented in next chapter as a case study. 
57 organised by Jaipuria institute of Management, Jaipur in collaboration with 
and sponsored by indian council of philosophical research, new delhi.
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The process enrolled in parallel to »indian model of reaching SdGs« yet 
arrived to the same conclusion: traditional faith and indigenous value 
systems /ethic are not only fundamentally supportive, but shall be un-
derstood as a foundation pillar for the construction of firm institutional 
frame for the achievement of SdGs58. un and its branch organisations 
gave value to traditional knowledge continuously in the past decades, 
particularly the commission for sustainable development cSd59 and 
through the activities supported and disseminated by uneSco60. The 
rise of awareness is of the fundamental importance for the tradition-
al, introspective knowledge ‘come-back-to-societies’ and as such calls 
for pilot large scale implementation. intellectuals worldwide shall pull 
strengths together to put the traditional nature-centred faith finally af-
front of the political debate concerning the development practices. The 
traditional cultures seem to understand much better the boundaries na-
ture makes for their long-term survival cross-generations. They under-
stood the boundaries on micro, and they were aware of the deductive 
principle of “yotha ande tatha pinde” – as above, so bellow, as in the 
universe, so in the body, as in macro, so in micro!

The united nations commission on Sustainable development (cSd) 
was established by the un General Assembly in december 1992, based 
on previously existing united nations conference on environment and 
development (unced), also known as the earth Summit. today, the 
un millennium Goals and the cSd merged in Sustainable development 
Agenda which is in my view a good move towards consistency of policies 
and towards policy coherence for development, particularly noting the 
fact, that new development agenda attempts to be applied universally.

from 2017–2019 i chaired a set of a first three national annual sym-
posium on christianisation and revival of natural faith tradition in 
Slovenia and i narrated this process in its potential contribution to the 
implementation of un Sustainable development goals. during the icp-
nA 2017 conference it became evident, that – in international circle of 

58 petrič, nejc and Hren, Marko, Association of Slovene natural faith, 2018.
59 See for example the authors speech at the un commission for Sustainable 
development during Slovene presidency to european council in 2008 at https://
sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/eu_9may_linkages.pdf 
60 See for example the databases published at http://www.unesco.org/new/en/
natural-sciences/priority-areas/links/ 
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intellectuals and spiritual opinion makers – we share the conviction, that 
traditional values and ethics shall be rejuvenated and put affront of the 
development strategies. My professional engagements within the office 
for development of the Slovene Government are also closely related to 
sustainable development projects and particularly with the development 
of emerging technologies in a support of sustainable development. There 
is an exemplary cooperation between Slovenia and india on the river 
Ganga basin project; it is not surprising that this – most probably the 
most ambitious indian sustainable development and cutting edge tech-
nologies project was promoted with a slogan «Reviving Faith, Rejuvenat-
ing Life, Attaining Salvation!«. This slogan seemed to be emblematic for 
icpnA conference, calling for large scale cooperation of scientists, spir-
itual leaders, decision makers and citizens.61 The population of Ganga 
basin alone has grown over 35 million in the period 2001–2011 and the 
trend is continuing. The Ganga basin is in this sense emblematic for the 
worlds’ over-population problem. clean Ganga project can flagship the 
economy of scale of transiting technologies and can showcase the integral 
holistic approach to transformative actions; equally integrating technol-
ogy, spirituality and social innovation in major sectors including agricul-
ture, manufacturing and housing while putting smart-communities and 
digitalisation opportunities in the center of gravity of the operation. clean 
Ganga project is probably one of the biggest challenges on the planet with 
respect to the need to adapt the traditional value systems to the present 
needs of the global ecosystem. we have discussed the question, whether 
or not Hinduism shall adapt to new realities of overpopulation and ur-
banisation, particularly with regards to practices like ‘offering gifts to sa-
cred river Ganges’. Ancient spiritual practice, to leave remainders ritually 
to the river, which was in a capacity to dis-integrate (largely organic) ma-
terial, including corpses, is today totally obsolete and self-suiciding. i find 
no better case to illustrate the need to evolve, and adapt spiritual concept 
to the emerging realities and contexts.

A quarter of a century ago (in 1991) dr. S.l. Gandhi was also instru-
mental for my first participation at icpnA conferences, promoting peace 
studies and war prevention in yugoslavia just before the conflicts evolved 
into violence and finally wars broke out in Slovenia in June 1991 and later-
on consequently in croatia, bosnia and Serbia. At that time, we assessed 

61 See clean ganga national Mission for clean Ganga(nMcG) https://nmcg.nic.in 
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the nonviolence heritage of european heretic cosmologies and beliefs as 
well as their potentials for nonviolent action. i have been – as a speaker of 
domestic peace and nonviolence movement – profoundly inspired by the 
Gandhian philosophy and in particular by Jain ethics of nonviolence. At 
this occasion, i would wish to vow tribute to His Holiness, deceased Acha-
ria tulsi who granted me opportunity to get deeper into the understand-
ing of the relationship between Jain religion and contemporary society. 

25 years later, i reported back to my Jain friends, about a major pro-
gress concerning the spiritual landscape in Slovenia and elsewhere in 
Slavic parts of europe. new spiritual and religious groups are mush-
rooming. Spaces for warship and meditation are getting diversified to 
accommodate needs and aspirations of seekers of spiritual path, and of 
the way to their true identity, true self or using upasana term: hram. 
considering the recent research of public opinion, we conclude that all 
religions and spiritual practices in Slovenia find themselves in a minor-
ity position, none of them holding more than a minor share of the popu-
lation as true followers. The previously existing monopoly of one reli-
gious institution had vanished in a rapid descend over less then quarter 
of the century. The dynamics of change in spiritual identifications of the 
population is still propelling. 

How can we perceive such shift in spirituality in regards to its poten-
tial for the quick transition of worlds’ population awareness concerning 
the planetary boundaries and the climate change?

The thesis and messages delivered at the seminar in March 2018 made 
me reassured, that indian traditional culture is continuing to inspire the 
world towards holistic, sustainable development approach. Several speak-
ers at the cited event have gravitated thoughts to the same idea; Shri Shree-
vats Jaipura62 for example underlined, that “traditional ethics of nature 
conservation could be looked upon as a source of inspiration and guid-
ance for the future”, while prof. bhatt soberly concluded and announced 
that “the classical indian alternative will be reconstructed and given a fair 
trial to ameliorate the human miseries, as was its objective”63. prof. bhatt 
further elaborates that “key concepts of indian culture (embedded in rich 
ideas of yoga and ksheme, asteya and aparigraha) are the only means for 
sustainable development and as such contain immense potential to guide 
62 See indian council of philosopical research, 2018, 
63 ibid.
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the world towards the path of sustainable development. … but they need 
creative reinterpretation to suit the present day requirements”. This way 
prof. bhatt proposes the stream of trans-cultural inter-religious debate. 
Such line of thought complements Ashok bapna’s call to address global 
problems “respectful to the imperative to reflect the root causes” and he 
points to possessiveness or parigraha, root causes of the problems of hu-
manity well elaborated in traditional indian philosophy64. todays’ prevail-
ing global root cause for inequalities, injustice and misbalance, and pri-
marily for the decoupling of human race from nature, lies in the – still 
prevailing – colonial culture, synonymously called predator culture which 
– developed over centuries of imperial and colonial attitudes all over the 
earth – finally cut the traditional bond of human communities with na-
ture, with biodiversity, which is understood by upASAnA65 as anima-di-
versity. Slovene language etymologically still preservers such bond with 
the terms rod and prirodA, where Human race stands for rod and 
nature for pri-rod-a. Slovene sources concerning the Slavic natural faith 
code the supremacy of nature over any other concept in the overall refer-
ence to nikrmana66, the entity governing the nature in all its aspects. we 
could seek parallels to vedic reference on prajapati (rigveda) to arrive to 
better understanding of such cross-cultural overall deity representing the 
forces of the creation. 

»indian Sustainable development model”67 and the ambition “to bring 
indian culture on the forefront as an alternative strategy for sustainable 
development and provide a blue print to the global society, specially to 
the united nations”,68 is being backed by philosophical substantiation 
and political operationalization of re-emerging natural faith move-
ments globally. This hypothesis will be illustrated with the case of reviv-
ing natural faith philosophies in eastern and central europe, notably 
in my country Slovenia. However, the principle shall be understood as 

64 Ashok bapna, 2018
65 upASAnA in capital letters stand for Slovenian natural faith religious 
Association, cosmological Society upASAnA, www.upasana.si.
66 in detail elaborated by Slovenian natural faith tradition researcher pavel 
Medvešček, 2015.
67 as referred to by professor S.r. bhatt, 2016, Sustainable Holistic Human 
development – An indian perspective.
68 expressed by prof. Ashok bapnas. See indian council of philosopical research, 
2018, prologue by prof. Ashok bapna.
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universal. The indian aspiration69 to bring micro level traditional faith 
concepts to macro (i.e. the un) is matching the ambition of Slovene 
natural faith protagonists and we have joined the AnuvibHA vow with 
all enthusiasm and support. in this sense, Slovenian natural faith com-
munity joins the indian endeavour to bring traditional knowledge af-
front of the global effort to achieve Sustainable development Goals. 

in my presentation at icpnA 2017 in Jaipur i argued, that the preda-
tors culture of colonial ages is arriving at its dawn while the culture, based 
on traditional values and on traditional bond of human race with nature, 
the natural faith, the faith in nature, is rising again. i further argued that 
predators culture can and should be supplemented by reintroduction 
of the natural faith ethics, values and complex cosmologies. i presented 
some examples such as upASAnA concept of sanjama70. we are faced 
with extensive discoveries of meaningful etymological similarities in 
terms used by Sanskrit and Slovene languages, particularly when it comes 
to cosmological terms; such as a-hram and arham71, sanyas, sanyama and 
sanje, while the term upasana itself is used in both languages practically 
synonymously. Sufficient to say that the key word vedA is still today 
used in Slovenia in official classification of the fields of knowledge and 
of scientific research (Slovene “vede”) 72. The discoveries of etymological 
and cosmological cross-continental union reveal – together with other 
contemporary trans disciplinary discoveries (such as genetics, archeoas-
tronomy 73 etc ) – a great potential for reinterpretation of the union of 
humanity and for joint solutions to global problems, particularly to issues 
of globalisation, inter-racial violence, xenophobia and racial intolerance. 
69 ibid; prof. bapna expresses hope that “humble effort at micro level would pave 
the way for macro level solutions to the present day intricate problems of the 
world”.
70 The words Sanjama, Sanjava, Sanyama are indeed synonymously used in 
Slovene (referring to upASAnA) and in Sanskrit (referring to patanjali Sutras), 
in dual form. 
71 during the icpnA conference in Jaipur, december 2018, we dedicated spe-
cial effort with Jain munis to elaborate on upASAnA and Jain (upasana) under-
standing of the mantra A-HrAM, Ar-HAM and we finally concluded, that the 
sound picture of both mantras can be interpreted as synonymous.
72 for example see the classification (vede is used in plural) used by the main 
funding agency for science and research, Slovene research Agency. http://www.
arrs.gov.si/sl/ at http://www.arrs.gov.si/sl/gradivo/sifranti/inc/preslikava_ArrS_
vpp_foS_woS.pdf 
73 See for example dddr. Andrej pleterski, 2015.
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i came to conclusion that a long term, systematic and interdiscipli-
nary process is needed to deal with the matter that i intended to resolve 
with my phd. alone. for this purpose i later founded cosmological as-
sociation upASAnA and its research and education branch Academy 
Staroslavov Hram74, named in memory of ancient Slavic elder Staroslav. 

natural faith ethics corresponds to the new concepts of 3rd generation 
ethics75, however the added value of supposing “new” ethical approach, 
is primarily “beyond anthropocentrism” quality. but the latter is embed-
ded in traditional ethical systems and we can conclude that the evolution 
of the ethics is getting back to prime traditional ethical systems embed-
ded in traditional, natural faith. victor Hugo and his contemporaries have 
coined such ethical conceptualisations via animistic views76. it is not at all 
a coincidence that thinkers of such – clearly close to Jain – understanding 
of interconnections of planetary and extra planetary consciousness have 
also pre-meditated the concepts and institutions of global governance, no-
tably, the united nations and european union. i was given an opportunity 
at icpnA conference in Jaipur, december 2017, to address the respected 
audience at the closing plenary with some concluding remarks concern-
ing the conference and i used this opportunity to invite spiritual lead-
ers and opinion makers, to continue the flow initiated by the intellectuals 
who paved grounds to un in times when there was no single institution 
of global governance. while we share criticism concerning un, particu-
larly regarding its biased governance (primarily the unbalanced nature of 
the Security council) we shall in my opinion not allow un be kidnapped 
by power-game politics, we shall insist un equally serve all nations. in 
my view, this is our duty, our debt that we shall pay to our ancestors who 
premeditated collective global governance in view of passing better un to 
next generations. rather than inventing parallel structures, we shall pull 
intellectual and spiritual strengths together, to make un a just and well 
balanced multilateral governance system as it was originally envisaged. 

dr. Thomas daffern, a co-organiser of recent icpnA conferences and 
a coordinator of european branch of world intellectual forum (wif) 
offered a forward text to d. Swaminadhan – a wif chairman – book on 

74 www.upasana.si 
75 See for example dr. tomaž Grušovnik; 2017. 
76 Most clearly described in victor Hugo's genesis of existence, ce que dit la 
bouche d'ombre, published in his collection contemplations. 
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global governance77 displaying a set of issues that could serve as a frame 
of reference. The question was raised whether wif focus shall be to-
wards a reform of un or to »think« a new governance system »out of the 
box«. or convene both discussions at the same time as dr. daffern sug-
gests. i support dr. dafferns idea and will build on it. i suggest we con-
vene the thinking completely out of the box and liberate our thoughts 
from the fixation on any end-result of the reflection. Gradualist ap-
proach has been suggested to rebuild the world governance which – by 
itself assumes regional discussions first and global integrative reflection 
next. i see this as an opportunity particularly in view of my arguments, 
bringing affront the natural faith and traditional cosmologies that are 
by definition of local/regional nature even though our research proofs 
and indicates the existence of universal genome and pattern. but think-
ing out of the box shall not involve hidden agendas of building “parallel 
structures” to un from the scratch. i will display some arguments why 
we shall judge un in dynamic, not static way and i will defend my posi-
tion, that we ow due respect, support and energy to our predecessors, 
who premeditated global governance in the time where there was no 
single mechanism of systemic dialogue between the nations of the world 
and now, once we have structures in its juvenile stage (un being – to-
gether with its embryonic beginnings – less than one century old) we 
shall insist that the development of the un goes in the direction envis-
aged by the intellectual founders and not contribute to the implosion of 
the process by establishing ‘parallel structures’. 

regional governance systems evolve as we speak. european union, 
for example, is in a process of permanent evolution of its governance 
system which finds itself in permanent crisis. Slovenian president, with 
a group of our lead intellectuals, recently proposed a so called » ljublja-
na initiative«78 promoting a new constitution for european union, to 
strengthen its executive coherency while making existing institutional 
setting more efficient. Some solutions, both in the domain of executive 
as well as of parliamentary structures are in line with dr. Swaminad-
han proposals, namely, the increased executive multilateral structures 

77 dr. d. Swaminadhan, 2019, dr. Swaminadhan is a Global chair of the world 
intellectuals forum (wif); 
78 for more information, please consult the link: http://www.up-rs.si/up-rs/uprs-
eng.nsf/pages/5d15e0b0A4878677c12580e20041A7e7?opendocument
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for peace and security and the confederative nature of the rule of law. 
The world leaders as well as public opinion makers are well aware of 
a need to adapt the governance system. As dr. daffern displays, those 
who propose changes are many but the real question is where is the 
integrative force and if this is the niche where wif could intervene? 
The present governance systems are only a good half of a century old, 
and were established after centuries of reflection of our ancestors, intel-
lectuals, who lived in times of harsh violence while there was no single 
trace of global or macro-regional democratic governance on the planet. 
Amongst them, we shall point to the pioneer visionary amongst global 
governance thinkers, victor Hugo, who premeditated and promoted 
un and eu structures a century before those came into existence. let 
me quote from v. Hugos’ closing speech at the international peace con-
ference in paris in 1949 where he acted as a chairman. Hugo noted that 
the conference was held on the anniversary of the dreadful massacre 
of St. bartholomew (august 24. 1572) and he used this co-incidence to 
exercise emblematic dynamic discourse approach to the reflection. Here 
is how an intellectual, who coined the words »les etas unis d’europe«, 
united States of europe illustrated the dynamic approach. 

»And yet on the anniversary of that same day of horror, and in that 
very city whose blood was flowing like water, has God this day given a 
rendezvous to men of peace, whose wild tumult is transformed into or-
der, and animosity into love. The stain of blood is blotted out, and in its 
place beams forth a ray of holy light. All distinctions are removed, and 
Papist and Huguenot meet together in friendly communion. (Loud 
cheers.) Who that thinks of these amazing changes can doubt of the 
progress that has been made? But whoever denies the force of progress 
must deny God, since progress is the boon of Providence, and ema-
nated from the great Being above. I feel gratified for the change that 
has been effected, and, pointing solemnly to the past, I say let this day 
be ever held memorable—let the 24th of August, 1572, be remembered 
only for the purpose of being compared with the 24th of August, 1849; 
and when we think of the latter, and ponder over the high purpose to 
which it has been devoted—the advocacy of the principles of peace—let 
us not be so wanting in reliance on Providence as to doubt for one mo-
ment of the eventful success of our holy cause.«
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There is no doubt that a challenging need lies in a fact, that planetary 
governance failed to address pressing issues in a satisfactory manner. it 
is true, that far too many world problems are not (yet) dealt with suc-
cessfully. but some are! The dynamic – in relation to static – analysis, 
evaluates the progress made in time, rather than particular operation 
in time. The picture is not black and white. we shall acknowledge the 
todays policy complexity of practically all interrelated issues, be it peace, 
economy, human rights or environment. i will give some examples of 
the progress and successes made in those fields. when we say “complex-
ity” we in fact mean “over-complexity” of national, regional and global 
policy, legal, economic, social and environmental parameters influenc-
ing the success rate of global governance measures, i.e. policies. 

The fact is, that there was no single trace of global governance in place 
shortly before my generation was born. The fact is, that i was born a 
couple of years before the un passed declaration on the rights of sover-
eignty of colonised nations.79 This act paved grounds to the beginning 
of the end of colonialism, and the fact is, that victor Hugo spoke to the 
above mentioned peace conference 4 decades before european colonial 
nations met in berlin (1885) to adopt the berlin declaration and estab-
lished the rules of colonisation, this very conference coined the term of 
“effective occupation”. This sinful term was invented to prevent conflicts 
between different colonisers and to define standards for international 
approval of the robbing of the world populations and of their habitats.

And we would agree, that colonial, predatory culture, characterised 
by ignorance concerning the sacred nature of natural resources and by 
ignorance concerning the suffering of colonised peoples, is still a root 
problem of our civilisation. 

My point is, that humanity is at the very beginning of a decolonisation 
process, at a very beginning of human rights agenda and of Sustainable 
development thinking. My entire life is impregnated with these issues, 
as well as with the cooperation with structures of international govern-
ance – which is, as i revealed earlier, of my age. in a primary school, i 
joined a first un friends club in my hometown, ljubljana in Slovenia 
(former northernmost republic of yugoslavia). There was no tv at that 
time, and we prepared weekly a wall newsletter about world news in 
school. This is how i came across international politics, overshadowed 
by world conflicts, and the role of international governance systems, as 
79 un 1960.
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early as in a primary school. i continued to work with un clubs as teen-
ager, as an ahimsa follower in my dharma and very soon – as a secondary 
school scholar i formed my first pacifist circle. i was an intuitive consci-
entious objector and after i met war resisters international street activists 
in Zurich Switzerland i came across Mr. Asbjorn eide, charna Mubanga-
chipoya report to un (1983) on conscientious objection to military ser-
vice. This gave wings to young ahimsa follower to organise a nonviolence 
campaign in the pre-war yugoslavia as explained in introductory chap-
ters. Sufficient to add, that multilateral institutions, both, Go (un) as 
nGo (wri, peace pledge union, Qakers etc) played a very decisive role to 
shape my role as activist and also as a believer in the rule of law. looking 
back into the last half of the century, the progress made – is enormous in 
all fields of policies. The static view on the situation remains as horrifying 
as displayed by dr. daffern, but the dynamic view requires optimism as 
displayed by Hugo in the conclusive statement of the above quote “let us 
not be so wanting in reliance on Providence as to doubt for one moment of 
the eventful success of our holy cause”. 

existing Governance system was established during world wars. can 
we premeditate a new governance system in peace (still)? The motiva-
tion as presented till now focuses on inefficient governance structures 
of the present on one side and on the other side on analysis of threats 
that need urgent global mitigation. The pandemic 2020 is yet another 
proof of the old concept – regulations being adopted under the pressure 
of fear. There is one lasting outcome of the pandemic: the laws were 
drafted to limit the human rights, impose control over population and 
exercise state of emergencies.

i suggest that our motivations do not build on fear but on vales. The 
motivation for a future governance system shall focus on evolution of 
constitutional ethics. on values. This is the prime task of spiritual lead-
ers and intellectuals as opinion makers. namely, i am convinced, that 
the present discourse on ethics fails to address one absolutely crucial 
domain, the domain that a Slovenian poet, who passed away during the 
beginning of balkan wars in 1992, Jure detela, phrased in a poem: 

europe lacks' a poem about the fact
that Human eyes are rounded
the same way as the black eyes of a deer!
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new generation ethics shall take cosmic realm into account. it shall 
concretely and urgently deal with and establish standards related to:

•	 issues of technologies, biodiversity and the use of technologies (for 
example, the ethical questions related to use of 5G and its effect on 
ecosystem and related species). This corpus of ethics shall go beyond 
anthropocentric view and shall equally take into account the issues 
of data privacy (emblematic anthropocentric domain) and the pro-
tection of species that suffer major impact of 5G related radiation.

•	 issues related to human intervention in space, relations to beings, 
life and intelligences that are not yet known to human race (so 
called alien, extra-terrestrial etc.).

raison d’être for the (re)new(ed) governance system? 4th 
generation ethics?!

is there a challenging need or a philosophical research evolutionary in-
novative idea to reform the global governance? Asks dr. Thomas daffern. 
it is both. There is a challenging need to give value, to truly rediscover 
the nature centred pre-christian faith and traditional cosmologies knowl-
edge on habitats and biodiversity and to integrate this knowledge into de-
velopment policies and projects. At the same time our research, convened 
on diverse parts of the globe, discovered the bonding patterns of our sa-
cred etymologies, the uniting shapes of ancient knowledge on geometry, 
the coherence of traditional astroarcheological findings, the relevance of 
ancient understanding of vitality of organisms and nature. we are com-
ing to understanding of inter-woveness and interdependence of life on 
Global and on cosmic scales. Ages ago, our ancestors treasured such un-
derstanding in an introspective manner, today, we treasure it also on big 
data repositories, in our research archives, we cherish it at our scientific 
conferences, meetings of intellectuals, spiritual leaders or activists. 

or, referring to Jacques derrida where radical hospitality for all be-
ings is seen as ethical limit – a regulative idea to guide our moral action. 
in other words, the natural faith, the traditional values and ethics of 
ancient cosmologies (i.e. vedas) can be proposed as a center of grav-
ity for new reflection of world Governance. This way, Humanity could 
be encouraged to step on a new evolutionary circle of ethical stand-
ards, away from anthropocentric view on ethics, a step towards nature, 
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towards natural sources, towards anima diversity, towards true sustain-
able development. or, as lynn townsend white declared that ”More 
science and more technology are not going to get us out of the present 
ecologic crisis until we find a new religion, or rethink our old one.«80 

we need to build deep ecology, natural faith, traditional belief values, 
thinking, standards and criteria back into the governance logic. we shall 
facilitate (serve as translators, transmitters) the step from anthropocen-
tric regulation towards anima-diversity supporting regulation. 

for me, as a natural faith elder; such ethics is build in our ancient cos-
mology – as it is promoted in vedic cosmology via values of aparigraha, 
anekanta, ahimsa etc and via the concept of hologram oneness of the 
existence – “yotha ande tatha pinde”.

world Governance was established in a period when colonial thinking 
was still legal; let’s remember, that only the un resolution of 1960 – paved 
the way to the abolishment of colonies. Still today, the voice of colonised 
nations is not heard in multilateral governance and our natural faith ethi-
cal system neither! we shall strive to bring affront the remaining indig-
enous nucleuses of civilisation with uninterrupted knowledge on cross-
species ethics that still exist on a planet. revolutionary concept would 
involve gate keepers, the guardians of thresholds of indigenous commu-
nities, as well as already well organised traditional knowledge holders.

representatives of anima-diversity and habitats are missing in pre-
sent governance systems. we still only have humans in parliamentary 
bodies !? The world governance remains anthropocentric and is being 
exported to the universe. even though the Artificial intelligence is get-
ting mature enough to be able to reasonably interpret the messages of 
other beings maybe even with more sense than individual parliamentar-
ians. but for the time being i would suggest we better rely on natural, 
ethnic faith traditional leaders as resources to serve as intermediators 
with nature. These are representatives of communities that today fig-
ure either as indigenous marginalised communities in relation to co-
lonial settlers (i.e. aborigines in Australia, new Zeland and polinesia) 
or, in best case, minorities within multicultural societies (i.e indigenous 
communities in canada). There are but few cases of initial stages od 
representative structures of traditional cultures – as for example Sami 
80 published in an essay, The Historical roots of our ecological crisis, The 
Journal of Science, 1967.
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people in northern pole (all relevant countries) and only a handful of 
best practices of best practice national arrangements for representation 
of traditional people (bolivia, equador).

i propose a clear focus on identification of best resources related to nat-
ural belief, traditional knowledge, uninterrupted introspective awareness 
of the link between humans and other species. And strive to integrate this 
knowledge into ethical fabric of local, regional and global governance.

for a transitional period of time … i would go for a process where 
holders of traditional knowledge would be at the forefront, leading the 
discourse of new global ethics and not only engaged to satisfy the “par-
ticipatory” principle. This way, the ‘alpha’ version of the structure and of 
the content of the new generation ethics, would be less contaminated by 
linear, dualistic cognition. 

for the start, there are two main global issues that the reflection on 
new governance system shall address:

1. AMneSiA. obsolete knowledge of civilisations, that nourished ho-
listic relations to all aspects of creation is key to assure Sustainable 
development and implement SdGs. This knowledge luckily survived 
on this planet despite of centuries of colonial, imperial and ideologi-
cally grounded violence including most brutal means of annihila-
tion. de-colonisation has only started – as we explained earlier, but 
in terms of awareness and attitudes, colonial thinking and predators 
culture prevail and will only be outrooted if systematically dealt with 
in the whole chain of educational sequences. we shall openly address 
these issues and discuss the state-of the reality. The ethics, values and 
precious knowledge inherent to natural faith shall be researched and 
rejuvenated systematically. 

2. iGnorAnce as a root cause of injustice and violence still prevail. 
we live in a culture of lies and frauds. with information society, digi-
talisation and ubiquitous connectivity, the information flow is open 
and this creates a new opportunity. intellectuals have a duty to be at 
the front of ‘satya graha’, of the power of the truth – the main tool 
of nonviolent struggle. but we need to trigger genuine interest and 
motivation for people to go for the cause of truth. And this is the do-
main of spirituality. to win against iGnorAnce and lieS a major 
effort of spirituality opinion makers shall be consolidated. And let 
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us remember, that mental attachment lead to dogmas, and dogmas 
constitute ignorant religious concepts. to conquer egocentric spir-
ituality concepts is a necessary step in a cause against ignorance.

indigenous cultures, the aboriginal cultures, the natural fait leaders, 
shall be given a lead of indicated intellectual discourse. They shall be 
put at front of our intellectual course. natural faith philosophies shall 
become a part of a mainstream philosophical discourse! And the lead-
ers of this mainstream shall be representatives of non-colonial cultures. 
i will say it blunt; natural faith leaders shall not be invited because this 
would be politically correct, but because, they shall really be given a lead 
for the new development process. following this line, i would propose a 
restructuring of the distribution of decision powers within the un bod-
ies and or additional governance vehicles to enable strong visibility and 
decision power of indigenous peoples from all over the world. 

we shall work out a global action plan for de-colonisation of european 
mentality and put an end to european predator culture! cultural institu-
tions could play much bigger a role to reflect the damage done by colonial 
and imperial thinking; a range of innovative projects could be designed. 
let’s just take one example (further elaborated in my publications): The 
first and for a long period the largest powder factory in europe, fabrica 
del polvora de barcarena, has been transformed in a cultural center, with 
a museum of powder. but this museum tells nothing about the effect of 
powder in colonised countries while it tells quite something about tech-
nologies of production of powder over centuries. on the other side of At-
lantic, there is a museum of imperial history in former prison for slaves in 
the port of paraty in brasil – this museum tells nothing about indigenous 
peoples. causes and effects fail connection. Activities to establish missing 
links could easily and not costly be implemented using new technologies 
of augmented reality, virtual reality and data repositories. Such activities 
shall be designed and monitored by a global group of intellectuals pre-
sided by pre-christian, ethnic faith elders. 

comparative religion studies involving natural faith are only at a very 
embryonic stage. we shall promote the research of natural faith with 
respect to nowadays paradigm of SdGs on all levels, national, region-
al and multilateral. in my contribution at 2017 icpnA i also vowed a 
good news that studies and practices of traditional ethnic natural faith, 
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traditional wisdom, indigenous knowledge is becoming a trend and are 
accepted broadly as common sense. but we should not overlook the bad 
news, which is that we can only speak of serious, holistic, interdiscipli-
nary approach to traditional wisdom in the major part of the world, but 
evidently in europe81, and in traditions backed by substantially larger 
human and financial resources (i.e. Kelts and druidism), admit that we 
can only speak of serious interdisciplinary research particular in east-
ern, Slavic part of european continent, for not more than a couple of 
decades. not only Slovenians and Slavs, also scientist investigating the 
in this domain for the past 20–25 years only.82 Slovene natural faith 
Association “Slovenski staroverci” organised a first scientific sympo-
sia on crhistianisation and its effect on natural fait in Kobarid, west 
Slovenia on August 201783. A positive reaction of local population was 
of great motivation for a decision to keep symposia on-going and was 
later enrolled also in August 2018 and 2019. in addition, i claim with 
firm proofs that humanity possesses equally limited knowledge about 
early christianity as about pre-christian knowledge and beliefs. let us 
remember, that the rare primary sources on christianity were found in 
Kumran by dead See (essenian scrolls) and in – nag Hammadi, egipt 
(genuine gospels) only a half a century ago (mid 20th century). 

in this respect, indian culture can pave the way towards the under-
standing of eternal knowledge of natural faith since it preserved an 
uninterrupted succession, both oral and written, of traditional knowl-
edge. but, as mentioned earlier, the bhgavad Gita was only translated 
into european languages after 1784 and only after comparative studies 
followed. but, 20th century in europe and in particular in my country 
Slovenia, was completely overshadowed with violence since three major 

81 within european research programs only a very modest share was invested into 
research related to religions and there is practically no evidence on comparative 
research into traditional natural faith european pre-christian heritage. european 
research program scan be assessed at https://cordis.europa.eu/. 
82 As was declared by prominent expert, dr. Martin Schönfelder during his lecture 
in ljubljana at Slovene national Museum in 2015.
83 The Symposia is documented on line on www.staroverci.si and www.upasana.
si. The contributions are in-print. See petrič, nejc et. Al., 2018. Kobarid is a small 
town in the border area between Slovenia and italy; inquisition against natural 
faith followers ordered by catholic hierarchy in August 1331 left sufficient 
evidence in primary documents as well as in literature.
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wars (1914–1918, 1941–1945 and 1991–1995) ruled-out any option for 
in-depth contemplations into national identities. The creative potential 
of at least 4 generations, the potential for a revolt against colonial think-
ing, was thus diminished and prevented. 

post – colonial reflex

todays’ prevailing global root cause for inequalities, injustice and mis-
balance, and primarily for the decoupling of the human race from the 
nature, lies in the – still prevailing – colonial culture, synonymously 
called “predator culture”. it developed over centuries of imperial and co-
lonial attitudes all over the earth and finally almost cut the traditional 
bond of human communities with nature, with biodiversity. The tradi-
tionally existing ethics of preservation of biotopes for all living beings 
had almost been outrooted and supplemented by wild, non-ethical or 
counter-ethical hyper consumerism. The shift of global populations into 
mega-policies make this process exponential. biodiversity, being a term 
coined by global environmental protection policies is understood by 
upASAnA as anima-diversity which finds support in Slovene natural 
faith reference to already mentioned nikrmana.

two questions arise spontaneously: why did the natural faith in eu-
rope revived so late and secondly, why have the violence against natural 
faith had been manifested globally in such a complex, total and intense 
way over almost two millennia of the process of christianisation of the 
world? Slovenia, as a country of closest proximity to the headquarters 
of christianisation (neighbouring to italy in the west, Austria in the 
north, Hungary in the eastern frontier and Slavic croatia on its bridge 
to balkans in the South), offers a showcase to answer those questions.
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T
he good news is that studies and practices of traditional ethnic 
natural faith, traditional wisdom, indigenous knowledge, is be-
coming a trend and common sense both in institutional science 
and amongst independent individual actors. but at the same 

time the bad news has to be outspoken, namely, that we can only speak 
of holistic, interdisciplinary approach to traditional wisdom in europe 
and in particular in eastern, Slavic part of european continent for not 
more than a couple of decades. The access to primary sources on inter-
net which is now the main tool stipulating large-scale participatory and 
inter-disciplinary research is only being available after 1995.

The systemic amnesia and systematic saturation of post-factual mis-
truth concerning the natural faith cosmologies and christianisation 
had left a thick debris material over traditional knowledge and the as-
sociated values. 

europe is at the very beginning of an era when it will unveil its roots! 
And unless it finds its roots, european nations will not be able to truly 
communicate to other cultures! we are still far from knowing the truth 
about historic events let alone about the true exchange of knowledge 
and mutual influences of cultures across globe in the remote past. The 
true knowledge about “the other” is the best ground for mutual respect, 
which is a precondition for lasting peace. 

when i was born, the monopolistic spiritual warship in Slovenia was 
held only in a foreign language – the latin, which was above all only 
understood by a handful of people. only in 1965 the vatican council al-
lowed religious rituals of catholic church in non-latin languages. 

Availability of sacred texts of colonial and of colonised cultures today 
gives people an opportunity, to make their own judgement and deci-
sions concerning their spiritual path. This was only made possible over 
the last couple of decades. 

113 
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we are therefore amongst the first generations to have access to glob-
ally available primary sources. This evokes our responsibility. The vail of 
secrecy also applies to sources and evidences concerning the violence – in 
many cases of ethnocide character – of christianisation on the Globe. in 
Slovenia, the christianisation took form of spatial, organisational, human 
resource and etymological substitution of the foundations of traditional 
cosmologies. The warship places in nature, used by our ancestors, were 
destroyed and covered with rome catholic churches, the holders of tradi-
tional knowledge were prosecuted and forced into migrations or into con-
version, the words and chants used for sacred rituals and warship, were 
substantially converted in their very etymological meaning or adapted 
for new use with substantial modifications. only now, the cross-discipli-
nary study of sacred terms and mantras enable us to research the original 
meaning of the words in our national language – Slovene while we dis-
cover astonishing similarities with Sanskrit and other languages. Some 
of the examples are listed below in a glossary of cosmological terms in 
Slovene language and special attention is given to synchronicity of sacred 
words hram/arham, vraža/vraja/svarga. both terms were over centuries 
completely deprived from their original sense – popularly, ‘hram’ is now 
used as a “pub”, and ‘vraža’ as a “false belief ” – something worth nothing. 
in its true meaning ‘hram’ stand for true home, true identity, and ‘vraža’ 
stand for sacred chant – mantram. 

but why did the colonial violence against natural faith had to be 
manifested in such a harsh manner? The answer lies in “predators raison 
d’être” of colonialism. The colonial powers had to erase natural faith 
cosmologies before they could force enslaved local populations to ex-
ploit natural resources of their homelands. The robbery of natural re-
sources was necessarily accompanied by the destruction of ecosystems, 
of sacred species and live hoods. to make local people destroy their own 
sacred land, a bond between local communities and sustainable indig-
enous cosmologies had to be cut first. This involved: the abolition of 
the community rules that were regulating the sustainable consumption 
of local resources, the conversion of the meanings of sacred words and 
chants that supported the local cosmologies and rules, the destruction 
of shrines in nature that were there to warship the creation, and the cru-
sades against the natural faith community leaders to outroot the eternal 
thread of wisdom. in Slovenia, we are –step by step, word by word, place 
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after place, rediscovering the traces of old shrines in nature, and we re-
discover a new (old) etymology of sacred chants.

The history cannot (yet) be interpreted in black&white colours; but 
some facts speak for themselves. lets’ look into some of the self-explan-
atory facts concerning the european traditional natural faith heritage, 
with a focus on Slovenian experience.

only in 1689 J.v. valvasor provided for the first record of traditional 
belief in Slovenia in his monumental work “Slava vojvodine Kranjske”. 
A century later, in 1780 a first opera ever written in Slovene language 
was dedicated to god belinuS, embedded in the libretto of feliks dev. 
A composer, Jakob frančišek Zupan prepared opera belin for staging 
and consequently lost his job as a teacher; both the libretto and opera 
vanished. only in 2008 the libretto of belin was rediscovered – again, 
after more than 200 years of a gap.

in 1836 our most prominent poet france prešeren, who is also an 
author of Slovene anthem, puts to public his masterpiece “A baptism at 
Savica source” which represents a first and sophisticated piece of poetry 
dedicated to the struggle of Slovenians for their own traditional religion. 
This work is still today the best ever written memorandum on exist-
ence and annihilation of Slovene natural faith tradition. prešeren was 
in line with his european contemporaries dostoevsky, Goethe, Hugo 
and other thinkers, who sailed beyond the orthodoxies to understand 
the true identity of their people. it remains a puzzle, on what grounds 
prešeren started his glorious epic with dedication of the work to the 
“manis of his deceased friend Matija Čop”, who was amongst key intel-
lectuals in region of the time. we neither know the magnitude of what 
prešern and Čop have discussed neither we know how much of pagan 
studies of the time they were aware of. but the fact is, that Mani finds 
a place in the introduction to the epic, the fact is, that bogomila is the 
principal heroine of the epic, being a daughter of Slavic wise elder Sta-
roslav and the fact is that there is a converted druid appearing as a key 
figure of christianisation, converting bogomila and Črtomir, her bel-
lowed leader of the defence of the ‘old’ faith. in our analysis of the epic, 
the christianisation is – according to prešeren – clearly a result of tac-
tics due to censorship. it is presented in a way that shows that the chris-
tianisation was suggested by the “druid” for survival reasons, while the 
core objective of the epic is to evoke natural faith deities, to promote the 
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resistance of the protagonists and followers of the old faith, and to make 
a judgement concerning the brutal nature of christianisation.

we find Manicheism, Keltic druids and bogomils coded in the 
epic, aside of Slavic ethnic faith deities, which shows clear intention of 
prešeren to map the spiritual influences on the territory of Slovenia pri-
or to forcible adoption of christianity. 

in 1905 a liberal political and intellectual leadership in the capital of 
ljubljana, with enlightened architect Jožef plečnik and visionary mayor 
ivan Hribar, erected a monument to prešeren in a very centre of Slovene 
capital ljubljana. A key note speaker at the opening of the monument, 
writer ivan tavčar, declared at the ceremony, that the work of prešeren 
was “equivalent to any gospel”. This event embedded the memorandum 
of natural faith revival of early 20th century into the very centre of the 
capital city and provides for a proof, that intellectual and spiritual elite 
of the nation was – at that epoch – absolutely aware of the relevance of 
traditional ethnic faith and values. 

Slovenia therefore entered 20th century on the wings of liberal thought 
and enlightenment, but also spiritually fundamentally crippled by centu-
ries of inquisitions, crusades, and censorships. However, 20th century was 
completely overshadowed by three major wars in the region (1914–1918, 
1941–1945 and 1991–1995). The creative potential of at least 5 genera-
tions, the potential for a revolt against colonial thinking, was thus dimin-
ished and even dismantled. our survivals of nature-centred ethnic faith 
– the elders – claim, that the violence of italian occupation during the 
first and second world wars ended in a harsher damage for natural faith 
tradition then the long centuries of inquisitions. yet, despite of a major 
violence against natural faith followers during the first and second world 
wars, the natural faith survived until today. The natural faith and beliefs 
cannot be outrooted. They nest with nature itself. 

The mid –19th century, at the rise of global interest in world traditions, 
the predators culture was still free of bonds, regulations and limitations. 
As mentioned above, the berlin conference united colonial nations to 
define imperial rules of the game in 1885! we can take the berlin con-
ference as a momentum of legalisation of predator’s culture and also as 
a knife hit from the back into the heart of the vision of enlightenment. 

colonial, imperial, predator-kind of order in europe remained le-
gal until the adoption of un declaration on the rights of sovereignty of 
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colonised nations in 196084. This declaration was one of the first achieve-
ments of an – at that time – teen-age world governance structure – the 
united nations and we can take 1960 as a beginning of the end of the 
colonial thinking. we – as humanity – are still stuck at this beginning and 
our joint task, a task of spiritual leaders, intellectuals, scientists, artists and 
politicians remain to complete the work after the vision of the founders 
of the un and pass the world liberated from predators thinking to new 
generations. 

State of the mind in Europe enables such sight – 
 photo taken by the author in Sevilla, Spain, 2017.

europe has been almost cut away its spiritual roots and traditional 
values and this resulted in a loss of social and spiritual capital.85 This af-

84 un 1960.
85 dr. prabhat pankaj declares that loss of social and spiritual capital has taken 
a big toll on humanity. it has put the world on its brink. See indian council of 
philosophical research, 2018. dr. pankaj further suggests that the “solution lies 
in reiterating and re-establishing the good old practices and culture in the mod-
ern context”. 

Historical context – the predators culture of colonial ages is arriving at its dawn
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fected and crippled all three pillars of sustainable development – social, 
economic and environmental. Social with respect to the loss of basic 
community organizations and leadership, economic with respect to the 
loss of understanding of interconnection of resources and of the long-
term sustainable approach to consumption and environmental in terms 
of a loss of understanding of the sacredness of nature, loss of the bond 
with planetary consciousness and with anima-diversity. As a result, the 
culture evolved into culture of greed, the predators culture, as opposed 
to patanjali’s understanding of anekanta and aparigraha, non-greed, and 
non possession. The profound nature of this key root-cause of the prob-
lems of Humanity was expressed by the authors of newAge Anthem, 
the song imagine – by John lennon and yoko ono. when it comes to 
non-possession, the authors of ‘planetary governance anthem’ express 
doubts “i wonder if you can”, they sang, while dreaming of the world 
without borders (the concept easily translated into vedic vasudhaiva 
kutumbakam86) they thought “it’s easy if you try”. Artists intuitively ex-
pressed in their poem the philosophical thread of our discussion. dr. 
S.l.Gandhi puts it simple and straight: “..all religious traditions empha-
sise restraint in consumption.87” He finds lord Mahaviras’ “twelvefold 
ethical code of conduct superb and unique – twelve small vows (anu-
vrats) are a roadmap to the path of sustainability”, he says. His words 
summarise perfectly the natural faith – the local codes of ethics were 
tailored to the long-term needs of local habitats. The concept of relative 
economics88 can only be realised combining micro (local) and macro 
(global) dynamics of economy. This is supported by leading Japan ex-
pert on standardisation, dr. yoshiakija ichikawe89 who envisages achiev-
ing SdGs via platforms for smart cities and smart communities and in-
troduction of Society 5.0 through holistic approach and digitalisation. 
As a professional policy maker, engaged in development scenarios, i see 
major advantages and opportunities of globalisation against the threats 
– concerning all pillars of sustainable development. even when it comes 
to arguments related to the apparent threat of the loss of national iden-
86 Maha upanishad, vi, 71–73.
87 Gandhi, S.l:, paper delivered at icpnA conference 2017, Jaipur, india.
88 See prof Ashok bapna contribution. indian council of philosophical research, 
2018.
89 in his lecture in ljubljana, 2018, he elaborated on business models to resolve 
social issues, while he argued, that exponential growth will (still) be needed to 
match SdGs for services and products needed in future. 
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tities merged into “global village”, i claim, that the availability of open 
data and open flow of information can – on contrary – contribute to the 
deepening of local identities and thus to truly multi-cultural, diversified 
world. diversification is embedded in natural faith ethics since it is ap-
plied to local specific sets of life-conditions – it is following ‘place-based 
policy approach’ to use policy jargon.

culmination of destructive potentials of Industry 3.0. and Spirituality 
3.0. coincides with the peak of colonial era, and reflects in the peak of 
the manifestation of predatory culture between 18th and 20th century.

And there we are – in a shocking confrontation with planetary bound-
aries and in an urge to rapidly change the conduct, to rapidly change our 
culture from predatory back to sustainable.

The burning forests of brasil and Australia in 2019 shall be under-
stood as the last call for action.

A quick transition to 4.0. simultaneously in all areas (production, 
social, ethics, spirituality) is needed, which means, revolutionary shift 
including a new conceptualisation of the sacred and its hierophanies! 

Human intervention in space shall serve as final trigger! Human-
ity is far from being ready for such shift since all the areas mentioned 
above will be dramatically challenged!!! can we presuppose that today 
unknown forms of life on other planets in universe will be subject to at 
least the same system of ethic as we strive to implement on earth with 
universal declaration on human rights and with the cluster of multilat-
eral agreements on the protection of habitats and species? today, there 
is practically no monitoring system in place to control the operations of 
a handful of power elites in space.

legacy: Key Spirituality 3.0. debris to be unveiled 

Major parts of colonised populations were forced to adopt rituals that 
involve intentionally converted root-meanings. The conversion of tra-
ditional rituals involving waters to consummation of alcohol (social and 

Historical context – the predators culture of colonial ages is arriving at its dawn
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“spiritual”) rituals is at the center of gravity of such systemic turn of es-
sence into its opposite. i thoroughly explained this in my essay The veri-
tas versus vino90. The legacy of christianisation as an integrated tool of 
contemporary european colonialism, is without any doubt immense. The 
over-institutionalisation of catholic dominance on the globe is above all 
pointing to doubtless responsibility of these Spirituality 3.0. institutions 
for the state of the art of the earth of today. The planetary boundaries 
issue is – in spiritual sense – largely a legacy of rome chatolic church 
values systems. The already mentioned examples of brasil and Australian 
right wing governments and their roles in forests being burnt recently is 
just an echo of colonial destruction maintained over centuries of wild, 
non-monitored and non-controlled predators’ operations. 

i have selected but four building blocks of spirituality 3.0. on the case 
of rome catholic church spiritual practices, to illustrate the legacy. The 
selection is indicative, but it is illustrative enough to show the magni-
tude of the ‘debris problem’. i have chosen the following building blocks 
of the rome catholic spirituality conceptualisation: 

•  forgiveness, 
•  water-to-wine ritual, 
•  a selected part of Our Father prayer and 
•  the highlighted concept of love. 

Forgiveness or ‘green light for predators’

The legacy of institutionalisation of Spirituality 3.0. is heavy indeed – 
the key institutional catch is represented in the notion of infrastruc-
ture of ancient secret service of religious and feudal elites represented 
by confessional box, booth or reconciliation room. but it is not only this 
wide spread secret information service that makes the concept prob-
lematic, above all, it is the notion of “forgiveness” itself, as a central part 
of spirituality conceptualisation, that deserves attention. The amount of 
violence and damage done by colonial powers in the name of chris-
tianisation, coupled with the overall concept of “forgiveness” resulted in 
overall acceptable planetary destruction –reaching planetary bounda-
ries today. The rome catholic church with the legacy of the practice of 
“forgiving” holds direct responsibility. 
90 publicly available at www.upasana.si and www.dlib.si. 
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in the pre-christian teachings of yeshua91 levis S.Keizer notes, that 
“yeshua taught two ways for release from hob, ‘moral debt’ or the conse-
quences of sin (hata). The first is teshuva, ‘returning to God,’ or the very 
misunderstood word ‘repentance.’ The second is to forgive or ‘release” 
(shalach) all those who had sinned against you from their moral debt to 
you – in other words, to emotionally disentangle yourself from any desire 
for revenge or other ill feelings against them. This was a form of kichesh 
or non-attachment taught in the wisdom schools. in order to understand 
what forgiveness is and how it works to mitigate the consequences of one’s 
own sins, we need to differentiate the concepts of sin and debt.“This ex-
planation by levis S.Keizer is crystal clear and i provided full quote here 
since it is self-explanatory, particularly in the light of previously explained 
difference between detachment and alienation. The original spiritual con-
ceptualisation of forgiveness is primarily meant to call for ‘non-interfer-
ence’ of individual egos in the laws of ‘carma’ of the others, who commit 
a sin against the individual in question (the notion of disentangling from 
the desire to revenge) and not to “erase” the sin. 

we could further elaborate on the misuse of erroneously implement-
ed concept of “forgiveness/dismissal” for information harvesting and 
acquisition of valuable confidential, personal data. we could question 
the financial part of it– which might have been the prime motivation 
for the “forgiveness fraud” – and ethical issues of dismissals granted for 
payment in confession booths across the globe, we could further rise 
questions concerning the legal grounds of property attained by church-
es on the basis of confidential information acquired in ‘reconciliation 
rooms’. but for the purpose of this paper, we intentionally limited the 
argument to mere non-sense of the notion of “forgiving” in the context 
of the debate about spirituality conceptualisation building blocks. 

to conclude: subversion of ethics, disobeying the codes of conduct, are 
irreversible acts of damaging the creation. in this sense, these are ineras-
able and thus unforgivable acts. Something that is done is there for ever! 
on the other hand, it is of entirely different nature of things, when some-
body else commits a non-ethic deed to another person. in such a case, we 
shall apply a technique of detachment to free ourselves from judging the 
other or even penalising the other. Still it does not mean, that we shall not 
condemn the wrongfulness of non-ethic deeds, or to completely abstain 

91https://www.academia.edu/11318607/tHe_pre-cHriStiAn_teAcHinGS_
of_yeSHuA
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from penalisation, it means, that we – literally – free ourselves from the 
burden of the bad deeds of others. The discussed notion of “forgiveness” 
subverted the importance of the quality of ‘response-ability’ that plays a 
central role in Spirituality 4.0. conceptualisation.

the force of authentic prayer –  
celestial, eternal food or daily survival 

but even deeper, more long term and substantial is the role of chris-
tianisation regarding key spirituality practices. lets’ take but the most 
outstanding case in observation. 

The recent studies92 in bogomils and cathars spirituality show, that 
ancient schools of mysteries praised in prayer the primordial substance, 
the eternal essence of existence, pane substantialem, the quintessence. 
The daily prayer was directed towards the permanent link to celestial 
(food), and not to satisfaction with “daily bread”, with earthly survival.

lechem ha Mahar in his work bread of the Morrow explains it as follows. 
“The gospels of Matthew and luke use the Greek word epiousion, “Grant 
us today our epiousion bread. but Greek epiousion is a hapax legomenon, 
that is, occurs nowhere else in any classical, biblical, or Hellenistic Greek. 
it had no dictionary definition or precedent in Greek literature and thus 
was a mystery to the early gentile churches, who decided to translate it as 
“daily” or “needful.” in the latin vulgate and later english translations it 
was rendered to mean “our daily bread” despite the fact that yeshua taught 
that his disciples had no need to pray for their food and clothing. The tra-
ditional english translation “daily bread” never had any legitimate basis. 
fortunately, however, we have fragments of the lord’s prayer in Aramaic 
quoted by the church fathers, who had access to now lost Aramaic writ-
ings of the ebionites and other Jewish christians. They found that the 
original Aramaic word was mahar, meaning “of the future, of the morrow. 
The morrow93 is a reference to the coming Messianic Age when God will 

92 See for example van niekerk, 2019, bogomils et cathares sur la phrase-cle 
dans la priere divine.
93 lechem ha Mahar gives the following reference: “Jerome, who had access to the 
lost Gospel of the Hebrews: “in the Gospel according to the Hebrews for ‘super-
substantial’ bread i found mahar, which means ‘of the morrow’, so that the sense 
is: our bread of the morrow, that is, of the future, give us this day.” http://www.
earlychristianwritings.com/text/gospelhebrews-mrjames.html”
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dwell with mankind and the Malkuth will live in the hearts of humanity. 
The “bread of the morrow” is a kabbalistic phrase referring to the divine 
teachings, manda (knowledge), and razim (secrets, revelations) that were 
concealed in the Heavens and would become known in the coming Mes-
sianic Age, like those yeshua revealed privately in his seder meals and 
mishqad with the disciples. That is why in the original Aramaic there is a 
contrasting Semitic parallelism between “this day,” meaning now, in our 
daily life, and “the morrow,” which refers to the ‘olam Ha-ba or coming 
messianic age when God’s Malkuth will be fully established on earth, i.e., 
in the human heart and world.”

This complements our discussion on key words ‘mana’ and ‘prasad-a’ 
opened in the introduction to the chapter evolution of Spirituality con-
ceptualisation as well as the elaboration of the words ‘duh’ and ‘zrak’ in 
the glossary of Slovene cosmological terms, and indicates that spiritual 
conceptualisation of traditional cosmologies took cosmic, eternal dimen-
sions of existence centrally in their cosmologies and rituals, while Spiritu-
ality 3.0. reduces –in this very case – cosmology to linear, ‘daily’ interac-
tion and daily survival which turns the ‘attitude’, ‘needs’, ‘context’ and the 
‘means’ (as discussed by Gibbons, cited above) completely upside-down.

the manipulated water – vino versus veritas

promotion of wine (wine being a blurring agent), ritualization of wine 
and the transformation of the ritualization of pure, source essence, the 
water, are symptomatic for Spirituality 3.0. and complement the no-
tion of “forgiveness”. both lead to ignorance regarding the injustice and 
moral conduct and finally, to the justification of predatorish culture, 
disrespect of the nature and we can firmly conclude, that the alcoholi-
sation of populations was key to enable the colonial robbery of natural 
resources. in the later stage of colonisation, drugs upgraded the role of 
al-cohl (arab word for: blinding). 

Sufficient to say, that the gospels discovered in nag Hammadi library as 
the rare primary sources regarding the early christianity do not mention 
the wedding where the water was presumably being converted to wine. 
There is also no anthropological evidence of wine being used massively 
during the (wedding?!) ceremonies of the region of the time. we have 
good reasons to put the whole issue of imposition of wine in (social) ritu-
als of today’s civilisation under most serious question. in my personal 
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view, following personal research and taking into account cases from 20th 
century, i.e. the drugs (including heroin and other addictive substances) 
imposition on the markets of uS in post-vietnam war period, saturation 
of bask cities with hashish ‘enriched’ by addictive substances as well as 
other cases of massive saturation of populations with drugs and alcohol, 
the availability of drugs and alcohol serves no other purpose but to the 
elites in power, to dismantle and demobilise the revolt potential of genera-
tions, able to challenge and subvert the power structures. And since these 
substances are largely organised on illegal markets, the profits largely end 
in black-funds, outside democratic control, and are easily directed for il-
legal operations of elites in power. Alcohol is – today – a far bigger reason 
for deaths (including the collateral damage due to traffic incidents caused 
by alcohol use) then all respiratory diseases together. And the world lead-
ers never call for abolition of alcohol nor they do prohibit social gather-
ings (rituals including) involving the use/ promotion of alcohol. 

the (i)relevance of “love” as a spirituality conceptualisation 
building block 

A conceptual building block that would deserve particular attention is 
the notion of “love”. but this one deserves a thesis on its own. Sufficient 
to say, that – in my modest opinion – the conceptualisation of love in 
religious sense as universal imperative resulted in as much confusion as 
conversion of water to alcohol, replacing the understanding of karma 
with forgiveness and reduction of celestial food to daily bread consum-
mation needs. Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek wrote extensively 
about the trouble with love as an imposed concept. Kathleen o’dwyer94 
analysed his quotes on love and she notes that “Žižek’s analysis of the 
christian injunction ‘to love one’s neighbour as oneself ’ queries both its 
possibility and its expediency. His argument centres on the assertions 
that the universal love so promoted disavows that which is unlovable 
in human nature, and that love must in some sense be an autonomous 
decision (simply, that love cannot be commanded)”.

love cannot be commanded. The principle of freedom is embed-
ded in any conceptualisation of love. George bizet vowed this message 
clear in opera carmen: »L’amour est un oiseau rebelle, Que nul ne peut 

94 dr Kathleen o’dwyer 2010; Žižek on love, published in philosophy now 
magazine https://philosophynow.org/issues/77/Zizek_on_love
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apprivoiser … L’amour est enfant de Bohême, Il n’a jamais jamais connu 
de loi!« love is a rebel, bohemian child that never learnt any laws. 
it is either completely liberated and free from any conceptualisation, 
law or dogma, or, it does not exist, it is gone (bizet in carmen would 
phrase it this way: L’oiseau que tu croyais surprendere Battit d’aile et 
s’envola,). in other words, love cannot be a part of spirituality concep-
tualisation. victor Hugo, my beloved poet, phrased it straight – during 
his last breath – in his last words laid down on a napkin … 

Aimer, c’est … agir. 

love is a matter of (right) action, of dhamma, dharma, as opposed to 
ignorance and/or reaction. 

we shall call people to act concretely, rather than to love abstractly!
we shall call people to insist on respect of ethics, not to forgive.
we shall call people to keep their eyes soberly open, and not to put 

shields of al-cohl on that keep them passive, ignorant and – potentially 
violent. 

today, the concept of love is too often used as an undisputable, fictive 
argument disarming both, the dialogue and action. 
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N
atural faith revival could only come along with scientific 
achievements and constitutional ethics arrangements put in 
practice; the human rights agenda and the associated charter 
served as a prerequisite for each and every struggle for the 

rights of each and every indigenous community on the planet. So it does 
for the re-emergence of the Slovene ethnic nature-centred cosmology. 

Slovenian constitutional arrangements today grant for the principle of 
»neutrality« of the state in the relation to religions and beliefs. This evolved 
as key instrument to guarantee the freedom of conscience and constitu-
tionally guaranteed human rights granting free expression of citizens’ faith 
on non-discriminatory basis. All religious, cosmological and philosophi-
cal systems and beliefs are – in constitutional terms – put on equal level95.

The lighthouse concerning the constitutional arrangements remain 
the brasilian constitutional reform in 1988. with the new constitutional 
concepts, the indigenous peoples were exemplary assured of respect for 
their social organization, customs, languages, beliefs and traditions.96 

95 The decision of the constitutional court of Slovenia no. u-i-92/07 about the 
7th and 41st article of the constitution of Slovenia strengthening and précising 
the clause on the division of state and religious organisations, underlying the 
imperative of »neutral state« in regards to religious organisations. The principle 
of neutrality alone – according to the constitutional court – assures true experi-
ence of the freedom of conscience and equality of religious and non-religious 
individuals and religious communities.« The principle of neutrality is therefore 
seen as a prerequisite for the expression of spiritual freedom. Slovene constitu-
tion is therefore a proper tool for spirituality liberation struggle. 
96 This is stated in the head of article 231 of The constitution: “it is recognized 
that the indigenous peoples have the right to their social organization, customs, 
languages, beliefs and traditions, and their original rights over the lands that they 
have traditionally occupied, it being the duty of the federal government to de-
marcate these lands, protect them and ensure that all their properties and assets 
are respected”.
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1988 was as important for Slovenia as for indigenous peoples in bra-
zil. This is a year of the peak of Slovenian spring that led Slovenia to its 
final political independence in 1991.

despite of a one and a half millennia of violence against traditional 
natural faith on the territory of Slovenia, the natural faith heritage main-
tained uninterrupted until the political independence of Slovenia; yet – 
the spiritual sovereignty was not accomplished neither is spiritual free-
dom, freedom, that our poet france prešeren dreamt about in already 
mentioned epics on christianisation, declaring “we will find the way to 
where our sons will freely choose their faith and laws”. 

Scholars erroneously assume that major annihilation of pre-christian 
faith was committed during the period between 7th and 15th century, 
including the waves of european crusades and inquisitions, but, the el-
ders and transmitters of heritage in Slovenia witness97, that major hit 
against natural faith holders was committed during the first world and 
until the second world war of the 20th century, claiming, that natural 
faith was proudly – though largely in secrecy – practised in parallel to 
christianity for long centuries. And major part of ‘old-faith’ practices is 
still performed in secrecy. The fear of presumable religious majority, the 
mysterious network of influences and the power of institutionalised re-
ligion hold nature-centred faith citizens still today in fear and isolation. 
Majority of our sources still today do not dear to go public.

only after achieving the political sovereignty of Slovenia and after we 
have put the parliamentary democracy in place, the conditions occurred 
for natural faith heritage to slowly begin its come-back to surface. This 
manifested through a number of channels, largely via individual prac-
titioners and researchers going public. Slovenian academy of science 
and its Scientific and research center have had fulfilled their mission 
and provided for the first, exhaustive track record in a series of Studia 
Mythologica Slavica98. outstanding volumes were published under the 
scientific authority of dddr. Andrej pleterski, his own ground-braking 
volume cultural Genome99 in 2014 and the referential compilation of 
the collection of works of pavel Medvešček in 2015100.
97 See for example Medvešček, 2015, personal archive of ethnic faith witnesses. 
98 http://sms.zrc-sazu.si/en/Supplementa/splosno.html 
99 cultural genom – the space and its idegram of mythical story available at http://
sms.zrc-sazu.si/pdf/pleterski_Kulturni_genom_2014.pdf
100 from the invisible part of the sky – iz nevidne strain neba available at https://
iza2.zrc-sazu.si/sites/default/files/iSbn9789612548490.pdf
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Slovene natural faith Association “Slovenski staroverci” and The 
cosmological society upASAnA were funded in 2015, assembling nu-
merous individual natural faith practitioners and researchers from all 
over the country for the first time under umbrellas’ of legal persons. we 
organised a first scientific symposia on christianisation and its effect on 
natural fait in Kobarid, west Slovenia on August 2017101. A positive re-
action of local population was of great motivation for a decision to keep 
symposia on-going and we organised additional symposia in August 
2018, and 2019 harvesting even better quality of scientific contributions 
and even stronger echo vowing encouragements from the participants. 

One of the first public rituals of Slavic natural faith representatives from Eastern, 
Central and South – Eastern Europe. Slovenia, August 1915 placed at Ajdovski 

gradec near Bohinjska Bistrica, the same very place where poet France Prešeren 
staged a final combat of “old faith” defendants under the command of Črtomir.

101 The Symposia is documented on line on www.staroverci.si and www.upasana.
si. The contributions of the first two symposia were published also in print, the 
ontributions from the third symposia (2019) will be published in 2020. See petrič, 
nejc et. Al., 2018, 2019. Kobarid is a small town in the border area between 
Slovenia and italy; inquisition against natural faith followers ordered by rome 
catholic hierarchy in August 1331 left sufficient evidence in primary documents 
as well as in literature.
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convergence of understanding  
of key cosmological terms

There is a direct relationship between the efforts to protect the rights 
of indigenous knowledge, the agendas of human rights, sustainable de-
velopment and peace. long centuries of denial of indigenous peoples 
and of environment go along with the prevailing nature of ignorance 
embedded in predators culture. ignorance is a root cause perpetuating 
injustice in relation to humans and in relation to all other kingdoms of 
nature. The rejuvenation of traditional wisdom is fundamentally impor-
tant today with respect to promotion of values and ethics. prof. bhatt 
elaborates with good reason that “key concepts of indian culture are the 
only means for sustainable development and as such contain immense 
potential to guide the world towards the path of sustainable develop-
ment /…/ but they need creative reinterpretation to suit the present day 
requirements”, professor argues. 102

we are faced with extensive discoveries of meaningful etymological 
similarities in terms used in Sanskrit and Slovene languages, particularly 
when it comes to cosmological terms and concepts; such as a-hram and 
arham103, sanyas, sanyama and sanje104. The discoveries of etymological 
and cosmological cross-continental union reveal – together with other 
contemporary trans disciplinary discoveries (such as genetics, archeo-
astronomy 105 etc ) – a great potential for reinterpretation of the eternal 
understanding of the sense of union of humanity and consequently for 
more smooth elaboration of joint solutions for global problems, particu-
larly to issues of globalisation, inter-racial violence and xenophobia. The 

102 As referred to by professor S.r. bhatt, 2016, Sustainable Holistic Human de-
velopment – An indian perspective.
103 during the icpnA conference in Jaipur, december 2018, we dedicated spe-
cial effort with Jain munis to elaborate on upASAnA and Jain (upasana) under-
standing of the mantra A-HrAM, Ar-HAM and we finally concluded, that the 
sound picture of both mantras can be interpreted as synonymous.
104 The words Sanjama, Sanjava, Sanyama are indeed synonymously used in Slo-
vene (referring to upASAnA) and in Sanskrit (referring to patanjali Sutras), in 
dual form. The similarities of key cosmological terms used in Slovene (upASA-
nA) and Sanskrt languages call for further scientific and spiritual cooperation 
between india and Slovenia. 
105 See for example dddr. Andrej pleterski, 2015.
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understanding of root cosmological terms can substantially improve the 
understanding of key values and principles, since they are and they were 
universal in traditional cosmologies. respect to all life is at the heart 
of those values. The loyalty and sincerity but above all the confidence 
to the laws embedded in cosmologies enabled practical manifestation 
of the respect towards all live hood. Such approach corresponds to the 
Sustainable development agenda, since it puts community needs and 
ecosystem needs and boundaries equally at the front.

The natural faith ethics therefore supports Sustainable development 
principles and goals and it is not by chance that intellectuals widely dis-
cuss new era of ethics. Slovenian intellectuals recently published a pro-
gram for renewal of europe106 and they underlined the needs to face 
the general Alienation of population, to actively address the need for 
preventing further colonisation, to truly grant the respect of dignity and 
human rights and to develop the so called ‘Third step to ethics’ – expand-
ing the anthropocentric approach to ethics widely into anima-diversity.

Glossary of the Selected cosmological terms  
in Slovene language

for the purpose of the case study, i selected a set of terms in Slovene lan-
guage107, that represent a meaningful narrative important for cosmolo-
gies understood in this paper as building blocks of Spirituality 4.0. The 
selected terms subject to the following criteria: 

1. The term resonates with terms in sanskrit and other languages 
and therefore reflect a wider, or even universal etymological back-
ground beyond separate native/ethnic languages. 

2. its meaning was (acknowledging that we speak of the case study on 
Slovenia) converted over centuries by colonial elites in power to its 
opposite, or diverted to such an extent, that the true meaning could 
not be sensed any more or was simply pushed into oblivion. 

3. understanding true meaning of these terms would substantially 
contribute to the formation of new generation spirituality. 

106 Hribar 2017.
107 citations mainly include items from Slovene etymological dictionary, Snoj, 
2016.
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4. The selected terms are not dealt with as cosmological terms in ety-
mological dictionary and in the available scientific research. i in-
tentionally avoid interpreting terms that are recently extensively 
elaborated in published works by academic or informal research-
ers. outstanding example of such trendily researched word is 
‘tročan’ or ‘triglav’, explaining traditional threefold /trinity spiritu-
ality concepts and cosmologies and since the highest and cult Slo-
vene mountain holds the name triglav (three headed) which is at 
the same time a name of one of the traditional Slavic deities. Above 
all the most exposed ethnic faith cave holds the name triglavca; 
the mentioned words of course fuel the motivation of a number of 
researchers108 and this leaves a scholar with sufficient information. 
i selected terms that are not a subject of available research. 

hram, drham / arham / true home

Hram in several Slavic languages holds the same meaning, a sacred place 
(normally in nature or used in metaphysical sense). being converted, 
popularly ‘hram’ is today used to label “pub”; consequently there is a num-
ber of wine-hram, wine cellars in the country. Hram is an outstanding 
case of systematically converted meaning of the term to its opposite. over 
centuries, a word signifying sacred place, where truth prevails has been 
transformed to a word signifying a place where the mind goes blurry – 
and where there is room for manipulation with lies and fake news. 

i made extensive research in the meaning of the word hram and its 
harmonic relatives such as arham, hrum, hran, hren. for Jains ArHAM 
is one of the most important mantras, sung centrally in diverse medita-
tions and spiritual exercises, including in most sophisticated evolutions 
of so-called preksha-meditation. it stands as a guidance to reach the 
true self, while in diverse modulations particular syllables hold a special 
cosmology displaying connection of separate levels of existence with the 
universe. we dedicated special effort with Jain disciples to elaborate on 
upASAnA and Jain (upasana) understanding of the mantra A-HrAM, 
Ar-HAM and we finally concluded, that the quality of both mantras 
can be interpreted as synonymous. Jain scientific insight explains the se-
quence of sounds as follows. ‘A’ signifying brahma, the creator of all, the 

108 detailed explanations of the spirituality concept involving traditional three-
fold approach using “tročan” are available for example in pleterski, 2008 and 
2014, Medvešček, 2015 or at www.staroverci.si. 
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unity. The second letter of ‘Arham’ is ‘r’, which signifies the fire element. 
it plays an outstanding role in awakening the power of bio-electricity. 
with the awakening of this power, all torpor ceases and the body throbs 
with a newfound vitality. The aspirate –‘h’ awakens the life-force. The 
incantation containing this letter grows very potent. in the buddhist 
method of meditation, the recitation of the seed letter, ‘hun’ is much 
prevalent. in order to awaken the life-force this spell word is abundantly 
used—‘Hran’, ‘Hrin’, ‘Hru’, ‘Hron’, ‘Hram’. M – the nasal dot. it has no in-
dependent existence, but it increases the power of the letter with which 
it combines. The pronunciation of ‘Arha’ lacks the harmonious rhythm 
which emanates from the enunciation of “Arham”. The vibrations issu-
ing from rhythmic harmony are more powerful; they serve to awaken 
many centres of consciousness and kindle the life-force.109 

Arham and Hram signify true self, true home, sanctuary, sacred 
space, also sacred place within self. true authentic, autonomous self. 
Home. in Hindi, Slavic languages and dravidian languages, the mean-
ing of this sacred mantra converges. 

Dh and DUh – BrEAth – the root of spirituality (slo: duhovnost) 

dȗh duhȃm. lat .‛spiritus, animus, odor’ meaning spiritual, also to smell.
old Slavic .duxъ or sapa’ amd ‘duševnost’,hrv.,srb.dȕh,rus. Dúx duh, 

dih, sapa, zrak’,češ. duch‛duh’. pslovan. dȗxъ čoterraročy, meant a 
“breath” ‘izdihniti’ – to die. 

duh and dev; Zmago Šmitek110 indicates transitions of spiritual-
ity concepts across generations referring to diverse cognitions related to 
wildhood (divjina). Šmitek etymologically connects the root ‘div’ from 
indoeuropean diuo abd praslavic divъ, meaning something shiny, radiat-
ing, celestial, (comparing to latin deus, sanskrt deva and avesta daeva). 
Šmitek offers two conclusions; first, that the «nature was secred by itself ”, 
or second, “the nature was sacred since it was created by celestial entity”. 

yoga sutras of patanjali explain sanyama as supreme performance of our 
minds and consciousness Sanyama = dHarana + dhyana&dHyaanam 
+ SamadHi. All pillars of sanyama contain dH. Hypothetical obser-
vation: Sam‘d‘hi sounds in Slovene language as SAMo diHAJ – SAM 
dH = and literally translates as breath-only – pure spirit = essence, 
dreamtime. reduction of activity on breath. pure breath, pure spirit.
109 Source: Jain sacred texts at https://jainworld.com/.
110 Šmitek, 2019.
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duH-ati as a verb is preserved in Slovene language at least as pro-
foundly as in sanskrt where “duhati” translates as extraction of essential-
ities (soma, prana, milk directly from the female) which probably corre-
sponds to consummation of celestial food, mana, absorbed from the air 
by breath. Sanskrt and Slovene languages point to the same direction. 
The concept of dH and the threefold structure of the air determines 
subtle and gross breath. This structures the threefold communication 
and thus represent a basic »infrastructure« of spirituality. dH is om-
nipresent, is characterised by here and now and as such a fundamental 
system of connectivity amongst all created. dH is an enabler to raise 
awareness and consciousness, it is a pre-condition for life. dH is tran-
scendental due to its connectivity function across three levels of air (see 
the concepts of air – ‘zrak’ bellow). 

dH is affirmation (d) and disaffirmation – bifurcation (H), and thus 
a basic principle of creativity (interplay between chaos and union).

The concept and cosmology of air in Slovene language, represents the 
infrastructure for the breath, ‘dih, duh’ therefore, the holistic commu-
nication system, the core infrastructure for true spirituality serving one 
supreme goal – to maintain connection and awareness regarding inter-
dependence of everything with everything.

it is interesting to observe, that the structure is three-partite, earth, air 
and fire. while the water must be always present as a neutral element. 

dH is the medium of the quintessence as described in ancient indian 
vedas as omnipresent in all levels of the air (vayu) and as a basic building 
block of all that exist, the mysterious prajapati, primordial creating prin-
ciple »yat pinde, tat brahmande» directing the introspective method of 
perception and awareness. it supposes, that the same creational principles 
apply to universe and to the human body, to macro and to the micro, as 
above, so bellow. Slovene sources of ethnic faith in western Slovenia de-
scribe similarly the principle as nikrmana (Medvešček, 2015). 

whenever a symbol bellow is inserted in our paper, it is meant to call 
reader to take a deep breath. 
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note: The symbol is designed by the author. normally the Academy Sta-
roslavov Hram would advice a scholar to identify the vowel connecting 
d and H introspectively, by meditating on the breath during the (silent 
or voiced) contemplation on d and H during inhalation and exhalation. 
Since Slovene language uses all vowels to connect d and H we leave the 
use of the mantra to individual exploration and in the symbol this re-
flects by the use of a sign    to connect d and H. 

Amongst the variety of derivation from the root ‘dih’ one is of par-
ticular interest for our study, the word ‘nav-dih’ meaning inspiration. 
dH, the root breath in Slovene language derives straight into inspira-
tion. This is how Slovene language maintains the bond between spiritu-
ality and creativity.

duh in some other languages

Japanese duH – to unite, body, manas, mind and spirit, duh in a sense 
of creation, Hu has a meaning of creative power.

in english it transformed to key verb to do – again, signifying the 
creative nature of breath and of spirituality. druid dwr pronounced 
close to duH means oak tree, a tree sacred to druids.

Zrak, vzduh, v-eter / radiating air, air of devas, ether, prana,  
air of celestial devas

Slovene language still today defines a three-fold nature of the air. 
‘Zrak’ is the earthly air, containing physical radiation of objects and 

beings. 
‘Zrak’ is deriving from the Slovene word for radiation ‘žarčiti’ while in 

croat and Serbian the connection is still today even more visible – the 
word for radiation is ‘zraka’. 

radiating air is physically measurable (radiating heat, electromag-
netic waving, radioactive waves etc.). 

‘Vzduh’ as atmospheric air contains entities not measurable with con-
ventional instruments mentioned above. The Slovene meaning of ‘vzdušje’, 
applies to the quality of relationships ‘in the air’, as created amongst the 
beings inhabiting the biosphere, the layer between the earth surface and 
the atmosphere. ‘vzdušje’ would therefore literarily mean ‘atmosphere’ 
(in the sense of emotios) created by certain beings in defined space. 

Re-emergence of the Slovene Nature-centred/ethnic Faith; case study
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The conversational use of the word today means “atmosphere” also 
in emotional sense. its root meaning derives from the old Slavic ‘vzduh’ 
stcslovan.vъzduxъ, zrak, vȁzdūh – still today in diverse Slavic languages 
meaning ‘air’. it is interesting, that the meaning of ‘vzduh’ in Slovene lan-
guage (‘vzdušje’) is still today authentic, relating to atmosphere in terms 
of emotional and energy conditions in the domain of heart and feelings. 

This level of the air is the air of the earthly devas, the beings responsi-
ble for communications between the creatures of the world. in the natu-
ral faith tradition of western Slovenia, as recorded by Medvešček, these 
devas are called ‘zduhci’ confirming the hypothesis of cosmological po-
sition of the second level of air – ‘v(a)zduh’. in croatian and Serbian 
‘vazduh’ is the first translated option for ‘air’ still today.

‘Ether’ is the domain of the air on the level of solar system. it contains 
celestial mana, the prana, the prime energy and prime information on 
the spiritual level itself. Slovene language treasures the word ‘v-eter’ as 
the highest level of the air, the air that travels and moves fast, normally 
arriving ‘from above’, the wind. The wind, the ‘v-eter’ has been used in 
Slovene to describe radio waving – what radio stations send into ‘air’, 
is called ‘sending to ether’. ether, is therefore understood clearly as a 
carrier of information. Ẹ́ter, from’lat.aether, gr. aithḗr, ‛brightness, sky, 
light, upper level of the solar air – where the gods dwell’.

Vedas and Slovene cosmology – key conceptual frame for  
authentic spirituality – the cosmology of DH – “breath”

 SLOVENE 
VEDA and DH

element quality level SANSKrit 
VEDAS

Veter eter  
ether

Knowledge –  
vidya (akasha)
communicAtion

nooSphere
SAnJAmA

prana

V(a)zduh Zduh e-motion
interaction 
coordintaiton

AtmoSphere 
Subtle 

vyana 

Zrak Žarek – 
rAy

vitality – 
radiation
consumation

eaarth – GeoSphere 
and bioSphere
GroSS

apana

*prana, vyana and Apana are originally threefold division of vayu, while the cat-
egorisation later evolved to 5 (samana and udana added) and finally 10 fold. dr. 
Gulab Kothari111 has recently published comprehensive works on vedic literature, 
four volumes known under title Maanas, describing the functions of levels of vayu. 

111 Kothari, 2011.
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drhal // tribe, community

drhȃl, plebs ultima, minor people. Most probably evolved from drȗg’, 
meaning a comerad, friend, collaborator. 

drhal is still puzzling me, but it seems that it could be an important cos-
mological word – since it without a doubt signifies “community”, collabo-
rators, friends, and since it involves the sequence of sounds d-r-h-a-l/m.

The popular meaning of drhal today is far from positive – it signifies 
an uncivilised group of wild beasts, also, a group of wild, uncivilised 
people. Again, this is in my view done on purpose as conversion of pre-
cious meaning of the word to its opposite. My working hypothesis is, 
that communities that were using a vraja (mantra) d-r-h-a-m) during 
community rituals, was given a name “drhal”, similarly as for example 
remote villagers in Slovenija, who used to perform community rituals in 
circle (krog) were given a popular name “krogarji” (the ones that dwell 
in circles) and such naming remained popular till the end of 20th cen-
tury112. The hypothesis needs additional research.

Mir // shanti /// peace

in all Slavic languages ‘mir’ appears and remains with the same meaning 
while the connotation in Slovene language it holds a particular dimen-
sion directly related to community (drhal) dynamics) – ‘mir’ signifies 
the point of reaching consent.

when all information and all stands and views are consolidated, then 
we arrive to peace. in the universe, all information is consolidated. Slovene 
word for universe is literarily vse-mir-je ‘all-is-peace’. This offers spiritual 
conceptual ground for early democracies as implemented by Slavic com-
munities. The former uS president bill clinton described the ancient cer-
emony at dukes’ stone of Slavic dukes as “the foundation of the western 
political tradition”, amongst the first democracies of europe113, demon-
strating the delegated community participation in decision making.

»There was nothing quite like it in Medieval europe. when a new 
duke was about to be installed in the duchy of carantania of the 7th 

112 personal archive of ethnic faith witnesses. A village »Krogarji« was located in 
proximity of Krvava peč near ljubljana. 
113 during his visit in Slovenia in 1999. See for example http://thezaurus.org/
webzine/webzine/history.html
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and 8th centuries, he did not assume power solely by divine right, as 
was common elsewhere in europe. instead, the prospective duke, sym-
bolically wearing peasants’ clothing, faced a member of the peasantry 
who had been selected by ordinary people. using an early form of what 
was to become the Slovenian language, the peasant then questioned the 
soon-to-be duke – and the surrounding crowd – about the duke’s integ-
rity and asked him whether he was really concerned with the well-being 
of his duchy.«114 Such elaborations indicate to highly developed stand-
ards of democratic order, today discussed in the framework of direct 
democracy concepts.

but in military service today, the soldiers are ordered “mir-no” to 
stand still and obey orders. not to seek the consensus, truth, aware-
ness and right perception, universal information. no, Mir in military is 
converted into the paradigm of obedience and linear decision making as 
opposed to inclusive, consensual, direct democracy based cosmological 
notion of “mir”.

rod – pri-roda, community and nature/habitat

in most of the Slavic language the word rod stands for native, tribe, rela-
tives, and it derives from “roditi”, to give birth. what is interesting is its 
relation to pri-roda, the nature. The nature is therefore defined as an en-
vironment of the tribe (rod). The coupling of the nature and the natives 
within the same root of the words rod – priroda is self-explanatory and 
offers a firm cosmological tie between the community and its environ-
ment (hram). The word ‘priroda’ has been supplemented in Slovenian 

114 See for example https://www.rtvslo.si/news-in-english/slovenia-revealed/
thomas-jefferson-may-have-been-inspired-by-the-proto-slovenian-state-of-
carantania/323361: »french political philosopher Jean bodin relied on pope 
pious ii’s account for his description of the carantanian installation of the dukes 
in his seminal work on republican rule. And it was that book that Jefferson had 
read before drafting the declaration of independence. in the 1960s, Slovenian-
American professor Joseph felicijan discovered that Jefferson had personally 
marked the page in bodin’s book discussing the installation ceremony. According 
to felicijan, the description served as the primary inspiration for Jefferson’s 
contractual Theory, the notion that no one has an inherent right to rule someone 
else, but that a ruler enters a contract with the ruled and that he has an obligation 
to those he serves.«
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language with ‘narava’ – nature and the etymological link of rod with 
priroda was almost lost. 

Sanyama and sanjava – sanyama 

yoga sutras of patanjali explain sanyama as supreme performance of our 
minds and consciousness.

Sanyama = dHarana + dhyana&dHyaanam + SamadHi; concentra-
tion, contemplation, meditation and Samadhi. 

in slovene language sanjava means dreaming in duality. dreamtime 
in duality. Sanjam means literally “i am dreaming”. dreamtime is there-
fore – if we couple the Slovene and sanskrt/patanjali explanation – ex-
actly matching the dreamtime of aboriginal cosmologies: the time for in-
trospection and cosmic telepathy, therefore, the supreme capacity of the 
mind and of the perception-ability of humans. The interesting thing in 
taking Slovene form of dreaming in duality (sanjava) which phonetically 
matches best to the sanskrit sanyama, is, that duality pre-supposes rela-
tion between observer and observed, the meditator and the object/subject 
of meditation. dreamtime involves the relationship between dreamer and 
the object of dream. This supposes the highest quality of relationship.

Svet, svetloba, sveto – World, land, sacred, light 

Slovene word for the world (as a whole) is Svet. in popular language, 
‘svet’ also signifies the land that belongs to household, or to the tribe, the 
property, the earth available for cultivation. but ‘svet’ is also an adjective 
meaning sacred. 

Svet in Slovene language is therefore a sacred microcosm available for 
us, and is defined as a fractal of macrocosm simply by using the same 
word for both. 

Svet is holly. 
Svet-loba means light. o-svet-liti means to enlighten.
Again, there is a strong sacred tie in this word linking the community 

and the land that community cultivates – svet. The nature is sacred!
it contains sacred light by definition of terms.
we will come back to the sacredness of ‘svet’ in the conclusion. 

Re-emergence of the Slovene Nature-centred/ethnic Faith; case study
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Upasana and upasana

»upa« v Sanskrit – proximity, Upaśama—completely peaceful, in con-
trol of the senses and mind, upasatti*. connection with, union l.; service, 
worship l.; gift, donation, upasthaa = to stand near, to stand by. upasana 
in vedic texts signifies a path towards deity, a warship practice, a way of 
life respectful to deity. The nearness to deity. in Slovene language it was 
preserved in even more meaningful way: upasati as a verb literally means 
to match, to fit, to bring two object tightly and perfectly close to each 
other so that they perfectly match and form a new entity with new func-
tion. in esoteric meaning we understand “upasati” as calibration of per-
sonality and the soul, perfect harmonisation of activity of mind and body 
and soul – in other words, submission of personality to deity. unpopular 
understanding, the word evolved to word (archaic) pásati – pášem – to 
feel good, to taste well (food), to suit well (cloth, hairdressing). 

upasana and arham. 
upasanas’ symbol illustrates the unity of HrAM and ArHAM. The 

form of a symbol is a pentagram and each angle contains one letter of 
arham or ahram.

The word ‘upasati’ has been pushed into oblivion. it is used in popular 
conversations mainly by artisans. 

Vera, Veren / authentic – the only truth-worth religion 

Associated to re-ligare. The Slovene word for “religion” is ‘vera’ and we 
need to look at its original mission. The word ‘vera’ is today intention-
ally erroneously used as a term for ‘religion’ The term ‘vera’ in Slovene 
language on the other hand originally equals to ‘authentic, truth-wor-
thy’, ‘true’.

ver(n)o(st), means authentic-ness, true nature of somebody or 
something, original. 

The true meaning of the word for religion, belief, faith, the word 
‘vera’,originally in Slovene language calls for the seeking of truth (budist 
dhamma). it was supplemented by a concept of dogmatism, blind belief 
into dogmas. 

‘veren’ (translated as religious) individual is the one who is true to 
him/herself. Therefore, the one who acts according to his or her own 
judgement, autonomously, responsibly. each action of such person is an 
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action and not a reaction. in other words, ‘veren’ individual (religious 
person) is an anarchist.

Authentis, the one acting according to his or her own authority, from 
autos, + hentes, 

The original meaning of ‘vera’ is truth worth. 
we should never in Slovene language use the word faith – ‘vera’ as 

a noun – it shall only be used as an adjective ‘veren’, which- as we saw, 
means “true”, “authentic”. Stcslovan. věra, rv. vjȅra, srb.vȅra, rus. véra, 
češ.víra. pslovan vě ̋ra wāra convent, fidelity. noun ide. u̯ēro- true, real, 
lat.vērus‛ true, vé ̣ra-e.‛fides, religio’, vẹ́ren, vȇṛnik. 

Vede and vede

Key word vedA is today used in Slovenia in official classification of the 
fields of knowledge and of scientific research (Slovene “vede”). for exam-
ple see the classification (vede is used in plural) used by the main fund-
ing agency for science and research, Slovene research Agency115. vedas in 
indian context represent wisdom originating from ancient india (2nd and/
or 1st millennia bc). The key word ‘veda’ accordingly evolved into a term 
signifying a carrier of knowledge: ‘vedec’, ‘vedun’, ‘veduna’.116

Vest, a-vesta, zavest, prav

in Slovene, we have one word for information and for conscience; 
‘vest’. in our cosmological pattern, the information equals conscience. 
evolved term ‘consciousness’ translates to ‘za-vest’ – meaning the do-
main behind the information.

Slovan.vě̑stь, sъ̏věstь originaly means awareness, knowledge.
prav stcslovan. pravъ, true, rus češ. právyj ‛right, true! 
The Avesta/əˈvɛstə/ as language and as collection of Zoroasters’ teach-

ings might be well connected to the indo-european primordial code of 
veSt. 

115 http://www.arrs.gov.si/sl/ at http://www.arrs.gov.si/sl/gradivo/sifranti/inc/
preslikava_ArrS_vpp_foS_woS.pdf
116 Mira omersel contributed a conference paper at Symposia on christianisa-
tion and ethnic faith in Kobarid 2019. A compilation will be published by As-
sociation Slovenski Staroverci in 2020 and will be available in electronic form on 
www.staroverci.si. 
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today, Slovene word ‘vest’ is used as media news. if only the jour-
nalists and media would pass the “vest” using their conscience (‘vest’), 
as the original term imperatively requests. The message is made clear: 
news and all information passed on must be true! The Avestan language 
and teachings of Zoroaster indicate that language is – in its prime func-
tion – a synonyme for ‘truth’. See also the hypothesis in the conclusion.

Vraja – svarga, svarog, vragman, brahman

The terms vraja and svarga were over centuries completely deprived 
from their original sense – popularly ‘vraža’ as a “false belief ” – some-
thing worth nothing. in its true meaning ‘vraža’ stand for sacred man-
tram. complemented with the word “čar” which stands for a sign, sym-
bol, object or technique used to strengthen the ‘vraža’.

‘vraja’ in sanskrt also means »path«. And our research leads in the 
same direction, ‘vraža’/ ‘vraa’ in primordial Slovene is a path (‘vraja’) to 
‘svarga’ (heaven) to universe (in Slovene all-peace – vse-mir) to brah-
man/vragman117, to the world under the rule of The Just (the world ‘prav’ 
in Slovene). The term vraža is converted also in official etymology since 
it is associated with the verb “to throw” – ‘vraža’ ‘vrže’ and this way asso-
ciated to the witchcraft ritual of throwing seeds, stones, chards or other 
media of the fortune tellers. it might also be, that both interpretations 
are related – the root verb “vreći”, to throw, indicates a move, a gesture, 
a motion, and this way by default an intervention into destiny, the trig-
gering of the animation principle. As explained in the chapter evolution 
of spirituality – early birds vowing it, Slavic writer dostoyevsky offers 
a brilliant explanation for how ‘vraja’ was converted to ‘vrag’, the devil.

furthermore, there are additional synonymous words in sanskrt, in-
dicating the high probability of the above interpretation, 'vraji' is some-
thing that moves, an element of dynamics, 'vrajati' means to walk, to 
travel, to move. Slovene word ‘rajati’ means to dance.

now, in the schools of mysteries, each action, each move, was dedi-
cated to the »upasana«, to the nearness to deity, to approach to the one-
ness with brahman. 

each gesture of a shaman, of a holy person is a move toward the world 
of truth (‘svet prav’ in Slovene). 

117 in sanskrt, vragman is sometimes even noted as synonymous to brahman. 
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'vraja' is therefore a path to the sky, normally supported by mantram, 
singing, dance ... all facilitating community or individual to approach 
‘svarga’, to the god of the master consciousness of the solar system – to 
the deity representing the solar system consciousness. Svarog. 

The right action, the dhamma, is therefore synonymous to ‘action 
geared by vraža’.

The root ‘raj in sanskrt means to rejoice, since the path to deity is a 
joyful task. 

if we connect the indo-european roots and the remaining memory 
of the primordial meaning, then v-raj means literarily the move towards 
duH, towards consciousness, towards the celestial spheres. Svarog is 
a Slavic mythological deity representing celestial spheres, the fire ele-
ment, the solar consciousness. universal knowledge though. could it 
be a coincidence, that the portal of Slovene digital library (www.dlib.si) 
designed to harvest all electronic publications, is named after Svarog118? 
The deity filling the big data of universal Slovene knowledge?

There we go, i find no better way to conclude the Slovene case study! 

118 portal for safe submission of e-publications at the Slovene national library 
https://svarog.nuk.uni-lj.si/
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F
ollowing the assumptions that we made earlier, we conclude that 
domain of spirituality is a key factor determining the decision 
making of individuals – and of collective entities, including hu-
manity as a whole. 

As such spirituality is conditioned by autonomy of the decision maker – 
meaning that spiritual liberty leads to more autonomous decision making. 
only the decisions made by people autonomously, bring about the lasting 
effect. 

Spirituality is therefore perceived in a direct relation to the process of 
empowerment of people to take decisions autonomously and responsi-
bly, in a sustainable manner.

The less autonomy, the more alienation. The more external decision 
making, the less freedom, the more alienation. Alienation is a key driving 
force for ignorance and food for predatory attitudes. The attachments and 
ignorance are root causes of violence and injustice in the world. 

The role of data and information on decision making and on the state 
of the art of the consciousness is substantial and complements the quality 
of spirituality to form an equation resulting in a quality of the decision 
making.

in the introductory comments we questioned the nature and the ef-
ficiency of contemporary parliamentary democracies. As we see now, 
the democracies fail since the culture is based on lies and not on truth, 
since the overall spirituality has been handicapped and consequently 
the quality of decision making severely damaged. 

in Slovene, we have one word for information and for conscience; 
‘vest’ – in our cosmological pattern, the information equals conscience. 
As explained in the glossary of key cosmological terms, the true mean-
ings of key words have been systematically pushed into oblivion. 

How do we approach the complexity of information flow in the era of 
globalisation and ubiquitous big data accessibility (internet). rather than 
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using the word digitalization alone, we shall use additional terms such 
as datisation, dataphobia and datatopia. The nature of open data is simi-
lar to the nature of a being – it struggles for visibility. The more visibil-
ity (read transparency) of information, leads to the more manipulation 
with (read computing) and the more cognition (read intelligence),and 
this is all in nature of the existence of open data. 

can we now give an answer to the question in introduction, whether 
or not spirituality can be understood as a shortcut to sustainable devel-
opment? or even as the only way? what is the ratio between risks and 
advantages of future trends? And is there a chance to reverse the historic 
trends of lies, fake news, manipulations, ignorance, alienation, violence … 
using the same tool as production trends are using for industrial transi-
tion – the digital technologies? 

meGAtrendS; diGitAliSAtion, 
GlobAliSAtion, urbAniSAtion, 
induStry 4.0 (with AutomAtion 
And ArtificiAl inteliGence)

riSKS

bAllAncinG meGAtrendS  
with SpirituAlity

opportunity
besides major positive aspects of 
megatrends, humanity will need to deal 
at least with the following potential 
negative impacts of large scale 
implementation of digital technologies, 
including Ai 

Spirituality techniques potentially 
balance the potentially negative effects 
of digital technologies by enhancing:

•	 more alienation!

•	 extended ignorance due to biased 
shift to ‘virtual realities’!

•	 the culture of lies&fraud 
strengthened even though the 
technologies offer opportunities 
for large scale verifications and 
authentications!

•	 increased hipper-consummation of 
information – infomonsters! 

•	 right perception, right action!

•	 compassion, upasana, ethics 4.0

•	 focus on permanent conscientious 
judgement. A-vest-A!

•	 development of collective, planetary 
consciousness as a pool of collective 
awareness, responsibility.

•	 permanent, holistic assessment of 
compliance to ethical standards 
when making (purchase) decisions.

Slovene root – words offer simple solutions as we have tried to show 
in our case study: ‘vest’ as information, equals to ‘vest’ as conscience! 
They are indivisible in truth-worthy cosmology.
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to draw a lesson from our case study in a nut-shell as a conclusion i 
would summarise the complexity of the mission of the connected terms 
vest-veda. All effort shall be made on all levels of education to re-establish 
the bond between knowledge, information, ethics and action, and in such 
a way make the in-coming generations master the autonomous judge-
ment regarding the perception, (re)production and use of information 
available from the domains of their cultural genome, traditions, vedas, 
world-wide-web and above all, from their individual introspection – the 
domain of ‘rich silence’ as referred to by the elders of Slovene natural faith.

Slovene root-term ‘vest’ (conscience) is therefore central to the con-
cept of Spirituality 4.0. it found its way to Slovene constitution. At the 
time of Slovenian spring, when the constitution was drafted, we pro-
moted ‘vest’ particularly in relation to military service and the constitu-
tion of 1991 granted individuals the right for conscientious objection in 
a clause that affirms a general right for conscientious objection119. today 
it is more than evident, that the constitutional right for conscientious 
objection shall be used in practically all domains of life, starting with 
production and consumption. 

if we follow eliades suggestion from our introduction and focus on 
examination of hierophanies we can again find support in Slovene lan-
guage to arrive to conclusive statement. 

The permutation of the letters forming the word ‘vest’ allow simple 
solution – vest – svet. 

we have explained in the glossary of cosmological terms in Slovene 
language, that the land in use of the community is called ‘svet’, which is 
the same word as ‘svet’ for the ‘world’ and in adjective it means ‘sacred’. 
The world, and the land in use by community, are sacred. The language 
is sacred itself – it shows the indivisibility of sacredness and the environ-
ment (‘svet’ as macro and ‘svet’ as micro). As above, so bellow.

Slovene language this way sheds light (light in Slovene language derives 
from ‘svet’ – ‘svetloba’) to simple answers for the notion of “sacredness” in 
spirituality 4.0. ‘Sveta sta svet in svet’: the word (‘svet’) as whole and the land 
we use (‘svet’) are equally sacred (‘svet-a’ in dual form). in other words, the 
micro and the macro are equally sacred (‘sveta’ in dual form) – as above so 
bellow. both radiate light (‘svet-loba’). The world and the land we use call us 
to examine our conscience (‘vest’) during each and any relation to them. (in 
Slovene language: Svet je svet120 in zahteva od nas vedenje* po vest-i. ‘vest’ 

119 Article 46 of the constitiution of the republic of Slovenia.
120 More in borenovič, 2019.
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(as conscience) mirrors the consistency of the respect of sacred (‘sveto’) in 
the nature (micro and macro, ‘svet’ in ‘svet’). 

*we introduced the verb ‘vedênje’. it means ‘behaviour’ but primar-
ily ‘védenje’ ‘knowledge’ – one word for both. Again we are faced with 
the principle of indivisibility of action and quality/values. The behav-
iour in Slovene language assumes action based on knowledge (‘véda’), 
awareness (‘za-veda-nje’) and conscience (‘vest’). Slovene etymological 
dictionary alone gives enough ground for firm assumption, that the 
original language codes derive from a clear cosmological framework: 
the deep knowledge of the cosmic laws that can be assessed by sentient 
beings via introspective means (including intuition) that are embedded 
in human cognition via the ‘voice of conscience’, is the platform for the 
right (i.e. ethical, sustainable) behaviour/ action. 

The right action. The vedic dhamma. And Slovene language sails 
with it: the act of initiating the growth (of ideas, plants, actions…), the 
act of sowing in conversational Slovene sounds like ‘set’v’, yet another 
permutation of ‘vest’ and ‘svet’ and tells us crystal clear: every act of 
sowing, each and every initiated action/deed shall be determined by 
scrupulous examination of conscience thus providing cognition (intelli-
gence) with the complexity of the universal knowledge – the conscious-
ness. Since vest, svet and set’v, the individual singularity as micro, the 
world as macro cosmos, the relation between both (‘vest’ as conscience) 
and the deeds/actions, are indivisible. it is the mystery of ‘vest’ (con-
science) connecting them redundantly. ‘Setev’ (sowing) shall follow the 
sequence ‘vest sveti sveto iz sveta v svet’ (conscience sheds light of sa-
cred from the world to our land/hram). 

A-vest-A. The only way for humanity to continue the harvest on the 
planet earth. 

it might be, that the vibrant survival of voices of traditional wisdom 
in Slovenia is due to the eternal power of the language codes and re-
lated cultural genome. last – but not least, the power of nature-centred 
cosmology provided for the Slovene flag and symbols, Slovene anthem 
and the principal youth hero beig authored by nature-centred faith pro-
tagonists, geomantic artist Marko pogačnik, poet france prešeren and 
writer Josip vandot. They embed rich, vibrant spirituality domain el-
ementals shedding light on the stairway to Spirituality 4.0. 
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Slovene Natural Faith Association “Sloven-
ski staroverci” and The Cosmological society 
UPASANA were founded in 2015, assembling 
numerous individual nature centred faith 
practitioners and researchers from all over the 
country for the first time under the umbrellas 
of legal persons. We organised a set of first 
three scientific symposia on Christianisation 
and its effect on Nature centred / traditional 
faith in Kobarid, West Slovenia on August 
2017, 2018 and 2019. Kobarid is a small town 
in the border area between Slovenia and Italy; 
inquisition against natural faith followers or-
dered by Catholic hierarchy in August 1331 left 
sufficient evidence in primary documents as 
well as in literature.

UPASANA in capital letters stand for Cos-
mological Society UPASANA. UPASANA es-
tablished its research and education branch 
Academy Staroslavov Hram named in memo-
ry of ancient Slavic elder Staroslav. Academy 
Staroslavov Hram is dedicated to research of 
ancient schools of mysteries, traditional eth-
nic faith and other nature-centred rituals and 
practices.

UPASANA is a transversal cosmological as-
sociation, paying respect to all spiritual tra-
ditions and sources of wisdom globally, that 
have left footprint on cultural genome of our 
region. And those are numerous. UPASANA 
integrates introspective approach and holo-
gram-view with exact vedas as science and 
(oral) place-based traditions.

UPASANA: www.upasana.si

Slovenian nature-centred faith 
Association: www.staroverci.si.




